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The two latest reports issued by the Environmental Evaluation Group (EEC)
are enclosed for your information and use.
The first, "Calculated Radiation Doses from Deposition of Material Released
in Hypothetical Transportation Accidents Involving WIPP-Related Radioactive
Wastes, EEG-5, by James K. Channell, Ph.D., calculates the doses that could
be incurred from the ingestion of contaminated food following a transportation accident that results in the release of radioactive material. The 50year dose com1nitment is calculated both with and without the assumption that
protective measures will be taken. It is to be noted that an accident of
this severity is not expected to occur during the lifetime of the repository.
The second is a report on a field trip to the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant in Southeastern New Mexico entitled, "WIPP Site and Vicinity Geological
Field Trip,'' EEG-7, by Lokesh Chaturvedi, Ph.D. The attendees included
representatives from New Mexico State Agencies, the universities of New
Mexico, the National Academy of Science WIPP Panel, the U. S. Geological
Survey, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Departm2nt of Energy and
its Contractors. They provided expert assistance in helping to evaluate the
significance of various geological features as they might relate to the
potential release of radioactive waste to the environment.
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FOREWORD

The purpose of the Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) is to
conduct an independent technical evaluation of the potential
radiation exposure to people from the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP), a Federal radioactive waste repository proposed
for construction underground in an area near Carlsbad, New
Mexico. The objective of the EEG evaluation is to protect the
public health and safety and ensure that there is no environmental degradation. The EEG is part of the Environmental
Improvement Division, a component of the New Mexico Health and
Environment Department -- the agency charged with the primary
responsibility for protecting the health of the citizens of
New Mexico.
The Group is neither a proponent nor an opponent of WIPP.
Analyses are conducted by EEG of reports issued by the U. S.
Department of Energy (DOE) and its contractors, other Federal
agencies and other organizations, as they relate to the
potential health, safety and environmental impacts of WIPP.
These analyses may involve public meetings, site visits and
consultations with agencies, professional associations and
scientific experts,
The project is funded entirely by the U, S. Department of
Energy through Contract #DE-AC-04-79AL10752 with the New Mexico
Health and Environment Department.

P~i~~
Robert H. Neill
Director
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Environmental Evaluation Group is conducting an assessment
of the radioloqical health risks to people from the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. As a part of this work, EEG is making
an effort to improve the understanding of those geological issues
concerninq the WIPP site which may affect the radiological
consequences of the proposed repository. One of the important
geolcgical issues to be resolved is the timing and the nature
of the dissolution processes which may have affected the WIPP
site. EEG organized a two-day conference of geological scientists,
titled "Geotechnical Considerations for Radiological Hazard Assessment of WIPP" on January 17-18, 1980. Durina this conference, it
was realized that a field trip to the site would further clarify
the different views on the geolo0ical processes active at the site.
The field trip of June 16-18, 1980 was orqanized for this purpose.
There were twenty-three participants in the field trip, including
seventeen geoscientists from state and federal agencies, universities
and the private sector.
It is recognized that the U. S. Department of Energy has plans for
continued study of the site over the next several years. Several
important geological issues concerning the site are yet to be
resolved. On the basis of the January conference and the June
field trip, EEG has formed the following conclusions:

•

1.
It has not been clearly established that the site or the
surrounding area has been attacked by deep dissolution to render
it unsuitable for the nuclear waste pilot repository. Further
site characterization, as recommended in this report, should
th r o\'! 1 i g ht on the nature and v a 1 i d i ty of the i de as on " deep
dissolution" as postulated by Roger Anderson.
2. The existence of an isolated breccia pipe at the site
unaccompanied by a deep dissolution wedge. is a very remote

i i

possibility. Their existence in the Basin,other than above
the Capitan Reef, has not been settled. However, further work
to answer this question probably would not provide useful information for evaluating the potential impact on the integrity of
the WIPP repository.
3. More specific information about the origin and the nature
of the brine reservoirs is needed. An important question that
should be resolved is whether each encounter with artesian brine
represents a separate pocket or whether these occurrences are
interconnected.

4.

Anderson has postulated a major tectonic fault or a fracture
syst~m at the Basin margin along the San Simon Swale.
It is
important to check whether such a fault really exists because of
its implications to the tectonic stability of the Delaware Basin
in which the site ~s locate~.

5. The area in the northern part of the WIPP site, identified
from geophysical and bore hole data as the disturbed zone, should be
further investigated to clearly understand the nature and significance of this structural anomaly. Other structural anomalies
and postulated faults on the WIPP site should be further investigate.

6. A major drawback encountered during the discussions of
geological issues related to the WIPP site is the absence of
published material that brin~s together all the known information
related to a particular issue. Topical reports on these issues
are needed to clarify and aid in the site characterization.
Information concerning the foregoing issues would be of
considerable value to EEG in more clearly defining and assessing
plausible processes which may affect the repository and the
long-term radiation consequences.

i i i

The Environmental Evaluation Group therefore makes the
following recommendations to the U. S. Department of Energy
for work during fiscal year 1981.
l. Prepare detailed review papers on Deep Dissolution,
Structural Anomalies and Brine Reservoirs. Publish detailed
plans on recovery of mineral resources at and around the WIPP
site. Publish reports on the results of investigation of the
breccia pipes;
2.

Carry out the following exploration work:
a. A seismic reflection profile across the San Simon
Swale to check the presence of a postulated fault;
b. Explore Bell Lake Sink through shallow holes to see
whether it is caused by deep dissolution;
c. Drill an exploratory core hole in Section 9, 2 miles
north of ERDA-9 to explore the 11 disturbed zone 11 ;
d. Test a brine reservoir by allowing it to flow.

Details of the recommendations are included in the "Summary
and Recommendations," Section IV, pp. 101-106.
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INTRODUCTION
This is a report of a geological field trip to the proposed
Los Medanos site of the U. S. Department of Energy's Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The field trip was organized by
the Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) and was held on
June 16-18, 1980. This trip was based in part on the results
of a scientific conference, "Geotechnical Considerations for
Radiological Hazard Assessment of WIPP," arranged by EEG on
January 17-18, 1980.
There were twenty-three participants in the field trip, seventeen of whom were geoscientists. The trip covered the WIPP site,
25 miles east of Carlsbad, New Mexico and the surrounding
geologically relevant points within a rectangle encompassinq
about 1500 square miles.
In addition to the staff of EEG, the
participants included experts from the National Academy of Sciences,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, U. S. Geological Survey, U. S.
Department of Energy and its technical contractors, and universities in New Mexico. A list of the participants, and field trio
notes are included in the Appendices.
The purpose of this site visit was to see some of the field
evidence which support various hypotheses discussed during the
January meeting. These relate to the effect of the past and
present movement of fluids underground. There is concern that
such movement may affect the stability of the evaporite sequence
in the vicinity of the WIPP repository. One hypothesis, proposed
by George Bachman, explains all past and presently active
dissolution of salts as being the result of a surface-induced
circulation of water, thereby removing salt near the top of the
evaporite sequence. The other, proposed by Roger Anderson, invokes
an additional mechanism of dissolutioning and salt removal by the
process of "brine density flow", which depends on the supply of
water from deeper aquifers flowing into the lower parts of the
evaporite sequence. The importance of the two processes to WIPP
lies in their potential effect on the proposed repository. George

Bachman and Roger Anderson selected the field trip stops to
show their respective evidence for their hypotheses.
In addition to salt dissolution, there were also discussions
about several other specific geological issues concerning the
WIPP site. These included the presence or absence of breccia
pipes in the Delaware Basin; structural anomalies interpreted
from geophysical data and the cores of exploratory holes; and
the question of brine reservoirs located in the Castile and
Salado formations.
Extensive discussion took place at most of
the stops, concerning the particular outcrop, its relevance
to the general geologic setting of the area, to the particular
hypothesis and to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. At the end
of each day's field trip, there was a session at which features
seen in the field and their relevance to WIPP were summarized
and additional ideas presented. The participants were requested
to provide EEG with written assessments of the geologic and
hydrologic issues presented on the field trip which may affect
the WIPP site.
The report provides a summary of the field trip activities along
with the participants' post field trip comments.
Important
field stops are briefly described, followed by a more detailed
discussion of critical geoloqical issues. The report concludes
with EEG's summary and recommendations to the U. S. Department
of Energy for further information needed to more adequately resolve
concerns for the geologic and hydrologic integrity of the site.
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WIPP SITE AND VICINITY - GEOLOGICAL FIELD TRIP
June 16-18, 1980
A GENDA

First Day - June 16
DESCRIPTION

ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE

STOP NO.

a.m.
7:00/7:30

Assemble; Introduction
to the day's trip
(Anderson, Bachman, &
Griswold)

1-1

7:45/8:15

Railroad Cut

1-2

8:45/9:15

Early Cretacious & Triassic
Co 11 apse b1ocks.

1-3

9: 46/10: 16

Hil 1 A

1-4

10:26/10:56

Hi 11 C

1-5

11: 24/11 : 49

Collapse Sink

1-6

12:02/12:22

Ash Fall

1-7

12:41/1:41

Spring Deposits, which includes LUNCH BREAK

1-8

2:22/2:52

ERDA-6

1-9

3:37/4:07

Ori 11 ed Site

Holiday Inn

4:2g/5:00

BREAK

Holiday Inn

5:00/6:00

Meeting in Conference Room
for discussion, re-cap &
presentations.

Holiday Inn

•
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June 16-18, 1980

WIPP SITE AND VICINITY - GEOLOGICAL FIElD TRIP /Agenda
Second Day - June 17
STOP NO.

ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE

DESCRIPTION

a.m.
7:00/7:30

Assemble, Introduction to
day's trip (Anderson,
Bachman, Griswold)

2-1

8:30/9:00

Bell Lake

2-2

9:31/10:16

San Simon Sink

2-3

10:32/11 :02

San Simon Ridge

2-4

12:37/12:47

Pierce Canyon Bridge

2-5

12:57/1:07

Pierce Canyon Overlook

2-6

1 :15/2:15

Pierce Canyon, including
LUNCH BREAK

2-7

2:31/3:31

Malaga Bend

2-8

3:53/4:08

Black River

Holiday Inn

4:26/5:00

BREAK

Holiday Inn

5; 00/6: 15

Meeting in Conference Room,
re-cap and presentations.

Holiday Inn

.
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WIPP SITE AND VICINITY - GEOLOGICAL FIELD TRIP /Agenda

June 16-18, 1980

Third Day - June 18
STOP NO.

ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE

DESCRIPTION

a.m.
Holiday Inn

7:00/7:30

Assemble, Introduction to
day's trip (Anderson
Bachman, Griswold)

White City

7:52/7:52

Hhite City

3-1

8:03/8:33

Cretaceous Collapse

3-2

8:36/9:06

Cretaceous Outcrop

3-3

9:11/9:31

Carbonates in Rustler

3-4

9: 35/10 :05

State Line Outcrop

State Line

10 :09/10 :09

3-5

10:28/10:58

Castil es

Holiday Inn

11 :58/1 :15 p.m.

LUNCH BREAK

Holiday Inn

1:15/5:00 p.m.

•
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Meeting in Conference Room
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ROAD LOG
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ROAD LOG

Day l - June 16, 1980
Cumulative mileaae

Description

0.0

Leave Holiday Inn

4.4

4.4

Travel north on Canal Street to Pecos River
(Elevation 3120)

1.9

6.3

Continue on Canal Street throuqh La Huerta
to a dump located at top of knoll on right.
Pu 11 foto di rt road and park. Wa 1k 200 yards
to railroad cut.
·

This is Stop

1-1~

elevation 3170.

The purpose of this stop is to see collapsed
blocks of stream gravel intenningled with collapsed
Permian rocks. The stream gravels are Middle
Pleistocene (Gatuna Formation). The stream which
deposited these gravels was at least 50 ft above
the bed of the present Pecos River. Collapse
occurred before the Mescalero caliche was deposited (about 500,000 years ago).

1.6

7.9

Leave Stop 1-1, return south on Canal Street
to intersectio~ with stop light. Turn east
(left}.

2. 7

10.6

Intersect Highway 62/180, turn to 1eft (east)
on highway.

5. 6

16.2

Turn left into dirt road and proceed northerly.
This road is about 1.8 miles past the Beker.
Plant on the north side of highway .

0.8

17.0

Cross railroad track.

0. 3

17.3

Turn left (westerly) on dirt road.

1. 9

19.2

Proceed westerly on dirt road until you reach
Superior Oil pump area marked as Sl2, T21, R27E.

0. 2

19.4

Proceed SW on dirt road that branches just
before Superior Oil area.

•
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ROAD LOG (cont'd.)
Mileage

Cumulative mileage

0.2

19.6

Proceed southerly on road to fence line.

0.3

19.9

Turn easterly on road along fence.

This is Stop 1-2.

Description

Several orange-painted stakes mark pertinent areas.
These remnants of marine Early Cretaceous rocks
are as far to the northwest within the Delaware
basin that rocks of this age have been observed.
Here they are associated with nearby exposures
of Triassic rocks. These exposures are partial
evidence for pre-Cretaceous unconformity.

3.7

23.6

Return to Highway 62/180 by same route, turn
: left onto highway and proceed easterly.

5.5

29.1

Observe Dewey Lake Redbeds overlain by thin
Gatuna in cut on south bank of highway.

5.6

34.7

Turn left (north) on dirt road toward Duval
Mine. This is about 2.1 miles past the intersection of State Highway 31.

0.4

35. 1

Cross railroad track, immediately turn left.

0.4

35.5

This is the east flank, Hill A.

This is Stop 1-3.
This is a known breccia chimney, or breccia
pipe, which has been drilled.

0.2

35.7

Proceed to bottom of Hil 1 A, turn around.

1.0

36.7

Return to Highway 62/180, turn left and proceed easterly.

0.3

37.0

Turn to right (south) across cattle guard and
take left fork in road.

l. 4

38.4

Turn left at fork.

0.3

38.7

This is Hill C.

l0

•

ROAD LOG (cont'd.)
This is Stop 1-4.
This is the second of two known breccia chimneys
which have been drilled.

Description

Mileage

Cumulative mileage

1. 7

40.4

Return to Highway 62/180; cross median strip
(caution here, this is a steep drop); turn
to left and proceed westerly.

2.3

42.7

Turn left on State Highway 31 and proceed
southerly.

7.6

50.3

Turn left at Phillips Petroleum A & C oil .
wells·. This turnoff is just before the IMCC
potash mill.

0.5

50.8

End of pavement on road, proceed on dirt road.

3.4

54.2

Stop at crest of hill, orange-colored stake on
north (left) side of road. Walk north at this
point for about 300 yards.

This is Stop 1-5.
This area is an example of "solution and fill"
as defined by W. T. Lee (1925). There are
at least 30 to 50 collapse sinks of this type
in the central .part of Nash Draw.

At Crawford Ranch, take right fork in road.

0.6

54.8

0.5

55.3

.At cattle guard take left fork.

1.6

56.9

Veer left at oil storage tank.

1. 2

58. 1

Turn right (east) at T in road.

0.6

58.7

Proceed past windmill on left,

0.3

59.0

At top of hill, turn left along Livingston Ridge.

0.3

59.3

Pull off on left side of road.
l l

ROAD LOG (cont'd.)
This is Stop 1-6.
The volcanic ash exposed here in the Gatuna
Formation has been identified as Pearlette 11 0 11
by Glenn Izett (USGS). This ash originated in
the Yelllowstone region and is about 600,000
years old. It is of major importance in
placing an upper limit on the age of the Gatuna
Formation.
Mileage

Cumulative mileage

Description

1. l

60.4

Proceed back past windmill to T, take left
turn and head south.

2.8

63.2

After proceeding past storage tanks come to
intersection near Crawford Ranch, turn south.

1.2

64.4

Pull into cleared area on right.

This is Stop 1-7.
Gypsite spring deposits exposed here have
yielded camel and horse remains. The deposits
are presumed to be late Pleistocene in age.
WIPP 25 was drilled here.

0.3

64.7

Proceed easterly along this road; at this point
are driving over Dewey Lake Redbeds.

0.5

65.2

Take right fork in road and proceed south along
livinqston Ridqe.

1. 7

66.9

Make a sharp left turn onto pipeline road and
head easterly,

1.6

68.5

Closed gate.

2.8

71. 3

ERDA-9 intersection.

Continue straight ahead.

3. 1

74.4

ERDA-6 intersection.
northerly.

Turn left and proceed

0.7

75.l

Take right fork in road to ERDA-6.

1.0

76. 1

Take right fork in road.

0.6

76.7

Stop at ERDA-6 gate.

l2

Open it and continue on.

ROAD LOG (cont'd.)
This is Stop 1-8, ERDA-6.

.

The purpose of this stop is tc discuss the brine
reservoir phenomena which was observed at
ERDA-6.

5.4

82.l

Return to ERDA-9 crossroads turn south toward
ERDA-9

l.O

83. l

ERDA-9.

5.3

88.4

Intersection with State Highway 128.
westerly toward Carlsbad.

8.7

97. l

Turn off road to north toward drilled site.s

Continue south.
Turn

This is Stop 1-9.
This hill was drilled as a suspected breccia
chimney but drilling proved a normal Salado
sequence ..

l.3

98.4

15.6

114.0

Intersection of State Route 31.
toward Carlsbad.
Arrive Holiday Inn, Carlsbad.

•

l3

Turn south

ROAD LOG (cont'd.)

Day 2 - June 17, 1980
Mileaae

Cumulative mileage

Description

0.0

At Holiday Inn.

Proceed south on Highway 285

9.3

9.3

Intersection of Highway 285 and State Highway
31 proceed easterly on 31.

6.3

15.6

Turn right onto State Highway 128 and proceed
easterly.

27.9

43.5

Turn left onto dirt road going to Bell Lake.
This road is 9.5 miles east of the Lea County
line and 3.2 miles before State Route 21 .

1. 7

45.2

1.0.

45.6

. ProceP.d north on dirt road to windmill
for approximately one mile.
Bell lake.

This is Stop 2-1.
Bell Lake Sink is a large collapse feature
that contained a late Wisconsin and Holocene
lake and that is a candidate for surface expressfon of dissolution at depth.

2. 1

47.7

Return to State Highway 128, turn left and
proceed easterly.

3.2

50.9

Turn left on County Road 21 and head north.

13.2

64. 1

Take road through gate over cattle guard to
right toward southwest.

1.0

65. 1

Turn left at fork.

0.5

65.6

Turn right at section corner and drive toward
bottom of sink.

0.2

65.8

Stop near WIPP 15.

This is Stop 2-2.
San Simon Sink is a collapse feature above
inner reef margin which contains evidence for
two "pluvial" epis.odes in the ~!isconsin and a
recent collapse history.

l

LI,

ROAD LOG (cont'd.)

Description

~ileage

Cumulative mileage

1. 7

67.5

Return to County Road 21.
the east).

l.4

68.9

Turn right through gate and head southerly on
pipeline road.

0.4

69.3

Stop at outcrop.

Turn right (toward

This is Stop 2-3.
San Simon Ridge and associated jointing reef
margin and has a Triassic sandstone outcrop
similar to sandstone found at the bottom of
WIPP-15. Along with San Simon swale, it suggests
a Quaternary age for structures.

15.0

84.3

Return via County Road 21 to State Highway 128.
Turn right.

31. l

115.4

Intersection of State Highway 31, turn left
toward Carlsbad.

6.3

121. 7

Intersection Highway 285.
toward Loving.

5.8

127.5

Crossing of Black River, south of Loving.

Turn left southerly

Cemented gravels along banks of Black River
have been called Ogallala Formation (Pliocene)
by some earlier geologists. However, these
are situated on topography more nearly representative of middle Pleistocene.

0.7

128.2

At Malaga intersection.
Horcun Lake.

1. 3

129.5

Turn right at intersection toward south

1. 3

130.8

End of pavement.

1.2

132.0

Note domal structure on left at 10 o'clock
and small closed structure on right at 3 o'clock.
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Turn east toward

Keep going.

ROAD LOG (cont'd.)

Description

Mileage

Cumulative mileage

0.5

132. 5

Take right fork at intersection.

2.7

135.2

Pierce Canyon Bridge.

This is Stop 2-4, Pierce Canyon Bridqe.
Here the Gatuna Formation is collapsed.

1. 5

136. 7

Pull off side of road where can get good
·view of south canyon wall (across the canyon).

This is Stop 2-5.
A gravel channel is well exposed along the
south wall of the canyon, This channel is in
the Gatuna Formation and is at least 100 feet
above the bed of the modern Pecos River.

2. 1

138.8

Take right fork in road.

0.4

139. 2

Stop for lunch and site visit, location marked
by orange-colored stakes. Walk 5 minutes into
canyon, see outcrop.

This is Stop 2-6.
The Magenta Dolomite (Permian Rustler Formation) is collapsed and intermingled with the
Gatuna Formation.

l6

ROAD LOG

(~ont'd.)

This is Stop 2-7, the Malaga Bend Stop.
Near here are several examples of karst domes.
These dFfer fund amen tally from brecci a chimneys.

•

Mileage

Cumulative mileaae

3.0

149.8

Malaga intersection. Proceed west from here
on Black River Villa9e Road.

2.5

152.3

Cross Black River. Exposed rocks at 3 o'clock
have been called Ogalla.

6.9

159. 2

At intersection of road to Carlsbad.
south on dirt road.

0.9

160. l

Cross Black River.

0.2

160.3

Stop, walk to left and view rock outcrop.

Description

Turn

Continue on.

This is Stop 2-8.
At this stop there are intraformation breccia
of Salado Formation overlain by Rustler
Formation.

l.O

13.

161. 3

Return to pave& road.

173.3

Return to Holiday Inn, Carlsbad.

l7

ROAD LOG (cont'd.)

Day 3 - June 18, 1980
Mileage

CumulativP mileage
0.0

18.0
6.9

18.0
24.9

Description
Leave Holiday Inn.
62/180

Proceed south on Highway

Whites City Intersection continue south on
62/180
Dirt road to left -- with closed gate.
into road.

Turn

This is Stop 3-1.
This exposure of marine Early Cretaceous rocks
is another record of the pre-Cretaceous unconformity. Triassic rocks are presumed to be
absent.

1. 1

26.0

Stop at roadside tables on right side of
highway. Walk west across fence about 0.1 mile.

This is Stop 3-2.
Early Cretaceous rocks. Part of pre-Cretaceous
unconformity record. About 80 miles west of
here in the Cornudas Mountains Early Cretaceous
rocks rest on rocks of Middle Permian age.

3.5

29.5

Stop where there is a carbonate outcropping
near fence on left side of road.

This is Stop 3-3, Carbonates in the Rustler Formation.
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ROAD LOG (cont'd.)

Cumulative mileage
:2 .0

·oescription

31.5

Stop in cut in highway where there are outcroppings on both sides.

This is Stop 3-4.
The State-Line Outcrop of Castile Formation
shows microfolding, dissolution breccia, and
regional dissolution relationships. Age of
microfolding fixes age of salt deformation
structures in basin.

2. l

33.6

State line

0. l

33.7

Turn left (east} on Farm Road 1108

5. l

38.8

Take left fork (onto Farm Road 652)_

4.5

43.3

Take right road (stay on 652}

4.7

48.0

Cross Delaware River

1.9

49.9

Stop at Castiles

This is Stop 3-5.

The Castiles.These limestone buttes contain a brecciated
core of biogenic replacement limestone and
evidence for dissolution and collapse in the
lower part of the evaporites and fluid movements from the'Bell Canyon.

49.9

99.8

Return to Holiday Inn, Carlsbad.
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SECTION 1
DISCUSSIONS IN THE FIELD
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SECTION l
DISCUSSIONS IN THE FIELD

c

A summary of geological features and an account of discussions
in the field at each of the stops are provided in this section.
The numbering of stops corresponds with the stops shown in
Figure l. Details of directions to reach each stop are provided
in the Road Log included in this report. The heading for each
stop includes the name(s) of principal speaker(s) who led the
discussion at that stop.
~top

1-1 -- Collapsed Gatuna (Bachman)

This stop is located about 6 miles north of the Carlsbad Holiday
Inn. Here, alona "! •AJilro~d c11t. one can see collcipsed blocks
of Gatuna formation intermingled with collapsed Permian rocks
(Fig. 2). The Gatuna formation here consists of stream gravel.
According to George Bachman (USGS), the Gatuna is at least
600,000 years old. Bachman interprets the collapse to have taken
place in ancient sink holes which were f~rmed in pre-Mescalero
Caliche time. Since Mescalero Caliche was deposited atout
500,000 years ago and the Caliche overlies·the Gatuna "sinks"
without being disturbed, the implication is that no collapse has
taken place here since 500,000 years ago.
Bachman also pointed out that the gravel deposits of Gatuna time
found at this location occur at least 50 feet above the present
level of the Pecos River. This shows that a stream system at
that time was at least 50 feet above the present system. From
this, Bachman draws the conclusion that the hydraulic head in the
Capitan aquifer system must have been greater than it is today.
Following Gatuna time, the Pecos River entrenched itself in its
present position and intercepted the Capitan aquifer system,
relieving the hydraulic head. Because of this, Bachman believes
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Fig. 2

Collapsed Gatuna gravel deposit intermingled
~vith collapsed Permian rocks, Sto:, 1-l.
(photo:

M. S. Little)
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that the conditions are not favorable at the present time for
the formation of breccia pipes.
Stop 1-2 -- Cretaceous Outcrop (Bachman)
About 10 miles northeast of Carlsbad, George Bachman pointed out
an outcrop which consists of remnants of marine early Cretaceous
rocks associated with nearby exposure of Triassic Rocks. Jurassic
rocks are not present in this area. He uses this as partial evidence for a dissolutional unconformity below the Cretaceous and
infers from this that much of the dissolution in the basin occurred during the Jurassic time.
Stop 1-3 -- Hill A (Jones)
The purpose of this stop was to visit Hill A which is one of
the "domal features" that Vine described (Ref. 8). On Figure 3,
note the dipping Dewey Lake red beds below, and to the right of
the pole. According to C. L. Jones (USGS), drill hole WIPP-31 was
drilled in October 1978 to a total depth of 810 feet to see whether
or not the salt has been dissolved at this location. Only 50 feet
of core was recovered. Breccia was encountered throughout the
total depth and the formation at 810 feet consisted of brecciated
red beds which appeared to be a residue of Dewey Lake red beds.
In the normal stratiqraphic sequence Halite should have been found
at this depth. Thus Hill A is a confirmed "Breccia Pipe". The
drillhole WIPP-31 is loaded with brine-based mud to keep it from
collapsing. According to Wendell Weart (Sandia), this hole is being
deepened and cored to the "root 11 of the breccia pipe. This
work started on July 31, 1980. The total depth of the wel 1,
from ground surface is expected to be approximately 2100 feet.
However, the well will be drilled deeper if necessary, until
undisturbed beds are encountered. Continuous testing for the
presence of water is being carried out to detect any water in
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"

Fig. 3

Hill A - the top of a confirmed breccia pipe,
Stop 1-3.

(photo:

M. S. Little)
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the formations. The investigation of this confirmed breccia
pipe will help in understanding the origin of these features.
Stop 1-4 -- Hill C (Jones)
Hill C is the surface expression of the breccia pipe that is
seen at the McNutt Potash Zone in the Mississippi Chemical mine.
Jones described this feature as follows:
In the mine, the rock surrounding the breccia pipe dips into the
pipe all around. Within a distance of about 140 feet at the mine
level, due to steep dips, one climbs 75 to 80 feet strati graphically. There is displacement by faulting in the mine outside
the pipe. The rim of this faulting is exposed on the surface at
Hill C in a trough. The breccia pipe lithology in the mine
consists of blocks of halite and anhydrite in a clay matrix which
also consists of small clasts of anhydrite, halite and polyhalite.
The exposure on the surface at Hill C consists of sandstone
clasts in a clay matrix.
Well WIPP-16 was drilled at the edge of the breccia pipe on Hill
C for the primary purpose of determining the possibility of drilling
across the pipe horizontally. It was also an exploratory hole
to check the stratigraphy, lithology and texture of the rock units
in the breccia pipe. WIPP-16 encountered Triassic rocks at the
surface, followed by a great mass of Triassic blocks and some
intervals of breccia. This is essentially what one sees at the
outcrop at Hill C. Further down in WIPP-16, Dewey Lake red beds
and the Rustler formation were encountered. At the center of the
pipe, one would expect a chaotic structureless mass of clay with
sandstone fragments in it. The first rock salt in the drillhole
was encountered in the basal part of Rustler.
Jones hypothesized that the presence of blocks of anhydrite,
polyhalite and rock salt in the breccia pipe at the mine level.
and the rock salt encountered about 80 feet above the mine level
in the lower part of Rustler (in WIPP-16), indicates that there
25

was brine but no fresh water involved in the formation of the
breccia pipe. Jones pointed out that several drillholes in that
area, e.g., U.S. Potash #121, 124, 164, 183 and 185, showed that
Rustler Salt has been dissolved outside the pipe. This is
interpreted by him to mean that the dissolution outside the pipe
post dates the dissolution within the pipe. The dip of Mescalero
Caliche away from the breccia pipe is also interpreted to indicate
that the salt in the area was removed after the formation of the
breccia pipe.
The occurence of crude oil seep near the breccia pipe in the mine
was mentioned by some of the participants. Jones stated that he
believes the oil seeped up from lower lying hydrocarbon deposits,
along the fractures associated with the breccia pipe. Weart
stated that the oil from the seep is being chemically analyzed
by U.S. Geological Survey and that the question of its source
is not yet settled.
Stop 1-5 -- Nash Draw Sink (Bachman)
This stop was to see a collapse sink in the Nash Draw (Fig. 4),
as an example of the "solution and fill" features described by
W. T. Lee (Ref. 5). Bachman pointed out that there are thirty
to fifty of these features in the Nash Draw. This sink is an
example of the "solution and fill" process which is proposed as
the mechanism by which Nash Draw depression was formed (see
Figure 4 and Bachman, Appendix II).
Stop 1-6 -- Volcanic Ash in Gatuna (Bachman)
This stop was to visit the volcanic ash outcrop associated with the
Gatuna formation discovered by George Bachman and Richard Kelly
(a NMSU student) in the summer, 1979. This ash has been identified
by Glenn Izett of U.S.Geological Survey as Pearlette "0", which
originated in the Yellowstone region about 600,000 years ago.
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Fig. 4

A collapse sink in Nash Draw, Stop 1-5.
(photo:

M. S. Little)
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Presence of this volcanic ash in the Gatuna has confirmed a
minimum age of the Gatuna formation to be 600,000 years.
Stop 1-7 -- Gypsite Spring Deposits in Nash Draw (Bachman)
The gypsite spring deposits in Nash Draw indicate near surface
dissolution by meteoric water seeping into the ground at the
Livingston Ridge area and seeping out from the ground in Nash
Draw, thus precipitating gypsite. These deposits are presumed
to be late Pleistocene in age. Skeletal remains of horses and
camels have been found here. The presence of these deposits
indicates shallow dissolution as a process of major importance
in the formation of Nash Draw.
Stop 1-8 -- ERDA-6 - Cancelled
The trip to ERDA-6 well, planned to stimulate discussion on
brine reservoirs, was cancelled due to lack of time.
~top

1-9 -- WIPP-32 (Bachman and Jones)

This stop was to visit the site of a suspected breccia pipe in
the Delaware Basin southwest of the WIPP site. An exploratory
stratigraphic hole, WIPP-32, was drilled at this site in August
1979 to a total depth of 390 feet. George Bachman and Charles
Jones provided the following descriptions at this stop:
This feature is located in the southwest corner of Nash Draw,
north of the salt lake Laguna Grande de la Sal. Bachman prefers
to call it a "breccia mound", which he defines as "an erosional
remnant of insoluble residuum in an area of regional Karst development." There is a good deal of brecciation here but it is a
surficial, regional brecciation. For example, the Magenta dolomite, exposed on a ridge near WIPP-32, is highly brecciated.
South of the salt lake, there are locations where the Magenta
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formation is seen essentially on top of the Culebra with most
of the gypsum between the two having been dissolved out. At
least some of this regional dissolution must have occurred before
Gatuna time, because to the east of the salt lake there are some
exposures of undisturbed Gatuna within Nash Draw, which lies
on brecciated Magenta. Sinkholes in the Gatuna show evidence
of some dissolutioning during and after Gatuna time.
Jones stated that east of the WIPP-32 location, the thickness
of gypsum increases between Culebra and Magenta in the subsurface until it is about 90 feet thick on the east side of Nash
Draw. The area at WIPP-32 is part of a belt of subcropping in
which all the chloride and all the sulfates have been removed
between the Magenta and Culebra, leaving behind a residue which
is about 5 to 10 feet thick. It is a subsurface phenomenon in
places overlain by about 300 feet of Gatuna formation. The top
of salt in this hole (WIPP-32) is the top of the potash zone
in the Salado -- approximately the same as found in WIPP-29
(3/4 mile to the southeast). The zone of dissolution residue
in WIPP-32 extends from the surface to about 5 feet into the
McNutt Potash zone. There is a total removal of all soluble
salts (chlorides) from the upper part of Salado -- 400 to 500
feet of salt is missing -- with a dissolution residue taking
its place. However, WIPP-32 showed that there is a normal
bedded salt sequence with a normal regional dip below the McNutt
Potash Zone. WIPP-32 Basic Data Report has not yet been published.
Stop 2-1 -- Bell Lake Sink (Anderson)
At the Bell Lake Sink (Fig. 5), located about 15 miles southeast
of the WIPP site, Roger Anderson led the discussions and described the features as follows:
Bell Lake Sink is a depression about 2 miles in diameter
containing two well-defined sinks and some smaller ones within
the large depression. Old Red Soil, originally derived as sheet
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sand from the Ogallala formation during a drier period of
Pleistocene, has since become stabilized and broken down to
form a deep red soil which covers most of the surface at this
location. At several locations around the Sink, this soil shows
faulted margins and at some places one can see Mescalero Caliche
faulted off. This big depression is therefore not an eolian
deflation feature but is a structural collapse feature. This
probably is true also for the Slick Sink (two miles to the
south.)
According to Anderson, the Old Red Soil fixes a lower limit of
100,000 years for the age of this feature. The soil probably
started developing in the Pleistocene between 100,000 and 300,000
years ago, during the Wisconsin Period.
A unique feature of
the Bell Lake Sink is the presence of three levels of gypsum
clay dunes
These dunes are known to form under a combination
of geologic, topographic and climatic conditions. The process
starts with intermittent seasonal drying in a playa flat to
form gypsum crystals and clay pellets in the playa mud. In all
the playas in various parts of the world which have been studied,
it has been shown that there should be chloride available to form
the clay pellets and calcium sulfate for the gypsum crystals. The
clay pellets and the gypsum crystals are carried by the wind to
form the clay dunes. The clay dunes thus formed are about half
gypsum pellets and half clay pellets. These do not blow too far.
The wind scoops them and stacks them around the edge of the playa.
During the next wet period, the clay pellets break down and make
a paste over the top and the dunes stabilize soon after they
are formed. Anderson has reconstructed the size of the lake
from the position of these gypsum clay dunes. Three stages of
gypsum-clay-dunes development have been identified in Bell Lake
Sink and are shown in Fig. 5 of Anderson's paper (Appendix II).
These three stages represent conditions from Wisconsin to Holocene -- strong seasonal climate when the lake was at a high level.
Bell Lake Sink is situated on a broad divide area without much
drainage -- which means that there must have been relatively
little catchment water flow. From where, then. did the water for a
11
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Fig.

5

A view of the Bell Lake Sink, Stop 2-1.
(photo:

Lokesh Chaturvedi)
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lake of this size come? And from where did all the gypsum
and salts found in the dunes originate?
Anderson cited a report by Nicholson and Clebsch ~ef. ~ who
theorized that the upward movement of water from the Permian
evaporite beds at depth brought sulfates and chlorides to the
surface. Soils and exposed rocks in Southern Lea County are
not gypsiferous or rich in chloride. The closest source of
these materials is the Rustler formation which is about 1000
feet below the ground at this location.
With regard to the relationship of Bell Lake and Slick Sink
to the WIPP site, Anderson suggested that this area appears to
have developed due to collapse and rising sulfate rich water
through fractures that originate in the evaporite. If the fractures connect the surface down to evaporites, how do we know
that they did not originate deeper? Since these young features
are in the basin and not on the reef, Anderson uses them as
possible evidence for deep dissolution (in lower Salado and
Castile) in the basin.
In answers to questions at the site, Anderson stated that the
hydrologic head in the Rustler is most likely not high enough
now for the water to ascend all the way to the surface. During
the Wisconsin time, the head must have been higher. Anderson
also stated that there were two shallow wells in the area, about
100 feet deep which yielded very salty water and the rancher
abandoned them. He also said that around the margins of this
Playa, one finds large nodules of barite and celestite, which
indicate some recent movement of fluids, perhaps from the
evaporite source.
Stop 2-2 -- San Simon Sink (Anderson)
This stop was to visit the San Simon Swale and Sink. San Simon
Swale is an elongated, broad depression trending northwest with
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its northwest margin about 10 miles east of ERDA-9 (center
of the WIPP site). San Simon Sink is the most recent collapse
feature in the southeastern part of the Swale and lies about
20 miles east-southeast of ERDA-9. The Swale is approximately
20 miles long and 6 to 10 miles wide. The Sink (collapsed part)
has a diameter of approximately one mile. Roger Anderson
described these features as follows:
At the center of San Simon Sink there is a dead sugarberry tree.
According to local ranchers, the lower limbs of the tree were
once high enough that a horse and rider could pass beneath.
Now these branches are barely 4 feet above ground. This represents recent deposition in the Sink. According to Nicholson
and Clebsch, the absence of precipitates at the bottom of the sink
indicates a leaky bottom where seepage is too rapid for effective
evaporation (Ref. 6). The most recent collapse event
occurred in 1927. A local rancher told Anderson that just before
the collapse occurred, there was a period of heavy rain and
the Sink had standing water. Perhaps the weight of the water
provided the triggering mechanism for the collapse. At any rate,
when it happened, "it sounded like a thousand cannons." The
collapse left annular fissures, which are still well incised,
around its rim (Fig. 6). The main fissure was about 15 feet
deep. It has been filled in since, so that now it is only 2 to
3 feet deep and goes about half way around the Sink. According
to Nicholson and Clebsch, deposition in the Sink is continuing
at a rapid rate, estimated to be about 1 foot every 5 years (Ref. 6).
Fiqure 7 shows the center of the sink.
The Sink is elongated in the northwest-southeast direction. East
of the prominent ring fissure is a diatomite bed. The same diatomite bed is present at the bottom of the Sink as well. A lake
with a surface area of about 12.5 square miles occupied the
lower, southeastern part of San Simon Swale during the last
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Fig. 6

The fissure around the rim of the San Simon Sink
from the most recent collapse event of 1927, Stop 2-2.
(photo:

Lokesh Chaturvedi)
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Fig. 7

Center of the San Simon Sink showing sugarberry tree
and diatomite beds in the background, Stop 2-2.
(photo:

Lokesh Chaturvedi)
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"pluvial" episode of the Wisconsin. San Simon Sink is a much
smaller feature near the center of the old lake area. It
collapsed to its present expression following the last high
lake stand.
The hills around the sink are dune ridges (Fig. 8). Diatomite
is overlain by 30 to 50 feet of mixed diatomite and reworked old
lake beds. Under the diatomite, there is a layer of green sand
with diatomite mixed with it. At the surface one finds calcified
reeds. Diatoms are episodic organisms deposited in shallow water
around reeds. Using a hand lens, one can identify a fair percentage of a calcareous algae. Therefore, this is a calcareous,
diatomaceous, mixed sediment. Well WIPP-15 was drilled at the
center of the sink to find where this bed occurs at depth to
calculate the total drop.
This diatomite bed grades into a sandy-silty material with
gastropod shells.
Based on an aoe determination of the
nastroood shells. Anderson calculates that the diatoma~eous
bed was deposited during the last part of the Wisconsin qlacial
aqe (15.000 - 20.000 vears). Subseauent to its deoosition a
fair amount of collapse has taken Place.
Anderson interprets the San Simon Swale and Sink as the northernmost reef margin depressions which are filled with deep Cenozoic
f i l 1 a s d e s c r i b e d by Ma 1e y a n d Hu ff i n g to n ( Re f. 7 ) . Th e Swa 1e a n d
the Sink are perhaps the youngest of these "string of bead"
depressions. The Salado salt is totally missing in these
depressions. Anderson's interpretation is therefore that these
depressions are formed by localized dissolution of Salado along
the reef margin from waters moving through fractures from the
Capitan or Bell Canyon aq~ifer systems followed by collapse and
filling by Cenozoic sediments.
As evidence for his deep-solutioning and collapse hypothesis for
the sink, Anderson demonstrated cores obtained from WIPP-15.
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Fig. 8

Diatomaceous dune ridges around the San Simon
Sink, Stop 2-2.
(photo:

Lokesh Chaturvedi)
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Logs of these cores are shown in Fig. 9 of Anderson's field trip
notes (Appendix II). WIPP-15 was drilled at the center of the
sink and was cored to a derth of 810 feet. At the bottom of
the core, a hard, micaceous Triassic sandstone was encountered,
which may be the Santa Rosa. The sandstone can be compared with
the sandstone on the ridge. At about 547 feet, the bottom of a
uniform textured bed of sand was encountered. This sand, which
is identical in composition and texture to the sand found on the
surface covering the Old Red Soil, was encountered for 300 feet
in the hole. Then, for the next 150 feet upwards, one finds zones
with Caliche pebbles in sand. Anderson interprets this as representing a collapse event -- the sand must have been rapidly washed
into the sink. Overlying this is a "pluvial" clay bed with
artemisia pollens, followed by a 40 feet thick clay bed which is
marly at the bottom. Above this is 30 feet of sticky clay with
sand grains. The clay beds represent a "pluvial" period. Above
the clay is a green sand bed and then marl again, overlying the
green sand. This marl at the top has diatoms, which are the
same as found in the diatomite beds on the surface.
Since these diatoms represent a lake margin and WIPP-15 is in the
middle of the basin, the interpretation is that the lower clay as
well as the marl is equivalent to the diatomite and a later collapse event made the marl slump into the depression. There is
250 feet of vertical collapse evident from this stratigraphy since
the diatomite was formed.
If one assumes the upper marl as equivalent to diatornite, then 150 feet of collapse has taken place since
the last high stage of the lake. In either case, there was 150
feet to 250 feet of collapse since the last high lake stand,
18,000 to 20,000 years ago. After the collapse, playa sediment
was deposited with bits and pieces of grass and local vegetation,
mostly carbonate.
According to Anderson, the collapse of the Sink occurred only
about 7,000 to 8,000 years ago -- sometime after the last lake
stand.
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Bachman stated that he believes the San Simon Swale was created
by an old drainage system. He has seen gravels which are reworked
out of Triassic and Gatuna formations, in the San Simon Swale
north of the Sink. Further discussion on this point was held at
the next stop.
~top

2-3 -- San Simon Ridge (Anderson and Jones)

This stop was to see the outcrop of the Triassic sandstone which,
according to Anderson, has faulted down between the San Simon
Ridge and the San Simon Sink (cored in WIPP-15 at 810 feet depth).
The major joints (Fig. 9) at this outcrop are parallel to the
San Simon Ridge and the Capitan Reef. According to Anderson,
the sandstone at this outcrop is indistinguishable from that
cored in WIPP-15, in hand or under a petrologic microscope.
Anderson claims a vertical displacement of almost 1000 feet
between this outcrop and WIPP-15 -- only 1/2 mile apart.
Anderson's field trip notes (Appendix II, Fig. 10) show a schematic
cross section across the San Simon Swale, with interpreted
displacements.
Jones (USGS) pointed out that since Triassic sandstone was not
cored to its bottom in WIPP-15, we do not have a datu1n to calcu1 ate the displacement.
Also, there is only about 30 feet of
Rustler salt missing at this location. Bachman and Jones stated
that they believed that there is an unconformity between the ridge
and WIPP-15 location and the Triassic sandstone may have thinned
to the west from this outcrop. Jones stated that he believes that
the San Simon Sink is formed due to dissolution in the Rustler.
Triassic formations were eroded in a valley along the Swale.
The maximum dissolution was under that valley. According to him,
processes similar to the ones which are known to have created Nash
Draw, i.e. shallow dissolution through water seeping to the surface,
were responsible for creatinq San Simon Swale.
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Fig. 9

Joints in the Triassic sandstone, Stop 2-3.
(photo:

Lokesh Chaturvedi)
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Anderson emphasized the regional setting, a string of depressions
along the reef margin and the missing Salado beds in these depressions which point to deep dissolution as the mechanism. Jones
emphasized that the dissolution is at the top of the evaporites
and not at the bottom. This point is discussed further in
Section 2.
~-!_g.L?_-4

-- Pierce Canyon Bridge (Bachman)

An outcrop of dipping Gatuna beds is present at this location.
The beds are seen to be dipping 30° to 45° and they were not
deposited that way. Bachman interprets the tilting of Gatuna
formation to have taken place due to collapse of the underlying
formations as a result of dissolution in the Rustler formation.
Bachman emphasized that this represents only local Gatuna collapse
and that there has not been widespread dissolution and collapse
since Gatuna times.
Stop 2-5 -- Outcrop of Gatuna Formation
Gatuna formation, mainly consisting of conglomerate beds, is
well exposed along the south wall of the Pierce Canyon at this
location. Mescalero Caliche overlies the Gatuna formation and
forms a crust exposed on the mesa. A gravel channel, representing
an old stream bed during the Gatuna time, is exposed about 100
feet above the bed of the present Pecos River, in the south wall
of the canyon. Bachman uses this stream channel presence as
evidence for the hydraulic head being higher 600,000 years ago
compared to the present.
Sto_p__2-6 -- Collapsed Rustler Outcrop (Bachman)
At this stop one sees an outcrop of Magenta Dolomite (part of the
Rustler formation), which has collapsed and intermingled with the
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Gatuna formation. Bachman showed this as evidence for dissolution
in the Rustler formation at this locality. According to Bachman,
dissolution in the Rustler which is at the top of the evaporite
sequence, is the only major dissolution feature in this area.
Its extent is known and it is not a threat to the WIPP site.
Stop 2-7 -- "Karst Domes'' at Malaga Bend (Bachman)
This is one of the best localities in the Delaware Basin where
the "structural domes" first described by Vine (Ref. 8) are exposed.
Bachman has called these circular features "Karst domes", and
has shown the difference between these features and the "breccia
pipes" in Fig. 2 of his field trip notes (Appendix I ). At this
location near Malaga Bend, many of the domes are almost perfectly
circular and others are elongate or irregular. Many of these
are breached and partly eroded, exposing the older rocks at the
center. According to Bachman, each one of these "domes" contains
brecciated Salado formation at the center, surrounded by brecciated
Rustler formation. Most of these show Culebra dolomite, a part
of the Rustler formation, forming a ring around the feature. Some
of these domes are not yet breached and do not expose the brecciated Salado. Bachman interprets these to be a kind of "solutional
remanent" and compared these with features known as "Tower Karst",
which consist of high (800-900 feet) towers of limestone formed
in a random pattern. Such towers are found in China. Bachman
stated that he does not quite understand the mechanism of formation
nf these circular domal features, but that they are very different
from the breccia pipes.

Anderson pointed out that at least one of these dome-like
structures has brecciated Salado gypsum accompanied by postCulebra rock breccia at the center and could be a breccia pipe.
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Stq_Q_ 2-8 -- Intraformation Breccia in Salado (Bachman and Jones)
Bachman has described the process of formation of intraformation
breccia through dissolution adjacent to aquifers (see Appendix
II). This stop was intended to show such breccia in the Salado
formation.
Jones pointed out that a residue of salt beds about
20 feet thick, remains at this outcrop (Fig. 10). This bed must
have been about 600 to 650 feet thick originally. The chloride is
leached out by circulating ground water and the recrystallized
nodules present probably have gone through three or four stages
of recrystallization. In some of these nodules one can still see
the crystal faces preserved. The brecciated Salado is overlain by
broken up Rustler formation.
Stop 3-1 -- Outcrop of Cretaceous Rocks (Bachman)
This is one of the three localities in the vicinity of the WIPP
site where early Cretaceous strata with marine fossils is exposed.
The other localities are at Stops 1-2 and 3-2. Bachman has used
the presence of Cretaceous strata which, according to him,
"transgressed across the eroded edges of the underlying Triassic
and Permian strata" as evidence for his belief that much of the
regional dissolution in this area must have occurred before
Cretac:eous time.
Stop 3-2 -- Another Cretaceous Outcrop (Bachman)
Another outcrop of early Cretaceous rocks is present at this
locality, which Bachman showed as a part of his postulated preCretaceous unconformity record. Bachman pointed out that about
80 miles west of this location, in the Cornudas Mountains, early
Cretaceous rocks rest on rocks of middle Permian age, displaying
the unconformity.
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Fig.

10

Intraformational breccia in Salado, Stop 2-8.
(photo:

Lokesh Chaturvedi)
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This stop was to observe several outcrops alonq the road. Jones
showed a breccia mass with carbonates from the Rustler and red
gypsum derived from polyhalite probably belonging to upper
Salado. No biogenic calcite or sulfur is present at this outcrop
which means that the water from the Delaware Mountain Group has
not been responsible for the brecciation here. Jones also showed
an outcrop, where biogenic calcite with no laminations is present,
which appears to have been formed by water from the DMG.
A few feet to the south, one can see the trace of the larnprophyre

dike which is also exposed in Kerr-McGee an~ IMC mines, north
and northwest of the WIPP site (Fig. 3.5-2, GCR).
At this location only a change in color for about 15 feet, representing the
weathered material derived from the dike is seen.
About 100 feet south of the dike, to the west side of the road,
.Anderson showed an outcrop of two "limestone dikes" which cross
the highway. The replacement limestone at this outcrop closely
resembles the unreplaced laminated anhydrite of the Castile formation, but generally contains less than 1% calcium sulfate.
Obviously, the Castile anhydrite has been replaced by biogenic
limestone, locally accompanied by sulfur. This area is in the
basin, far from the Capitan Reef. The reduction of sulfate and
its replacement by porous carbonate with a high carbon ratio
(C-12/C-13) can only be ascribed to bacterial action. Bell
Canyon aquifer is the only possible source for the water and
organic matter needed for this process to flourish.
Kirkland and
Evans have proposed that artesian meteoric water and hydrocarbons
(mainly gas) moved up from the Bell Canyon aquifer through
fractures in the Castile formation and initiated the process of
bacterial reduction fueled by hydrocarbons in the presence of
aqueous solutions (Ref. 4). It is also noteworthy that there is no
significant stratigraphic displacement of the Castile, as a result
nf this ~lter~tion.
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Anderson used this outcrop to point out that water from the
underlying Bell Canyon aquifer has moved up, through fractures,
into the overlying evaporite sequence in this part of the Delaware
Basin. He pointed out that the presence of hydrogen sulfide in
drill holes in other parts of the basin suggests that the process
may be taking place elsewhere in the basin as well. If this were
so, Anderson implied, an important component of his proposed
mechanism for deep dissolution and breccia pipe formation in the
evaporite sequence would prove to be present.
~t..QR__

3-4 -- Stateline Outcrop

(Anderson).

This outcrop provides an excellent exposure of the Castile
formation and the development of Castile microfolding. Anderson
described the features at this outcrop as follows:
A limestone bed (L-bed), a few feet thick, occurs near the top
of the road cut (Fig. 11) and can be seen "holding up" the
prominent ridge and its extension to the south. This bed is
traceable in the lower part of Halite-III unit in the Castile,
all over the Delaware Basin, and is easily recognizable on gammaray and sonic logs of bore holes. At this outcrop in the northern
part of the basin, the L-beds occur close to the top of the
Castile. To the south, this bed is found at lower and lower
stratigraphic positions. Anderson has correlated the logs
(Fig. 13, Appendix II), and finds increasingly thicker salt
sections in the Castile from north to south. In the southern
part of the basin an entire salt unit is present above the marker
bed. The Castile/Salado boundary is the top of the salt, and it is
always the top salt bed that is chopped off in each successive
section from north to south. Otherwise the salt beds are perfectly
traceable all the way across from north to south within the Basin.
Anderson interprets these observations to indicate that the Castile/
Salado interface is an erosion/dissolution surface from north to
south, truncating these individual salt beds.
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Fig. 11

Exposure of Upper Castile formation showing
the L-Bed, Stateline outcrop, Stop 3-4.
(photo:

Lokesh Chaturvedi)
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Another interesting point is that all the other Halite units in
the Castile are at their thickest in the northern corner of the
basin, except Halite-III bed which has been eroded, truncated
and cut off. Figure 14 of Anderson's field trip notes (Appendix
II) shows that if the position of L-bed is plotted on the isopach
map of the H-III unit, it conforms almost exactly to the trace of
the Castile and Salado interface as represented by the edge of the
H-III isopach. Thus, during the erosion-dissolution interval
between the Castile and Salado, this same limestone bed appears
to have formed the top of a "ridge" marking the northern margin
of H-III salt in the basin.
Another feature to notice at this outcrop is microfolding within
the larger folds (Fig. 12). Several mechanisms have been proposed
to explain their mode of formation e.g., earthquakes, slipping
and sliding, old current ripple marks or the volume change involved in the conversion of anhydrite to gypsum or vice-versa.
On the basis of detailed correlations of laminae and association
of microfolding with macrofolding, Anderson concludes that the
microfolding is related to macrofolding and is caused by tectonic
forces. Two kinds of deformation are seen in these microfolds
based on the thickness of a layer. Thin layers undergo "buckle
shortening" while thick layers merely swell and undergo "layer
shortening".
Anderson has used the study of these microfolds to date the salt
flow structures encountered in ERDA-6 cores. According to him,
the axes of microfolds correspond with the axes of the larger
folds and these, in turn, correspond with the basic Cenozoic
structural grain of the basin. Therefore he believes that the
microfolds developed during the Cenozoic time. Anderson showed
a sample of ERDA-6 core which shows boudinage type separation of
the thick calcite layer. This is typical of Anhydrite II in
ERDA-6. There is about 40% stretching which must have been caused
by the development of salt flow structure underneath and associated dragging of this anhydrite bed. ERDA-6 core also shows
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Fig. 12

Microfolding in Casti.le at LL£'
Stop 3- 5..
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stretching of microfolds. If microfolding is a Cenozoic event,
the age of ERDA-6 stretching being post-microfolding would also
be Cenozoic or post-Cenozoic. Some other structural anomalies at
the present WIPP site could also be related to the process of salt
flowage structures as found in ERDA-6.
Jones expressed another view of the origin of the microfolds and
stretching of layers. He termed it, "Subaqueous Brecciation" and
described it as having taken place due to rupturing of the brittle
material during tilting of the basin and the material from the
brittle layers filling up the fractures between the non-brittle
layers.
Dennis Powers stated that conversion from anhydrite to gypsum
involves a volume increase in excess of 30% and asked whether this
was not responsible for the microfolding? Anderson replied
that microfolding only involved anhydrite and not gypsum. Where
there was conversion, it resulted in swelling and break up.
Stop 3-5

Castiles Limestone Buttes (Anderson)

Kirkland and Evans (Ref.4) have described a number of locations
of Castiles (limestone buttes) in the Western Delaware Basin
(Fig. 15, Anderson, Appendix II). These buttes consist of
brecciated masses of laminated limestone, many of which stand
over 70 feet above the surrounding Gypsum Plain. This stop was
to visit the exposure of Castiles (Fig. 13) marked as (3) on
Kirkland and Evans map (Fig. 15, Anderson, Appendix II).
Anderson described the features as follows:
The brecciated Castiles found on the Gypsum Plain in the western
part of the Delaware Basin represent replacement limestone masses
which have been exhumed. The process of replacement of original
anhydrite with calcite perserving the original Castile structure of
a breccia made up of finely laminated clasts is similar to that
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Fig. 13

The limestone buttes (Castiles), Stop 3-6.
(photo:

Lokesh Chaturvedi)
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described for the "limestone dikes" at stop 3-1. If thest:!
buttes represent replacement of collapsed breccia chimneys,
the collapse event may have provided additional access for
waters, hydrocarbons, and bacteria from the Bell Canyon aquifer
to facilitate replacement of anhydrite by sulfate-reducing
bacteria. Four "Castiles" are present at this stop.
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SECTION II
DISCUSSION OF ISSUES
This Section summarizes the comments and interpretations
concerning the field evidence seen at each stop, and
concerning other geologic or hydrologic issues discussed
at the field trip and important to the characterization
of the WIPP site. This summary relates to (1) shallow
dissolutioning involving formations down to the RustlerSalado interface; (2) deep dissolutioning involving the
Salado, the Castile, and the Delaware Mountain Group~ (3)
breccia pipes or similar domal features arising from dissolution; (4) tectonic faulting in the northern Delaware
Basin; and (5) brine reservoirs in the Castile or Salado,
particularly those of a size, location and pressure which
may affect the integrity of the proposed repository.
These issues are discussed in detail below
l.

Shallow Dissolution

The question of regional dissolution involving the top of
the evaporite section (Rustler-Salado interface and above)
was addressed by George Bachman at a number of field stops,
viz. 1-1, 1-2, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7, 2-4, 2-5 and 2-6. The main
thrust of Bachman 1 s field evidence is that much of the
regional dissolution in the Delaware Basin occurred before
the development of Mescalero Caliche, i. e. prior to 500,000
years, and that the dissolution was the result of "shallow"
processes dissolving the top of the evaporites through surfaceinduced water. At several of the stops mentioned above, there
is very good evidence of dissolution, during the Gatuna times
( 600,000 years) but the Mescalero Caliche which has remained
undisturbed, caps the dissolution features. The presence of
stream channel deposits of Gatuna age shows that the conditions
for dissolution were good at that time. The stream channel
deposits in the Gatuna formation are found at least 50 feet
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above the present drainage system of the Pecos River. Bachman
has interpreted this to indicate a greater hydraulic head during
the Gatuna time compared to present.
Bachman used the outcrops of Cretaceous rocks at Stops 1-2, 3-1
and 3-2 as evidence for a dissolutional unconformity below the
Cretaceous. No rocks of Triassic and Jurassic age are exposed
in the western part of the Delaware Basin and Bachma.n has interpreted this to indicate that this part of the Basin was well above
sea level and therefore subjected to surface erosion during all
of Triassic and Jurassic time. The estimated rate of lateral
shallow dissolution in the western part of the Delaware Basin,
according to Bachman, is about 6 to 8 miles per million years
(DEIS, p. 7-75). Based on a study of the local and regional
distribution of early Cretaceous outcrops in the Delaware Basin,
Bachman indicated that his previous estimate of the rate of
regional lateral shallow dissolution as given in the DEIS is too
high. Bachman now believes that a great deal of dissolution in
the Basin occurred during the Jurassic time.
Bachman also showed a sink in the Nash Draw (Stop 1-5) and
pointed out that there are at least 30 such sinks that he has
seen in the Nash Draw depression. He described the mechanism of
"Solution and Fill" first proposed by W. R. Lee (Ref. 5) and
hypothesized that Nash Draw originated through this mechanism of
regional lowering of the surface. Bachman used the gypsite
spring deposits in Nash Draw (Stop 1-7) as additional evidence
for near surface dissolution by meteoric water seeping into the
qround.
Bachman's field evidence for a great deal of dissolution activity
during the Gatuna time (600,000 years ago) is very good. The
appearance of an intact Mescalero Caliche layer overlying
collapsed Gatuna outcrops does indeed indicate lack of dissolution activity in those areas since the Mescalero Caliche time
(500,000 years). However, the tilting of Gatuna beds at the
Pierce Canyon Bridge and elsewhere suggest at least local postGatuna dissolution and collapse. Shallow dissolution due to
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meteoric water seeping through the ground does appear to be
the dominant process for the creation of the dog-bone shaped
depression called Nash Draw, west of the WIPP site. The
evidence for most of the dissolution having taken place during
Jurassic time has not yet been cogently presented by Bachman.
The three outcrops of early Cretaceous rocks that were visited
during the field trip (stops 1-2, 3-1, 3-2) conclusively show
the presence of Cretaceous sea in the area. Extensive dissolution activity beinq limited to Jurassic times, however,
appears to be speculative at this time. The proposed publication
of Bachman's work on this issue referred to in the DEIS should
provide the evidence for this.
2.

Deep

Dissolutio~

Roger Anderson is the main proponent of the idea of extensive
dissolution having taken place in the Delaware Basin in the
Salado and Castile formations at depth. According to this idea,
relatively fresh water from the Capitan Reef aquifer and the
underlying Bell Canyon aquifer has moved into the lower parts
of the evaporative section and has advanced dissolution wedges
from the reef margins towards the center of the basin.
In
defense of his thesis, Anderson presented field evidence at
Stops 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5. His evidence consisted
of the following:
a. Bell Lake Sink and Slick Sink are good candidates for
being the surface manifestations of the effects of deep dissolution.
b. San Simon Sink represents continued active dissolution
at depth.
c. Correlation of the Triassic sandstone outcrop at San
Simon Ridge and that encountered in WIPP-15 indicates a major
displacement along the eastern edge of the Swale.
d. Limestone dikes (Stop 3-3) provide evidence for fresh
groundwater from the Bell Canyon aquifer having invaded the
overlying evaporite sequence in the middle of the Basin.
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e. Correlation of Castile varves (such as seen at Stop
3-4) across the Uelaware Basin provide evidence for a large
western dissolution wedge apparently migrating eastward across
the Basin (Ref. l).
t. Brecciated Castiles on the Gypsum Plain (such as seen
at Stop 3-5) have undergone biogenic replacement of anhydrite
by calcite in the presence of water and hydrocarbons from the
Bell Canyon aquifer.
Anderson outlined his model of deep dissolution for the Delaware
Basin as a whole. The basic mechanism for the model is through
"brine density flow" 1t:hich consists of a supply of unsaturated
water finding its way from the Capitan Reef or Bell Canyon
aquifers through fractures to the overlying evaporites. As the
water dissolves the salt and becomes heavier it flows downward
and fresh water is propelled to the salt beds to replace it.
This density-difference provides a convective flow for a continued
dissolution process.
Anderson emphasized that one should look at the Basin as a whole
for evidence of past and present deep dissolution. He pointed
out that one can see practically all the stages of development of
the deep dissolution process at the present time around the margin
of the Basin. On the west side, the dissolution started earliest
due to high hydraulic head and the gradient toward east.
The presence of breccia pipes represented by hills A and C and
the age and time of development of solutional collapse features
in the Gatuna (being older than 1/2 million years) are logical
consequences of deep dissolution that started early. On the
other hand, there is relatively recent development in the northeastern part of the Basin. The optimum conditions for dissolution and collapse in the Basin have shifted with time. At the
present time these optimum conditions are found in the northeast
part of the Basin. These conditions have produced features like
San Simon Sink, Bell Lake Sink and perhaps the most recent
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Kermit Sink. Possible changes in the climatic conditions would
conceivably rejuvenate active dissolution in the western part
of the Basin.
Jones pointed out that the geological and hydrological evidence
in the northwest part of the Basin indicates that the flow is
from the Guadalupe Mountains into the Basin. No collapse
structure younger than the Mescalero Caliche (500,000 years)
has been found in this area. All collapse involves materials
which were accumulated during the Pleistocene time. There
appears to be a barrier somewhere which makes the hydrologic
system on the northwest side totally different than that on
the northeast side. The subsidence and collapse of material
in the northwest side occurred in a different geological
environment than today's.
Anderson agreed with Jones about the timing and conditions of
dissolution and collapse in the northwest part of the Basin.
However, he pointed out that if one studies only the northwest
part of the Basin, one may get the impression that the big pulse
of dissolution took place during pre-Mescalero Gatuna times and
that it is essentially over, but it is not so. He said that the
process of dissolution in the Basin started soon after the Basin
was uplifted, about 47 million years ago.
It started in the west
and in the south and has shifted throughout the Basin following
the optimuni conditions for development.
According to Anderson, the Bell Lake Sink (Stop 2-1) and Slick
Sink which are 2 miles and 1 mile in diameter respectively are
good candidate sites that display the effects of deep dissolution. Nicholson and Clebsch proposed (and Anderson concurs)
the mechanism of upward moving water from the evaporite sequence
accounts for the sulfate and chlorides in the Sinks (Ref. 6).
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Slick Sink and Bell Lake Sink are on the margin of the Delaware
Basin. If a line connecting the two is extended to the northwest,
one finds some other suspicious subsurface features in that
alignment. For example, Perry Federal #1-31 well, approximately
5 miles southeast of ERDA-9, falls in this alignment. The sonic
log of this well shows that about 200 feet of infracowden salt
(lower Salado) is missing.
In addition, there are structural
complexities in the northeast part of the site itself. Since
these young features are in the basin and not on the reef,
Anderson uses them as possible evidence for deep dissolution
(in lower Salado and Castile) in the basin.
According to Anderson, the area of most active deep dissolution
today is San Simon Swale and Sink. The profile of sediments
cored from WIPP-15 shows that San Simon Swale is a young feature
perhaps originated less than 30,000 years ago. San Simon Sink
is even younger. This area shows that the dissolution in the
Basin is an ongoing process.
Two different hypotheses for the formation of San Simon Swale
and Sink were presented in the field and during the discussion
sessions. Bachman proposed that there was a drainage channel
along the Swale axis, overlying the reef, in which the dissolution began. According to him, there is no evidence that the
dissolution has progressed towards the Basin. On the other hand,
Anderson believes that the dissolution originates at the contact
between the evaporite beds and the reef. The Cenozoic filled
depressions to the south, which Malley and Huffington (Ref. 7)
have described, root on the reef where the Salado has been
dissolved out. San Simon Swale occupies alr.ost the identical
position along the inter-reef margin as these other ''string of
beads'' depressions to the south. Anderson noted that there
appears to be general acceptance that the breccia pipes at
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A, C and D root at the Reef aquifer. Since they occupy
almost exactly the same position with respect to the Reef, why
cannot a similar mode of origin be accepted for San Simon Sink?
He emphasized that the simplest explanation for the uniform
textured sand filling the deepest part of San Simon Swale is that
the depression developed and was filled by sand. If there was a
fluvial channel, some gravel should have been preserved in the
section.
With regard to the vertical displacement between San Simon Ridge
and San Simon Sink, postulated by Anderson, there was much
discussion in the field and during the discussion sessions.
Jones disagreed with Anderson's postulation and emphasized that
it is not necessary to think in terms of massive displacement
to explain the Triassic Sandstone Ridge outcrop at the San Simon
Ridge and its encounter at 800 feet depth in WIPP-15 at the
center of the San Simon Sink. According to him the dip of the
Sandstone is sufficient to explain the drop, since the Sandstone
encountered in WIPP-15 may be from a lower stratigraphic horizon
than that seen in the Ridge area.
The invasion of the evaporite sequence by groundwater from the
underlying Bell Canyon aquifer in the Delaware Basin (away from
the Capitan Reef) appears to be clearly demonstrated by biogenic
replacement of Castile anhydrite by limestone. Such replacement
limestone is exposed in "limestone dikes" and in "Castiles."
This has been used by Anderson as a strong evidence for one
component of his proposed mechanism for deep dissolution in the
Basin.
For additional evidence of deep dissolution, Anderson referred
to his work on the correlation of halite beds and dissolution
breccias across the Delaware Basin (Ref. 1). The tracinq of
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identified dissolution horizons to large areas of deep dissolution
west of existing halite beds shows that it is the removal of salt
from the lower part of the Salado and upper part of the Castile
formations that has caused collapse of the depressions in the
Dela\vare Basin.
The phenomenon of deep dissolution and its time and place of
occurrence may be significant for the WIPP site. If deep dissolution has started at the evaporite/reef contact, it involves
a lateral sapping and progression in the evaporite beds towards
the center of the Basin and thus towards the WIPP site. In this
case the task would be to define the present location of the
dissolution front, and its rate of advance.
If, on the other
hand, all the dissolution is at shallow depths, at the too of
the evaporites, the potential danger to the site mav be much
1 es s.
3 . Brec c i a__E_l_p_~~
Five of the trip stops, viz. 1-2, 1-3, 1-9, 2-7 and 3-5, related
directly to the question of breccia pipes. Two known breccia
pipes at Hills A and C were visited. Some of the field trip
participants also visited the breccia pipe outcrop in the Mississippi
Chemical Corporation's mine which is the same breccia pipe that
outcrops at Hill C.
The origin and formation of these features are not yet clearl~
understood, although such pipes or chimneys of brecciated roe~
are encountered in many evaporite basins of the world. Anderson's
hypothesis of their formation through upward stoping propelled
by "brine density flov1" appears to be the most favored explanation
at present.

Gl

Two main points of discussion concerning the breccia pipes
emerged during the field trip:
a. Whether or not the breccia pipes are confined to the
Capitan Reef area~
b. Whether the present hydrologic system in the Reef and
the Basin is capable of forming the breccia pipes.
Regarding point (a), according to Anderson and Kirkland, "Recent
studies in the Delaware Basin ... have identified hydrologic
systems that appear to be responsible for the development of a
variety of brecciated and collapsed dissolution features" (Ref. 2).
Anderson points to a number of features in the Basin which may be
breccia pipes or their manifestations. Among such features are
several unexplored "Vine's domes" in the Basin, the Castiles and
tf1e features where Salado marker beds show closed steep depressions
in structural contours. Bachman emphasized that he believes that
the breccia pipes occur only above the Capitan aquifer system, and
do not exist in the Basin. No confirmed breccia pipe has been
identified in the Delaware Basin as yet.
There was some discussion during this fielc trip concerning the
origin of the cluster of circular feature~ at Malaga Bend (Stop 2-7),
called "Karst domes" by Bachman. Bachman's field trip notes
(Appendix II) explain the difference between a "Karst dome" and
a "breccia pipe'. Although Bachman believes that they are not
breccia pipes, due to older rocks being in the center surrounded
by younger ones, the question is not yet settled. Some of these
features are remarkably circular. Many have not been breached at
all and so their internal structure is not exposed. Whether these
domes have resulted from shallow solution in the Salado, or they
represent the tops of deep breccia pipes, is open to question.
Drilling at the center of a dome that is the most likely candidate
for being a breccia pipe might settle the question.
If the
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drilling found the dome to be a breccia pipe, it would show that
breccia pipes do occur in the Delaware Basin, and therefore could
be present at the WIPP site.
Regarding point (b), Bachman showed Gatuna formation outcrops
being 50 to 100 feet above the present drainage system of the
Pecos River, implying that the drainage system about 600,000
years ago was that much higher. From this, Bachman concludes
that the hydraulic head in the Capitan Reef aquifer was higher
during the major dissolution activity in the Gatuna time. Also,
since the proven breccia pipes at Hills A and C are older than
the Mescalero Caliche (500,000 years), Bachman believes that the
higher hydraulic head during the pre-Mescalero Caliche times was
responsible for creating the breccia pipes which lie over the
Capitan Reef aquifer.
Peter Davies, who is a graduate student at Stanford University
conductinq research on the mechanics of collapse of breccia pipes,
pointed out that Anderson's density-difference driven model for
the formation of breccia pipes is not dependent on a hydraulic head.
A change in the hydraulic head would not therefore change the rate
or amount of dissolution. Anderson agreed with this statement
and pointed out that the optimum conditions for a breccia pipe
developing is like a wave front that passes across the Basin and
one sees evidence for different stages of development at different
points in the Basin. Development of a breccia pipe at one location
uses up the available fractures and moves on to the next stage.
11

11

Jones disagreed with Anderson and stated that the geologic and
hydroloqic system in the northwest part of the Basin is different
than that in the northeast (San Simon Swale area) part of the Basin.
According to ,lont?S, the subsidence and collapse of material seen
at Stops 1-1. 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 took place in a different qeologic
and hydroloqic environment than what we see today.
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Wendell Weart pointed out that if there is no head, the water
from an underlying fresh water aquifer would not reach the
evaporite beds. He agreed, however, that there is sufficient
head in the Capitan Reef aquifer system at present for the water
to reach the evaporites if a connection existed. He stated that
when there is sufficient information, we will find that there is
no one single explanation for the location and time of formation
of these features. A combination of factors, such as a reduction
in head, change in salinity, etc. may have changed the process.
There is simply not sufficient information today to answer these
questions. Weart then outlined the plans for deepening the
drillho.le WIPP-31 (at Hill A). The plan is to drill to the
bottom of the collapsed rubble zone to see where it originates.
During drilling it is planned to check for water and to
calculate the present hydraulic heads. The chemistry of water in
different zones also will be analyzed. This information is expected
to be very valuable in understanding the phenomenon of breccia
p ·j pes.
4..

Recent Tectonic Faultir:!..9_

The question of recent tectonic faultfng in the Delaware Basin
came up during discussions at the San Simon Ridge (Stop 2-3).
As discussed in Item 2 (Deep Dissolution) in this section,
Anderson believes that the exposure of Triassic Sandston~ at
the San Simon Ridge and the cores from WIPP-15 in the San Simon
SinK combine to indicate tectonic faultingt which may be responsible for initiating deep dissolution in this area.

To

further support this idea, Anderson said the alignment of
joints at the Ridge outcrop is north-northeast which is also
parallel to the general tectonic grain in this area (see Figure
11, Appendix Il ) . Since the· collapse in the San Simon Sink is
geologically very recent, Anderson argues the postulated fault
to be also recent and perhaps presently active.
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.Jones and Bachman did not believe it i·;as necessary to invoke
faulting to explain the stratigraphic relationship of the
Triassic Sandstone at San Simon Ridge outcrop and that encountered
in WIPP-15. Weart thinks that jointing parallel to the Swale
would be expected as a response to Swale subsidence and need
not depend on tectonic faulting. The question of the presence
of tectonic faulting in the Basin therefore remains unresolved.
During the January 17-18 meeting, Jonathan Callender (UNM)
raised the issue of possible tectonic activity in the Delaware
Basin associated with the Rio Grande Rift. That issue was not
discussed during the field trip. The report of the January
17-18 meeting contains a summary of Callender 1 s arguments
(EEG-6, pp. 23-24).
5.

Brine Reservoirs

The scheduled field trip stop to ERDA-6 well location was cancel led to conserve time and since there is not much to "see" at
that location. George Griswold distributed a four-page note concerning the occurrence of brine reservoirs near the WIPP site.
This note, included in Appendix II, contains the locations, flow
and pressure data and the geochemical analyses of brine
occurrences in wells near the WIPP site.
There was discussion about this issue during the last day of the
field trip. The main point made by the speakers, principally
George Griswold, was that despite knowledge of their existence in
this area for several years, little is known about their origin,
pressure, size and interconnection. Such information is needed
to permit an evaluation of their potential impact on the WIPP
repository.
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Griswold mentioned an additional occurrence of brine which is
not reported in his note (Appendix II), or in any other publication relating to the WIPP project. On inquiry after the field
trip, Jones provided the following information concerning this
occurrence:
:Sometime in the 1930s, an exploration well known as H and
W Danford well No. l" was drilled in Section 9, Township 22
South, Range 29 East, about 12 miles west of the center of the
WIPP site, west of Nash Draw. The well was drilled by cable
tool method to a total depth of 3322 feet. At approximately
2200 feet below the surface, the drillers encountered a dike
(igneous rock) in Halite II bed of the Castile formation. A
pocket of brine was encountered associated with the dike. The
brine rose in the hole indicating it was under pressure. No
data on the pressure, quality or quantity of the brine is now
available.
11

•

In referring to this occurrence of brine, Griswold pointed out
that the lithium in geothermal water is generally connected
wi.th a magmatic source. In this case, the brine was encountered
at the same location as the dike. Could there be a genetic
connection between the two? According to Jones (personal
communication), lithium can be enriched in evaporite basins
and does not necessarily represent a volcanic source. There
is a need for research on the origin of brine. its possible
association with igneous material, the possibility of offshoot
sills from the dike and the possible connection between the
thermal flux represented by the dike and the tectonic activity
represented by the Rio Grande Rift.
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SECTION III
POST FIELD TRIP COMMENTS
The Environmental Evaluation Group requested the participants
to send them written comments on the field trip and its
relevance to the qeotechnical issues of the WIPP site. Eleven
participants responded to this reouest. Their comments, arranqed
here in alphabetical order of the author's name, have been used
in formulating the recommendations outlined in Section IV of this
report.
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WIPF SITE FIELD TRIP - RESPONSE
1.-2.

Geologic-hydrologic questions:

The crux of the regional dissolution problem centers on two somewhat
different views of the progress of dissolution in the basin. One view,
which I do not hold, is that much dissolution is very old (pre-Cenozoic)
and that the situation has essentially stabilized with little activity
since Mescalero time (last 500,000 years) and this activity is confined
to near-surface effects.
The alternate view, which I hold, is that the dissolution potential
is determined by the late Cenozoic and still existing structural and
hydrologic geometry of the basin. Given this geometry, there is no
reason to believe that dissolution should stop or markedly slow and
that it is a continuous on-going process. The most active dissolution
older than Mescalero is naturally and logically demonstrated in the
western and central parts of the basin. Just as logically, the present
areas of active dissolution have shifted with time to the central and
eastern part of the basin. The several stops of the trip, including
the Castiles, breccia chimneys, Nash Draw springs, and San Simon Sink
nicely illustrate the increasing youthfulness of dissolution to the
east.
The question of the integrity of the evaporite sequence above the
reef and in the basin remains unresolved. Collapse structures above
the reef are now recognized by all concerned; however San Simon Sink,
although it occupies the same position as Hill C with respect to the
reef, is sometimes dismissed as near-surface (top of evaporite) feature.
Similar features to the southeast along the reef are associated with a
deep-seated dissolution wedge that is working its way into the basin
at the disposal horizon. The fact that San Simon Sink and swale (in
part) may be less than 50,000 years old and represents continuing
activity conforms to the view that the area of most active dissolution
in the basin is now the northeastern part. It also raises a question
concerning the long-term integrity of the site from on-going wedge-like
dissolution.
The integrity of the evaporite sequence in the basin is unproven.
The presence of brecciated collapse chimneys (Castiles) in the exhumed
western part of the basin and the proposed mechanism for their formation
indicates collapse of evaporites from below. It is not known how far
this process extends eastward into the basin. Bell Lake and Slick
Sj_nks are possible surface expressions of such features. Similarly,
several depressions in geophysical logs north and east of the site
as well as local loss of continuity in a number of seismic profiles
suggest that collapse events may already have moved into the eastern
part of the basin. To my knowledge, these possibilities remain untested
and should be considered real until proven otherwise.
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3.

Brine reservoirs:

The brine reservoir problem relates to the age and origin of the
so-called "disturbed" area which involves the site and the area to the
northeast. The seismic profiles I have seen indicate that the larger.
structures penetrate the DMG as well as the lower evaporites. The
degree of "Blocky structure" and disorientation is difficult to reconcile with simple salt flowage structures and there is a real possibility
that dissolution effects involving the basin aquifer are involved in
this region. The penetration of structures by brines remains to be
explained and needs to be explained. The age information from ERDA 6
indicates a Cenozoic origin which leaves open the possibility that
relatively young dissolution may be partly responsible for the complex
structure.
It is disconcerting that this large and significant a feature,
associated with pressurized brine, and beneath the site, remains so
much a mystery. I would recommend at least one completely independent
geophysical evaluation of all data and some additional inputs as to
the type and origin of the structures and the brine. This should be
followed by several test holes at key locations to prove or disprove
ideas concerning origin.

Roger Y. Anderson
July, 1980
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o~apartment

of Energy
Albuquerque Operations Office
P.O. Box 5400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

RECEIVED
Mr. Robert Neill
Environnwntal Evaluation Group
3:20 E. Marcy Street
P. o. Box 968
Santa Fe, NM 87503
Dear Bob=
COMMENTS ON EEG FIELD TRIP TO WIPP SITE AND VICINITY
In answer to your request, the following comments are made regarding the
field trip to Carlsbad.
The EEG is to be congratulated on the excellent organization of the trip.
The logistics and itinerary were well planned. The people responsible for
this can take pride in a job well done. The stops on the field trips and
the descriptions provided primarily by Anderson, Bachman, and Jones were
very beneficial and informative.
In our opinion, the differences in interpretations were not resolved by
the field trip; but at least, they were aired and the opportunity provided
to examine all issues and discuss the differences.
The central issue appears to be the question of the effect of dissolutioning and the development of breccia pipes on WIPF during the required period
of isolation. The location of Hills A and C on or near the reef and their
modes of development have been investigated adequately enough to remove
concern that these phenomena pose a threat to the WIPF site. Regional dissolution, which characterized the Malaga Bend and Castiles areas, is not
seen near WIPP. Anderson's gravity flow model and his concern that such a
mechanism might operate at WIPP is not supported by anything observed on
the field trip.
Obviously, opinions on these issues vary, and differences will persist
regardless of the amount of investigation performed. In matters of geologic phenomena and processes, questions will always remain incompletely
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Mr. Robert Neill
answered. The point must be reached, however, where we say that the next
step should be taken with an acceptable level of risk. That step is the
SPDV, which involves no risk to the public (only the inherent risk to
workers in the underground) and is the only way to obtain the next increment of information necessary to directly assess the repository zone and
the processes operating therein.

We appreciate the opportunity to be part of the field trip.

The dialogues
and communications established by the trip are very beneficial to all,
regardless of point of view.
Sincerely,

{J~

William P. Armstrong
WIPP Project Office

Al:m K. Kuhn

WIP:WPA (4145)
cc:

WIPP Project Technical
Support Contractor

W. Weart, 4510, SNIA
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J;ear Bob:
1 am very imr•ressed by ttw: effort:: of ::'On :nw y ':Jr ::t~}·f· C
to arrive at a fair and just eva1w;i tj_0n of the :~HT ~" i te.
You have a difficult ta;Jk and I congratulate you on the

work you 8re ctoin£.
In response to your letter of June 2? I send t.hD f'o.llow.ing
comments:

.

1. 'l'he field trip addressed three mna.jor geotechnical
questions.
a. 'l'ypes or dissolution. In my op.inion these
processes include surface and near-surface dissolution
such as "erosion oy solution and fill", other karst
related phenomena, and so~called "deep dissolution".
The latter is a poorly deflDed process. ~ield and
drilling evidence do not support the concept of deep,
blanket dissolution uf salt units in the Castile
Formation deep in the Lelaware basin during Cenozoic
(esp. Quaternary) time. The substantiated breccia
chimneys are probably the only result of deep-seated
dissoltuion.
b • .3reccia chimneyr: (breccia pipes).
Features known
definitely to be breccia chimneys are restricted to
areas overlying, or back reef from, the Capitan aquifer
complex. On the basis of extensive field evidence
and limited drilling no breccia chimneys are known
within the IJelawalr'e basin in the strict sense. Breceia
chimneys do appear to have a deep-seated origin within
the Capitan aquifer system but field evidence indicates
that major collapse in both Hills A and C (known
breed.a chimneys) occurred during Gatun;:i. time {at
least 600,000 years ago) and certainly before the
bef;inning of Mescalero deposition (at least 500, 000
years ugo).
c. D.i ssolution during geologic t.ime. ,. ield evidence
suggests that dissolution of soluble rocks in the
Delaware basin began as an active process soon after
these rocks were deposited in Permian time. Dissolution
ha.~> occurred during two broad intervals: ( 1) after
Permian and before Cretaceous time, and (2) since
Cretacouus time. lt is a continuing process at some
places today. Owing to the long history of dissolution

and the redistribution of various rock types by
dissolution and reprecipitation it is essentially
impossible to establish a rate of dissolution for
a hypothetical "dissolution front". In my opinion
the concept of a neatly geometric "dissolution front"
is invalid.
2. Relevance of fielJ trip stops. All stops were
designed to add:i.·ess one of the above major geotechnical
questions. Only one stop (2-8) was arranged as a
spectacular--to show field trip participants the
chaotic results of dissolution of major salt beds in
the Salado Formation.

J. I am not y_ ualif ied to comment at lenf;th on "the
significance of "brine reservoirs". Based on the
geographic position of known reservoirs 1 suspect
that they may be related to activity in the Capitan
aquifer system during Middle Pleistocene time.
4. 'I' Lne was inadequate for a complete summary of
questi:.:ms addressed on this trip. My main surrunary
statem2nt is that l can not accept the concept of
"deep dissolution" within the Delaware basin for
the following reasons:
a. Regional stratigraphic evidence indicates that
some dissolution occurred along the western edge of·
the Delaware basin before Cretaceous time. At that
time the region was more nearly at sea level than at
any time since. Consequently, it is not necessary to
resort to a deep-seated dissolution.
b. 1 have not seen evidence for the "blanket"
dissolution of salt beds in the Castile as advocated
by Roger Anderson. There is minor brecciation in
the Castile (as at stop J-4) but this is not comparable
to the chaotic brecciation of the Salado where the
latter is exposed at the surface (as at stop 2-8).
c. I have not seen evidence that salt deposition in
the Castile sea was basin-wide at any given time. On
the contrary there .is overwhelming evidence in th.a
subsurface that salt beds in the Castile were deposited
in discrete "pans" or local sub-basins. 'l'hese are
facies deposits. This fact introduces the improbability
of ·~.!orrelatin8 individual breccias (if they exist) across
the entire basin. In the interior of the basin individual
salt beds are well preserved in the Castile in the
subsurf&ce. Around the fringes of the basin the salt
beds are absent because they were never deposited.

5. It would be intellectually stimulating to pursue many
more ecotechnical problems in southeastern New Mexico but
at this point in the history of the WIPP site I do not sea
how further complex studies can be justified to the taxpayer.
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In my opinion the Salado Formation within a radius 01'
at least J miles around the proposed WIPF site has been
stable throughout most of Tertiary time and dissolution
has been relatively inactive at least since Middle
Pleistocene time. Dissolution of the Bustler ;:'ormation
along the eastern margin of Nash Draw during Late
Pleistocene time does not appear to have affected the
Salado Formation.
Yours sincerely,

~0-~

1;eorJ;e O. Baci1man
cc.

Armstrong (DOE)
Jones (USGS)
Powers (Sandia)
Weart (Sandia)
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ST1\NFOR[) UNIVERSiTY
ST ANf"ORD, CAL!fORNIA 9,1 \(J'.J

~epartment of Applied Earth
Stanford University
~tanford, c•lifornia
94305
June 26, 1980

~ciences

Mr. rlobert H. Neill
Environmental Evaluation Group
J20 E. Marcy Street
P.O. box 968
0anta ,Pe, New Mexico 87 50J
Dear boba

I want to tell you that I think you and your group did
an excellent job organizing last week's field trip. The trip
ran smoothly and the exchange of ideas and information was
effective.
Enclosed are my comments on a number of features that were
observed and discussed during the trip and which I feel are
particularly important to WIPP. I have also enclosed a recent
report of mine that contains some information on dissolutioncollapse in other salt-bearing basins, which you may find
useful. The references and research cited in my field trip
comments are also contained in this report.

I look forward to reading the EEG summary of last week's
trip.

Sincerely,

c~D·-

Peter b. Davies

RECEIVED
JUL ? ;~:~ :
ENVIRONMENTAL
EVALUATION GROUP
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Peter b·
Dept. of
Stanford
June 25,

Davies
Applied Earth Sciences
University
1980

The June 16-20 field trip, organized by EEG, provided
an effective forum for discussions concerning evaporite dissolution
in the vicinity of the WIPF site. Both trip leaders, George
Bachman and Roger Anderson, did an excellent job in their
selection of field trip stops and discussion of pertinent field
evidence. George and Roger demonstrated quite clearly that a
wide variety of dissolution processes have occurred within the
Delaware nasin at various times and locations.
rlelative to WIPP, I feel that a central question is whether
or not there has been, or could be, deep-seated dissolution in
the interior of the Delaware basin. By deep-seated dissolution
I mean dissolution in the lower portion of the Salado and/or in
the Castile. This dissolution could be either regional or
local, though I think that in many cases, localized dissolution
represents the earliest stages of regional removal of salt.
~oger Anderson has presented strong evidence for deep
dissolution in the interior of the basin in the .dig Sinks area.
At this location, Maley and Huffington (1953) noted the correlation
of marked thinning of salt in the Salado and Castile .Formations
with large depressions that are filled with Cenozoic alluvium.
Anderson has used lithologic and geophysical log correlations
to snow that the removal of salt has occurred in the l9wer
portion of the evaporite sequence (lower Salado and Castile),
rather than at ·the top. This information was discussed at Stop
2-5 and is also presented in the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and
Mineral rlesources Circular 159 (Anderson, 1978). Also at
Stop 2·-5, George Bachman desribed the alluvial material as
being Gatuna Formation with capping lilescalero Caliche. If this
relationship holds for the entire Big Sinks area, it implies a
mid-Pleistocene age for this deep dissolution-collapse activity.

~he Bell Lake Sink (Stop 2-1) is a feature that might be
attributed to deep-seated dissolution during late
Pleistocene.
At present, the best piece of evidence for
a deep-seated origin is the requirement for a source of sul~ate
and chloride for the formation of the gypsum-clay dunes, which
are now observi::d on the flanks of the sink. One logical source
for this material would be the underlying evaporites at a
depth of approximately 1000 feet. In Anderson's interpretation,
the pathway to the surface for the sulfate and chlori~e is
provided by a deep-seated collapse structure. A possible
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historic analot:?; to this u,~nar.io L_: th< "·"~;-de ::);:.•lt i'IE::ll in Kansas ..
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87123
Tlll.l!PJIONE ( 505)

293-8970

July 2, 1980

Mr. Robert Neill, Director
State of New Mexico Environmental
Evaluation Group
P.O. Box 968
Santa Fe, N.M. 87503
Dear Bob:
I thoroughly enjoyed the field trip to Carlsbad. My
conclusions are short, consisting of the following:
1. The concepts of salt dissolution and breccia pipes
were well expressed by both George and Roger.
I see
plausibility in both arguments, and as with most geologic
processes there is strong likelyhood that both are correct!
Some features may be restricted to the reef and some may
manifest themselves only in the basin.
2. No additional information concerning reservoirs is
on hand over what we had back in 1975-1976. For that
matter, we may be a little further behind, because according
to Dennis Powers the seismic profile over the Belco well
that Colin Mc Millan ran for me back in the summer of 1976
is not conclusive. Colin and I thought it revealed a
definite anticline with thinning of salt on the flanks.
Dennis indicated that no new seismic profile has been run
in that area; therefore I am left in limbo as to whether
seismic surveys can detect a known brine bearing salt
anticline. At one time I was under the hopes that brine
reservoirs were restricted to the middle of the Castile.
Charlie Jones has provided evidence that they can occur
anywhere in the Castile.
If this is true, could they occur
up in the Salado?

J

3.
I believe that a lot of dollars and time have been
spent on WIPP. Decisions as to where to proceed from here
are the responsibility of the management of the project.
Further discussion or field conferences will not add to
the understanding of salt dissolution.

RECEIVED
'

Ju l·- u') 1980

ENVIRONMENTAL.:
EVALUATION GROUP
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,Tu1y 2, 1980

4. My most essential conclusion was that most people
will treat you a lot nicer if you are pro site geology
rather than someone like Roger who has a propensity for
pointing out possible flaws in our geologic interpretations.
Best of luck on your consolidated report.
Sincerely yours,

GBG:tcj
cc:

Dennis Powers, Sandia National Laboratories
Roger Anderson, UNM
George Bachman, USGS
Charles Jones,
USGS
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.

Dr. Robert H. Neill, Director
Environmental Evaluation Group
N.M. Health and Education Department
P .0. Box 968
Santa Fe, NM 87503

RECEIVED
JUL :3 ·n0.
El\JVIRONMENTAL
EVALUATION GROUP

Dear Bob:
This is in response to your letter of June 27, 1980 requesting brief
commentaries from participanls on the June 16-18 field trip of the WIPP
region. 1) Views on major geologic or hydrologic questions addressed:
The surface evidence for solution-subsidence features that could effect
repository integrity was reviewed in the field. Where available, subsurface
data were presented and related to the surface features (e.g. Stop 1-4,
Hill C). Questions invariably arose when there was inadequate subsurface
evidence (geological, geochemical, geophysical, or hydrological) to answer
basic questions related to site integrity over an appropriate interval of
geologic. time. Questions on basic causes and aerial distribution of "recently"
active features (breccia chimneys and sinks) were usually unresolved. However,
there was general agreement that known breccia chimneys (Hills A & C) and modern
collapse features (San Simon Sink) are in some way related to the Capitan Reef
trend and aquifers.
2) ~o~ments on relevance of stops and suggests for further studies:
Most
stops were quite relevant to the WIPP site investigation. The "castiles" may
be an exception to this observation.
Further test drilling is definitely recommended in areas of possible
collaps.2 reasonably close to the Los Medanos site (e.g. Bell Lake-Slick Sink,
and a "disturbed" area southeast of Stop 1-9 (Drilled Site) and east of Salt
Lake mentioned by Roger Anderson). I personally favor Bachman's inference that
these features probably don't have a deep-seated (breccia chimney) root. However,
WIPP research efforts will never gain credibility without careful subsurface
investigation of at least one or two features of possible deep-seated collapse
origin that are located within the Delaware Basin and close to the WIPP Site.
A geophysical (seismic) profile is recommended, which would tie WIPP 15
at San Simon Sink to the Triassic bedrock outcrops to the east (Stop 2-3). This
investigation is needed to establish presence (or absence) of an eastern fault
boundary zone for San Simon Swale (as proposed by Anderson).
3 and 4) Comments on relevance and significance of brine reservoirs, and
p_Eob_.:lems not addressed on the field trip: Hydrologic questions discussed at the
January 1980 conference could not be adequately addressed on the trip. This was
partly because of absence
the key persons with expertise on hydrology of
the region (e.g. Hiss, Mercer, and Gelhar).

bJ
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5) All in all the trip was very worthwhile, if only because of the
chances to get a diverse group together in the field and to gain better
perspective of the time and space scale of geologic features involved. A
positive result, personally, was that I now feel that deep burial in salt is
a viable repository option and that the Delaware Basin Salado Formation is
a reasonable place to locate such a repository. However, I do not feel that
an important component of the scientific community (or the general public)
will accept this option until technical doubts are laid to rest on several
possible breccia-pipe features near the WIPP site (including those mentioned
under 3 and 4). I believe it is unfortunate that the sites early designated
for detailed investigations were limited to the specific Divide-Los Medanos
area. Places to the south (in both Texas as well as New Mexico segments of the
Basin) with preserved Salado-Castile sections should also have been considered
for the pilot project repository. In fact this option may still have to be
explored if breccia chimneys are indeed present in the Delaware Basin area
contiguous to the Los Medanos site (e.g. between Slick Sink and the site).

Sincerely,

John W. Hawley
Environmental Geologist
JWH/ld
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY
ST1\NFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLUGY
School of EJCrh Sciences

.Robert :reill
i_:valuation Group
.;,-int.a Fe, ifov1 h(:xico

Hr •

l~nvironrnentnl

!)ear Bob:

Here arc a fei:1 imr>resf>ion:; from tl:e ,;·.i rl0b::tc1
field trip. '''bey •ffe r:;trictly my lH?r;>trn'.'l vie'.·'S,
and si,oulcl not be t9_kcn as re~)res0ntin:cr, O~'inic,ns
of the lJational i\c.::i.demy or the 1:JIPP narwl.
It was really a ~rPat trip, and I want to
thank you onc1:; more for inviting me. 'l'o :-;j)end a
few rhy.'> in t11e field with advocates of v 1rious
poGi ti.ons about the ··.-JIFP site n.nd i b-; c-:;urroundinr~n
11as a valuable exrerience.
I'm ;":ure tl1e interch-1nc;e
of opinions will go a long way toward re::wl ving
some of the long-debated ic1sues in characterizin~:;
0

tl1e sj_te.

I've ~id enou~1 experience with field trips
to A-ppreciate how much work went into ori_;anizing
i111d conductin[: this one.
I think your oru;ani:~ation
did a remarkable job -- everythinc went nnootl1ly,
the wliol;; group seemed satisfied, and we had ''lr~)le
opportunity to see all tne important outcrops and
to discuB::; them thoroly. You and the E.E;G should be
heartily concratulated.

.

'.fr th best re[';ards,

t

r

tJ''i'VJ1A_,(_ .

RECEIVED
JUN 2 G198Ll
ENVtRONMENTAL.:
EVALUATION GROUP
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ra.cl B. Krziu·;ko:)f

Rur:Jinations on field trin to '41TP sitP and vicinitv JJ:-12 ,__Tune 1980
':'Iv~ field trip '.1as concerr~c·rl ;1ith evi(~ence for c:ncl a6ainst recent r.iove!:lent of
fluids at depth in the evaporitc beds, r.iovernent that eight jeopardize the integrity
of a repository in the ~,Rlaclo at t~:c ".:II P r;ite. '.:'here was little or no discucsion
of other possible objcction5 to the site, for exarnple Jon c~1llender's worry about
tectonic activity and the often cited alarm over the presence of exploitable potash
and hydrocarbon resources. i~egarding fluid r:iovement, arguoents revolved around
three subjects: (1) regional deep dissolution (2) breccia pipes (3) brine pockets.

Regional dissolution. Zvidence for large-scale recional ~is~olutior1 is overwhelraing, but controversy remains as to the timing and depth of the major dicsolution
episode or episodes. ]ager Anderson's correlation of varves suggests strongly that
the surface of the Cnstile was partly dissolved beforr~ the ~~alado \ID.S (ieposited; George
Bachman has p;ood evidence for a dissolutionn.l unconforr:iity below the Cretaceous.
'.!hether extensive dii:;.solution hc-::..s occurred r.iore recently i~:; less clear. The '.liciespread
preservation of the l·!escalero caliche cap, and apparentl:r undisturbed structures in
the Gatuna at fierce Canyon, indicate that post-Gatuna dissolution is minor; on the
other hand, the tilting of Gatuna beds at the Fierce Canyon brid;;e and else·.vhere
suggest at l<:>ast local post-Gatuna collcipse. The best evidence for very recent
dissolution is the sub:3idence of ~an .'..,ir.ion sink and the alignment of basins from .San
:.:iimon swale alonr; the Capitan reef r.1arcin to the southeast. ':'he rate of diE:::-olution
<'tnd the Liepth at •:1hich it oc~:un; re: ·''in ('elintable. Ifo,;er' G cvi~0nce for uuch .'i: ,c;o1ution in the l:10t fr"·' tf·!1G of the u:c:;nc:;; of : e1trr; ii: L./ior: tut r1ot c:1tirely cr.::vit:cinc;
Cl:·n·Je:: ,Tone~:' cvi1'.1·w.:r· ±"·o:.i (~rillhol''.S and <>ei:;nic 5urv· ~'r; for continuity of beds
acro:;s the ff.vale sut,;G<c•sts that deep dissolution is not sufficient to cause r.mjor
Jisplacer.ients. To settle the controversy 1-1ould require drilling a deeper hole in
the

E~ink.

'.'ould such a drillhole be worthwhile? Certainly yes, from an ac2.. demic standpoint;
but I doubt that it would add much useful information rer.;arding the integrity of a
repository nt the ~Irr site. Take the worst possible case: suppose that a deep hole
demonstrates that water in a Dell Canyon aquifer at present is actively undermining
the Cnstile and causing collapBe of overlying beds. The sink is some 30 kr.i !ram the
·.;rrp site; but Hash Draw, 'l1here dissolution is certainly in proe;ress today, is only
about 7 kr.1 from the site, and the dissolution front is estimated to advance so slowly
that 11 repository \·10ulcl be safe for at least a million years. It seems moEt unlikely
that a front moving 1Vest from the .San ~;imon sink would disturb .Salado beds at the ~,;rrp
site in a shorter time.
The same arguMent ~:ould hold for possible deep dissolution under the Bell Lake
sink, and a fortiori for the dis.solution front far to the south of the ',!IFP site,
where ~oger has evidence for the absence of a salt ~edge in the lower ~alado presumably
caueed by dissolution.
Dr"ccia pipes. ~he existence of breccia pipes extending to consideable depths
nrparcntly has been de!"lonstrated only nt a few places close to the Caritan reef. ~8ny
structures elGewhere in the Delaware Rasin seem si~ilnr from eviJence at the surface,
but proof is lackinG that they are actually deep pipes; alternatively, they rnay be
local colln~se <>tructurcs resulting from dissolution at fnirly Ehallow tleptha. Crigin
of the breccLt pipes rer-iains controversial, but fioger i.nrlerson' s hy:rotb~isis of u1:..,rard
ctoping by relatively fresl1 water fro~ aquifers below the evaporite sequence is
currently favored. The tir:1ing of their formation ref'lains controversial: the ones
\vhose nature has c·cen est<:1blii:;hed ore older than the ::escalero caliche, but there is
no proof that sir:iilur :.;tructures cannot be in process of forr.:ation at the present
time. If ;:.,n old, inactive pipe shoulJ. be encountered at depth at ·the ',,iili' site, it
r1i 1;l:t ernlnr.·-;er <• rP1•01 itor:· by ~'roviding a. channel for fluid novement thru U:e salt
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beds; on tlw other hvrid, t!:cre is no proof tlwt per~:ieabilit;-/ of a breccic. pipe is
appreciably creater than that of massive Eillt, and it woulJ see~ possible in repository con:::t:cuction either to avoid the pipe or tc rencler it ir-rr:err:ieabl~ b;;,r enc;ineerin8
r.ethods. J:'he e:;reatc.st danger, it c'.ee:-:iE-; to r.1e, is the po;;.:;ibility tf1c,\t an active pipe,
.slm1ly it:o;CHndin[.; fron; :~q.th n t: the preuent t ioe, nit_;ht .so~:1ede:.y invade a re_r,;osi tory.
To tent thi6 poGsibility it is important to know ~hether breccia pipes are rare or
common in the .Jelaware Basin and '.Jh<::ther .:my arc active.iy forr.iing at present.
~he fuct that Bell Canyon ~atcr hR.s invaded the overlying evnporite sequence at
places other than the imoediute vicinity of the Capitan reef seems clearly der.ionstrated
by the replacer.ient of Castile anh;ydri te by bio13enic limestone, locally accor:ipanied by
sulfur, in the 1·1estern part of the uclmmre Rc:u;in. 1he reduction of sulfate and its
replacer.ient by porous carbonate with a hit;h carbon l?/13 ratio is clearly the -work of
bacteria, and the organic Matter needed for bacteria to flourish could have come only
fror.t the Dell Canyon. Whether the pre.sent outcrops of brecciated biogenic li1.1estone
were once at the base of breccia pipes is not determinable, and the time at which the
limec:tone formed is not kno·..m. 'The locality is far fror.i the wrrr site (circa 100 km)'
but it seem~ reasonable to suppose that sir:iil&r reactions could have occurred (or
possibly could still be occurring) elsewhere in the basin.

Of the various structures that miBht represent the tops of breccia pipes, the
ones at iialaga Bend seen the be:~t candidates. Some of these are remarkably circular,
Home elongate or irregular. In general they are broad domes of Culebra ~olomite,
breached in Gome of ther:t to eXf-OE>e red f_;~·psum Of a Vc!r:i.ety known to be formed by
replacement of polyhn).i t(' at the to .r of the ;;alado. 'lhe t;;;-psum forms a laq;e-scale
breccia, but it is not <1.ccor1panied by fragments of post-Culebra forr.iations as it
11oulJ be in a typical well-developed breccia pipe. Mescalero caliche is present at
the side of at least one of these structures, but its relation to the structure is
not clear. 'I'hese dome-like 'itructurcs ;;iay be the tops of deep breccia pipes, or they
~uy result from shallow Golution in the ~alado (which here i& near the surface).
To
Gettle the question would require drillinc.
~oulC such drillinG be ~orthwhile, fro~ a practical Gtnndpoint with res~ect to
t:1e 'vi HT site';' If a f;in;::lP role 11ere c:rilleJ in t1i.e -1o~t li':ely of t:;e c~_rcuJ .. cr .·o".:.: f''

.;..:.n{-: i.:~ ~-~~~1 o:.istence nf a dt:'.~-:1 rire ..1 ~·r~-· ct_~tt.JJliLLP(1., thi~~ ,.,oul-~ certr~inl~r r:!tO\\' th~·lt
pi.pes are H i:cnere.l .i_lheno;-:e!1on of the i)ele;..mre b;:,c,in ftnd are not lir:iited to the vicinity
of the Capitan reef.
If the hole showed that brPcci:iation .·ias limited to t;hallow

depths, the question about frequency of breccia pipes would remain open; perhaps the
wrong dor:ie 1vas chosen for exploration. (Bven near the reef, drilling has sho-.·m that
not llll JoMe-like structures are the tops of breccia pipes.) Suppose the drillhole
c:oes prove that a pipe exists here; would this be r;icnificant for \HFP? Only, i t
seerns to Me, in the sense that builders of the repository would be alerted to the fact
tr.at 1:hey nir,ht exr-ect to encounter breccia pipes in the underground development.
?hus in my opinion a single drillhole, altho obviously of great academic interest,
would be only marginally useful in a practical sense.
l~w determine whether breccia pipes are forming today?
The nost likely place
for such an occurrence, it ceer:is to me, would be 0an [)imon sink. f, deep drillhole
in the Gink might ;-1ell disclose ongoing dissolution and collapse, if such a phenomenon
is indeed taking place. ::::ven such a O.emonstration, ho.iever, seer:1s to me only marginally sip;nificant. (;urely, if the present-day formation of breccia pipes i.s at all
cor.ir.1on, they '.-Jould have been encountered in some of the many deep holes that have been
drilled in the Jelmm:re Basin in search of oil and ,;as. The chance of one forming
Jirectl;o/ under the '.IIFP site seems to me about the same as the chance of a meteorite
ir:iract.
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Brine pockets. The existence of brine pockets in salt beds has been k..11own for
a long tioe, and it seems surprising that ~ore specific inforoation about thorn is not
available. With regard to WIPP, the inportant question is simply this:
is a brine
pocket an isolated cavity, completely surrounded by impermeable salt, or does it
connect with other cavities to form a wide~3pread fluid reservoir? If the former,
encountering a brine cavity at the llIPP site should be no more than a minor annoyance,
correctable by pumping the fluid from the cavity. But a series of interconnected
pockets, from ·.1hich ;w.ter flows even after prolonged pur.1ping, woultl cast grave doubts
on the suitclbility of this site. ,, good r:iany brine pockets are kno>m, according to
Geori:;e Griswold, and it :·!Oulc1 seem only prudent to test come of tLese to see how
readily and how cor.ipletely their brine content can be exhausted.
General. From r.iy yiersonnl roint of view, the stability of the .:Oal.'..ldo solt b•~ds
'·1ith re1:rect to groundwater mover!wnt ha.s been demonstratPci HS conclusively as it can
be from obcerV•ltions Ht the lanc1 surface, c;eophysical measurements, and study of drillcores. I:_cader:iically r>peaking, I \·1ould lib, to see ne•1: cleep boreholes drilled in 0an
:.iirnon sink and in one of the c!or.ml structures near i:alc1i_;a .Eend. 'T'hese holes \·1ould
give sorie indication of unrlerground 1·1ater ci.rculation in the eastern part of the
;)ela..iare Bnsin, the possibility of breccia-pipe formation at the present time, and
the possible existence of breccia pipes away from the Capitan reef. Because such
inforr.iation would sw~ge~;t r.1Uch more complete understanding of subsurface conditions
under the ba£in~ th~ holes might be.justified Bir.iply as a means of reassuring the
public as to the amount and depth of scientific study that has been devoted to this
area. 5ut I doubt very much that the holes would u.dd a great deal to presently
available technical kno•,;ledge directly pertinent to cl-ti::i.racterization of the 1dirP site.
1. .'h;;t is needed most ureently now, in my opinion, is R cr:iall exploratory shaft
into the ~alado beds, with a lar~e enough excavation at the bottom to accommodate a
horizontal drill for exploring the beds in all (lirections. Brine cavities and breccia
pipes, if uny exist, should be easily detected by such a program, and geophysical
meusurements in the cavity at the base of the shaft should pick up any abnormalities
\vithin a tohort distance of the roof or floor. t\ost of the remaining hydrological
uncertainties could be resolved with the exploratory shaft. The shaft I visualize
would be u very simple one, no 1'.lore th<tn '.:/ or 6 feet in _'.ie.neter, -.1}1ich coulJ be
c0nstrt:ct.'. d for a f P'.1 :Jill ion doll:--~rs -- not the bit;, com1 lez douLle :~lla:':'t tll.:- t :.XE

ties
'_'\~ere r<:!:nain t~lrPP. \.:incJr; of uncert11in/,·1ith rec;ard to

"JlrP, which the hydrolot;ical
;·{rgur1ents do not address:
(1) the physical and chemical stability of the waste
package in a salt environment, (2) the possibility of disruptive tectonic movement,
an'.1 ( ~~) the possibility of hur:ian intrusion to recover oineral resources below and
above the repository horizons. The first of these will re~uire in-situ experiments,
which are another excellent reason for sinking an exploratory shaft •·1ithout delay.
fo0sible tectonic activity associated with the Rio Grande rift zone has been emphasized by Jon Callender; I do not find hi~ published ~r~umcnts convincing, but I hesitate
to express an opinion when I have not talked with him or SAen his field evidence. The
~e~onstrated presence of exploitable mineral resources -- langbeinite above the
repository levels and hy~rocarbons below -- poses the major remaining uncertainty, to
oy mind, about the suitability of the ~Il'P site.
It is often said that both kinds of
resources can be recovered at any later time without disturbing a sealed repository,
but I t'.1ink this claif'l should be docur:iented in great detail.
K.ont"tr.i B. l\r.'tU:c:kopf
:.'.~t:1nford

Uni Vl;r>-~i ty

:·'l June 19oO
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NEW MEXICO LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL SERVICE
Santa Fe, New Mexico
June 23, 1980
Information Memorandum No. 205.87-80
TO:

•

The Radioactive Waste Consultation Connnittee

FROM:

Jonelle Maison

SUBJECT:

EEG GEOLOGY FIELD TRIP--WIPP SITE AND VICINITY-CARLSBAD, NEW MEXICO

The connnlttee has requested a report of the EEG field trip, June

16-18, 1980.

The following is submitted in response to that request.

The purpose of the EEG field trip was to visit and discuss geological evidence relative to presentations and discussions at the
January 17-18, 1980 meeting on geotechnical considerations for radiological hazard assessment of WIPP.

The field trip leaders were Dr.

Roger Anderson, UNM; Dr. George Bachman, USGS, ret.; and Dr. George
Griswold, Tecolote corporation.

Attached are a list of participants and

a copy of the agenda.
The major controversy centered around deep dissolution and attendant breccia pipes, and I have abstracted what I think are the arguments
for and against deep dissolution.

Brine reservoirs were also considered,

but there was relatively little discussion on the subject; sources for
that presentation are primarily from the EEG-6 report of the January 1718 meeting, a letter from Dr. Griswold to EID and a post-conference
telephone conversation with Dr. Griswold.
The following is simply a report of the positions taken during the
field trip and does not attempt to evaluate, judge or analyze the positions.
ARGUMENTS
BRINE RESERVOIRS
Dr. _George Griswald
The presence of brine reservoirs is not in question; brine has been
encountered in 10 out of 60 deep drill holes in the vicinity of the WIPP
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site.

Dr. Griswold's argument is predicated on two main points:

cur-

rent methods for the prediction of reservoir locations are inadequate;
and, after five years, no progress has been made in understanding the
phenomenon.

According to Dr. Griswold, not enough is known about the

origin of the brine reservoirs to state they are present only in anticlinal areas and there is not enough evidence to say they are only
limited to the Castile.

He suggests that the "disturbed zone" in the

northern region of the site would be the best place to look for brine
reservoirs and evidence of deep dissolution, and thinks the two phenomena may be related.

Dr. Griswold thinks that if more were known

about either phenomenon many of the questions about the other would be
answered.
While he agrees that the probability of hitting a geopressured
brine reservoir at the site is low, Dr. Griswold believes that if that
happened the consequences could be disasterous, not to the surface environment but to the miners because of the associate poisonous gas.
However, he sees such a position as an argument for the site preliminary
design validation (SPDV) program.

In a letter to Mr. Dennis McQuillan,

EID, regarding the notice of intent to discharge, he said:
In closing, I wish to restate that underground
excavation is the only practical method of proving
the WIPP site is actually acceptable. Risks do
exist, whether it be brine reservoirs, breccia
pipes, faults, salt flowage or other factors not
yet considered. I believe this is the strongest
argument for the SPDV program, and not that underground conditions are as predictable as one
would gather from reading the DOE report.
DEEP DISSOLUTION
Dr. George Bachman
Dr. Bachman stated that there is no need to invoke deep dissolution
as a mechanism to explain the geology of the Delaware basin, that the
process can be explained by near-surface percolation.

He points to Nash

draw as an example of erosion by solution and fill incorporating local
dissolution.

Dr. Bachman further takes the position that some deep dis-

solution may have taken place when the rocks were exposed, but that the
salt around the WIPP site has not dissolved nor is there any danger of
it doing so in the near (geological) future.
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It seems to me that while not discounting deep-seated dissolution
in the past, e.g., recognition of breccia pipes in the area, given the
overall stability of the basin Dr. Bachman does not see it as a present·
or future occurrence.

Also, Dr. Bachman claims that there are no known

breccia pipes in the Delaware basin, they are found only over the reef.
According to Dr. Bachman, during Gatuna time, circa 600,000 years ago,
the hydraulic head in the Capitan aquifer system was considerably
greater than it is at the present; the head drove fresh water upward
through fractures, creating breccia pipes.

However, following Gatuna

time, the Pecos river entrenched itself in its present position and
intercepted the Capjtan aquifer system near Carlsbad, relieving the
hydraulic head.

Dr. Bachman does not believe conditions are favorable

for the formation of breccia pipes in the future.
Dr. Roger

Anderso~

Dr. Anderson argues that deep dissolution is, in fact, taking place
in the eastern part of the Delaware basin at the present time, and cites
several geologic features as evidence of an advancing dissolution front.

In support of his argument, Dr. Anderson points to Bell lake and Slick
sinks as candidates for surface expression of relatively young dissolution at depth and San Simon sink and ridge showing young, active deep
dissolution along and above the reef.
I

think it is also his contention that the state-line outcrops of

the Castile, showing dissolution breccias and microfolding, as well as
other phenomena in the western portion of the basin can be extrapolated
to uphold his conclusion that deep dissolution is evident throughout
the basin and active in the east and northeast areas.
Given the geology of the western basin and the instability in the
east, Dr. Anderson believes that conditions point to deep dissolution
and are favorable for the formation of breccia pipes at the WIPP site,
and he does not think the site is a good geological risk.
CONCLUSIONS
On deep dissolution, the questions seem to be:

has the basin

stabilized; is there evidence of active deep dissolution today; and is
there enough hydraulic head to cause dissolution at depth?
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The surface geology map shows Nash draw, Bell lake and Slick sinks
and San Simon swale as unstable areas.
northeast of the WIPP site.

There is also a "disturbed zone"

Dr. Anderson contends that these areas

illustrate his argument for active dissolution.

Dr. nachman disagrees

with that interpretation, saying that the dissolution which has occurred
did so at least 600,000 years ago, was localized and can be explained in
the main by erosion by solution and fill.

Dr. Bachman also argues that

the hydraulic head of the Capitan aquifer is no longer available for
deep dissolution.

Dr. Anderson maintains that the tilt of the basin

does give the head necessary for such a process.
Both sides presented cogent arguments in support of their positions,
and it is difficult for a lay person to make a determination as to the
validity of either posture.

It was my observation that there were dis-

agreements with and counterpoints to each argument from the "unconnnitted"
participants.
I talked with Dr. Parizek on Thursday and his points seemed to be
the most reasonable, if only because he addressed the entire issue of
WIPP rather than a single area.

Seeing merit in Dr. Anderson's argu-

ment, he agreed with other participants that more testing should be
done, particularly in the sinks, and, if the data cannot be conclusive,
it may at least allay some of Dr. Anderson's fears of the repository
being breached.

Also, the sensitivity of the project demands that

testing be as complete as possible in areas of concern.

His other point

was that since there cannot be one hundred percent surety, the process
should then slant to consequence analyses and methods for the prevention
of radionuclides reaching the biosphere at some future time.
After the participants have submitted written comments and EEG has
published its report, the committee will have a better idea of the arguments and, further, if and how they may be resolved.

Also, I think the

next meeting of the national academy of sciences' WIPP panel will be
important, due to the participation of Dr. Parizek and Dr. Krauskopf
and their conclusions after both EEG meetings.
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GOVERNOR
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT DIVISION
P.O. Box 968, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
(505) 827-5271 Ext 363

George S. Gotdsteln, Ph.I

SECRETARY

Lorry J. Gordon, M.S .. M.P.H

DEPUlY SECRET ARY

Thomas E. Baca, M.P.H., Director

WATER POLLUTION COIJTROL BUREAU
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Robert H. Neill, Director, EEG

FROM:

Dennis

THRU:

Bruce Gallaher, Water Resource Specialist, WPCB

SUBJECT:

Comments on the WIPP Site and Vicinity Geological Field Trip
June 16-19, 1980

DATE:

July 22, 1980

McQuill~n,

Water Resource Specialist, WPCB

You and your staff are to be commended for sponsoring a productive and fascinating geological field trip" The fol lmving are my comments as requested.
Vertical dissolution structures
1. 1

Castiles - I agree with Anderson that the occurrence of Castiles
belovJ undeformed salt indicates suberosion of salt perhaps by artesian

meteoric waters although Castiles may not be a direct analog to
the Hill A etc. breccia pipes.
1.2

Crude oil in the MCC (Hill C) breccia pipe - I agree with
Jones informal statements that available data strongly suggest
the crude oil is a natural occurrence.

J.3

San Simon sink - It is unfortunate that WIPP-15 is not deep
enough to conclusively determine the origin of this structure.
Anderson's interpretation of this structure seems most reasonable to me.

1.4

Present and future breccia pipe formation - I agree with Bachman
that the hydraulic head for the Capitan aquifer system was somewhat higher during Gatuna time before the Pecos River entrenched
itself in its present position and intercepted the Capitan
aquifer system. However, figure 2.5-1 in the SAR indicates that
the elevations of the potentiometric surface of the Guadalupian
aquifer system north of Hill C and at the center of the WIPP
are approximately 2920' and 3370' respectively.
I believe this
is a favorable condition for the creation of vertical dissolution
structures today,
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2. l

Bell Lake and Slick sinks - These sinks are suspected as relatively young dissolution structures and they are within the Delaware
Basin rather than at the Basin margin like San Simon sink. If
Bell Lake and Slick sinks are a result of suberosion of salt by
artesian meteoric ground waters than I can think of no reason why
this process could not occur at the WIPP. Determining the origin(s)
of these sinks is of critical importance and I would suggest a
core-dri 11 ing program. If resources permit drilling only one sink,
Bell Lake should be drilled.

2.2

Crude oil in the MCC (Hill~) breccia pipe - With regard to the
nearby well into which crude oil was introduced, the following
information would be useful in resolving the question of whether
or not the crude oil in the breccia pipe is a natural occurrence:
a)
b)

completion details for the well, and
the elevation(s) and rock unit(s) at which the crude oil
was introduced.

Jones indicated these data may not be available.

2.3

Future exploratory drilling

2.3. l

Resource limitations - Sandia National Laboratories exploratory
drilling efforts appear to be hindered severely by resource
1 imitations in certain cases. I would recommend that, whenever
possible, minimum diameter coreholes be drilled.
In the case of
WIPP-15, a smaller diameter core would have been sufficient.

2.3.2

Priorities - Determining the origin of Bell Lake sink should be
top priority, in my opinion. It would also be useful to know the
origin of Slick sink, but not at the expense of the suggested Bell
Lake sink studies. If existing wells are to be deepened, WIPP-15
should be first.
It is difficult to generalize on the significance of brine reservoirs
to the proposed WIPP without understanding what governs their
origin, evolution and occurrence. Brine reservoirs constitute a
geological risk but to what degree remains to be shown.

3.2

Jones presentation of his theory on the origin of brine reservoirs
sounds plausible. I would prefer not commenting further until
this theory is presented in a reviewable scientific paper format.

4

As discussed on pages 40 and 41 of EEG-6, the arguments against
Anderson 1 s views on deep dissolution cannot be properly examined
bec<1uSe they are not available in a 11 reviewable 11 coherent form.
Anderson has published some of his views subjecting them to
critical review by the scientific community. Anderson also documented his views in his well organized field trip notes for Salt
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Dissolution Features in the Delaware Basin, June, 1980.
would suggest that critics of Andersons views also document
their arguments.
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July 8, 1980
Dr. Robert H. Neill, Director
New Mexico Environmental
Evaluation Group
P.O. Box 968
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
Dear Bob:
Ref:

Ltr, R. H. Neill to W. D. Weart, dtd 6/27/80, subject:
Field Trip

I offer the following
recent EEG sponsored field
will have no trip comments
subjects covered the third
charge.

EEG

thoughts on the first two days of the
trip.
Since I was ill the third day, I
although I do have some thoughts on the
day which I will provide for no extra

First of all let me congratulate you and your staff for undertaking a difficult but obviously useful exercise. I believe all
parties profited from this opportunity and it went very smoothly.
The field trip provided an opportunity for interested individuals to
see first hand the evidence for the various dissolution phenomena in
the area and to judge the information that bears on the time, rate
and location of these processes. One of the useful diagnostic
methods available but not observed is the core from many drill holes
emplaced to search for shallow and deep dissolution.
Brine pockets
were discussed but none of the field observations shed any light on
this issue. Furthermore, while there was stimulating discussion of
the various geologic processes, there was relatively little discussion of their relevance to adequacy of the repository site. This
latter is unfortunate because without this discussion there is a
tendency to assume these processes are, by definition, unacceptable whereas in fact they may have little or no impact on site
safety.
In my view the following major issues were addressed by the
field trip.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dissolution at the top of the evaporite section location, time, rate, etc.
Deep (below the top of Salado) dissolution - location and
time of occurrence.
Breccia pipe development and explanation of other domal
features in the northern part of the basin.
Recent tectonic faulting in the Northern Delaware Basin.

Because these phenomena are so closely tied together in terms
of geologic processes, it is not appropriate, in most instances, to
say that a particular field stop applies to only one issue. An
exception may be f4, tectonic faulting, where the only stops bearing
directly on this issue were those at San Simon (2-2,3).
1.

Dissolution at top of evaporite section
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This type of regional dissolution is well established in the
Delaware Basin and its development in the vicinity of the WIPP
site is relatively well defined (in location) by the numerous
drill holes that penetrate the top of Salado. The question
addressed by many of the stops, especially 1-1, 2, 6, 7 and
2-4, 5, 6, was the issue of when the dissolution occurred. The
evidence is convincing that much of the past dissolution
occurred prior to development of the Mescalero caliche and that
considerable salt was probably removed prior to the
Cretaceous. The conditions were certainly appropriate for
dissolution.
The significance of this is that the lorg-term
rate of advance of the dissolution front toward the site is
less than that estimate provided Parlier by Bachman and used in
the WIPP EIS. One cannot specify a specific rate but can say
the existing values are an absolute upper bound for the past
long-term average rate.
Other features which could be discussed here are the domal
features in the basin or the Bell Lake-San Simon "Sinks" but
these are perhaps more appropriate in one of the other general
topic areas.
I believe Bachman's work has conclusively established the above
premise and no further work is required specific to the shallow
dissolution process.
The proposed repository is in no jeopardy
from this process.
2.

Deep Dissolution
For the purposes of this discussion, deep dissolution will he
separated from the localized phenomena such as breccia pipes,
sinks, etc., even though they may be closely related. Only the
regional dissolution within or at the base of the evaporites·
will be considered in this section.
The most conclusive evidence for or against the presence of
deep dissolution was not observed - the core from deep drill
holes. None of the deep WIPP holes encountered deep dissolutioning of the nature under discussion. Missing halite
(Halite III) in ERDA 10 is due to depositional phenomena and
not Cretaceous dissolutioning.
The chaotic collapse in the Malaga Bend area and on to the
south into Texas may be ascribed to deep dissolutioning
although stop 2-8 also exhibits shallow Rustler and Salado
dissolution.
There is no direct way of estimating rates of
deep dissolution from the geologic record but the evidence from
issue 1 implies conditions (emergent) which coul~ be expected
to result in pre-Cretaceous dissolution. Nash Draw is known
(from drill data) to be due to shallow dissolution and erosion
and ERDA 10 shows no deep dissolution. The relevant question
remaining is whether Slick Sink-Bell Lake and their apparent
alignment toward a structural low at the northern edge of the
site implies a deep dissolutioning hazard for the repository.
First of all, the evidence that Bell Lake and Slick Sink are
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due to deep dissolutioning is not at all convincing. Eicher
shallow dissolution or deflation could be responsible for these
features.
Neither, however, can deep aissolution be ruled
out.
But these features are remote from the site and are of
significance to WIPP only because they may lend strength to the
credibility of deep dissolutioning at the site structural low.
Consequently, the most useful investigation, with respect to
site acceptability, would be a deep drill hole in the center of
the structural low in Section 9. Drilling Bell Lake or Slick
Sink could establish their origin but still not address their
significance to WIPP. To evaluate the origin of these sinks
would require at least one and possibly two drill holes ana is
not as relevant to site acceptability as a deep hole in Section
9.

3..

Breccia Pipe Development
Breccia pipes, if they should develop at the WIPP site, have
w;ua2-ly been assumed to be an unacceptable threat to repos.i tory
integrity. However, the examination of the known collapse
chimneys does not necessarily support that assumption and
neither does the conservative safety analysis conducted for
this scenario even when high permeability is assumed for the
chimney. However, collapse chimneys do not exist in the site
and the only proven chimneys are three which exist over the
Capitan Reef or back reef.
Several of the stops (1-3, 4, 5, 9
and 2-7 and 3-5) were to illustrate the surf ace features of
krown chimneys and other structures (domes and castiles)
thought by some to represent chimney development. The field
evidence is, in my view, very convincing that the sinks, domes
and castiles are not collapse chimneys.
Several of these
features have beendrilled and the others mapped sufficiently
to disprove their chimney origin.
It is not productive to
drill every suspected structure when geologic mapping is by
itself sufficient proof.
It would seem, therefore, to be well
demonstrated that collapse chimneys, like Hill C, do not occur
in the basin - only over the reef - and pose no threat, present
or future, to the site. Furthermore, even the other structures
(domes) occur only where there has been extensive deep
dissolution.
Since the earlier discussion rules out the
existence of deep dissolutioning at the WIPP site, even these
features, based on existing correlations, do not seem likely to
develop at WIPP. Finally, the evidence provided at these stops
shows that these collapse chimneys have not been active since
the Mescalero caliche started to form, approximately 600,000
years ago.
In other words, they are not developing in this
part of the basin today.
We do net now fully appreciate the combination of features that
were necessary to start, stop and localize collapse chimneys.
However, this is not necessary if it can be demonstrated that
they are limited to areas underlain by the reef system.
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Regardless of this fact, all arguments about breccia chimneys
are clearly more convincing if we can understand the origin of
these features. Coring WIPP 31 to the depth of undisturbed
stratigraphy and conducting drill stern tests will aid in
developing this understandinq.
4.

Recent Tectonic Faulting
Geologic mapping by Bachman has not revealed any quaternary
tectonic faulting near the WIPP site. The closest such
faulting identified is on the west side of the Guadalupe
Mountains. R. Anderson believes the exposures in the San Simon
area and core from WIPP 15 combine to indicate tectonic
faulting, which may in fact be responsible for dissolutioning
in the sink. Since recent collapse has occurred in the central
part of the sink and its overall development is geologically
recent, Anderson argues for recent faulting.
However, it is
not necessary to invoke faulting to explain the evidence
cited.
Normal dips and a different but equally likely
identification of the stratigraphic position of the Triassic
sandstone is adequate to explain the observations. ,Jointing
parallel to the swale would be expected as a response to swale
subsidence and need not depend on tectonic faulting.
Extensive
drilling would be required to prove faulting and is not
warranted since, even if such faulting existed at this
distance, it is no threat to repository integrity. No
microtrernors have been detected from this area, implying the
area is not currently an active tectonic zone.
Brine reservoirs in the Castile were listed as a topic for
discussion but there was no field evidence presented on the
trip which addressed this topic.
All reservoirs of the size
under discussion are associated with Castile anhydrites and
with significant anticlines in the Castile. The WIPP site has
avoided the latter {a gentle anticline at the northern
extremity has been drilled {WIPP 11) and the hole did not
encounter either brine or the fracturing in anhydrite necessary
to allow a reservoir to develop) and the repository level is
several hundred feet above the Castile anhydrites where brine
has been encountered in other locations. Consequently, based
on the existing evidence, it is considered most improbable that
a brine reservoir exists at the WIPP site much less affect the
repository integrity and safety. Small fluid {usually gas)
pockets do exist in the Salado. They are encountered in the
potash mines but are believed less common in the deeper, purer
repository horizons.
Normal precautions will assure the safety
of mine workers during repository operations and these features
are not a threat to long-term repository integrity.
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In summary, I would say that the
trip which may pose a possible threat
deep dissolutioning as a cause of the
This low should be drilled, is in the
drilled if funding is available.

only scenario discussed on the
to the site is hypothesized
structural low in Section 9.
FY 81 plan, and will be

Sincerely yours,
-..

J I
,
l {_/1;1 {/fj_ .{(
Wendell D. Weart, Manager
Waste Management Technology
Department 4510
WDW/pz
cc:

File
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THE GRADUATE OFFICE

(505) 835-5513

July 21, 1980

Robert H. Neill
Director
Environmental Evaluation Group
320 E. Marcy Street
P.O. Box 968
Santa Fe, NM 87503
Re:

Field Trip 16-18 June

Dear Bob:
I want to express my personal appreciation for including
field trip. It was a splendid followup of the visit the
Committee made down there in January of 1976. It lent a
reality to these site factors we have been talking about

me in the WIPP site
Governor's Advisory
major feebng of
for so long.

My responses follow your outline in the letter of June 27.

1.

Maj or questions addressed:
a. Breccia pipes. Are they restricted in occurrence to the reef,
or might they be found and or develop in the basin proper?
b. Collapse features, e.g. Bell Lake and San Simon Sink. Where
all do these occur and what is the mechanism of formation?
c. What are the characteristics of the formation where dissolution
has occurred in the past? We saw evidences of this in the
western and southern parts of the Delaware basin.
d. What is the relevance of the current surface hydrology to the
proposed WIPP site?
e. Brine reservoirs. What is the record of occurrence in the Basin,
and what is their origin?

2.

a. Breccia pipes. Hills A &B give dramatic evidence but more
investigation is definitely needed to provide information
relative to their origins. Are they really "creatures" of
the reef?
b. Collapse features. Examine well-logs in area to get clues.
How do they originate? This question may be especially significant
for the relatively near-term integrity of WIPP.

:; .

Brine reservoirs. TI1e munber of occurrences, the pressures involved,
and their volumes are enough to cause serious concern. We need
to devise methods for excluding the possibility of their occurrence
in the vicinity of the repository site.
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4.

'lhe field trip, almost by definition, directed attention to surface
features which might cause problems at depth. Almost no attention
was given to hydrologic models cmd the data required for their
examination which would provide reasonab1e assurances with respect
to possible dissolution processes affecting site integrity
in the future. tvbrc them anything e1se this struck this
observer as the j_mportant next step. Perhaps a symposirnn or
conference should address the topic.

S.

'The trip was very worthwhile in its special franc of reference;
however, proper site characterization here or elsewhere requires
sharp focus on things that require more sophisticated arialysis.

Sincerely,

~~

Wilkening
Dean of Graduate Studies

~1arvin

MW/lac
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SECTION IV
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This field trip provided a unique opportunity to clarify the
geological issues confronting the WIPP site and to sharpen the
focus on arguments for and against various hypotheses regardinq
the geological and hydrological conditions in the area.
The main point of controversy which has emerged out of all the
discussions and the field evidence may be summarized by the
following question: Has there been in the recent geologic past,
or is there now. dissolution of salt occurring in the Delaware
Basin i11volving the lower Salado or Castile formations, and has
such "deep dissolution" occurred near enough to the WIPP site to
pose a threat to the proposed repository? The question implies
the flow of relatively fresh water from the DMG aquifer or from
the Capitan Reef aquifer into the Ochoan evaporite beds. For
such a flow to achieve dissolution of the evaporites, there
would have to be sufficient hydraulic heads in the aquifers,
structural features to provide a pathway for the flow of water,
and the continuous supply of relatively fresh water to maintain
the dissolution process. The mechanism proposed by Roger Anderson
for this process to take place depends upon the density difference
between saturated brine and unsaturated water. Ander~on believes
that once this proces5 starts, it will be self-propelled and wili
continue as long as the fresh water is available and the fracture
remains unsealed.

Anderson has proposed that deep dissolution in the Delaware Basin
has reached a stage of maturity and that it is a continuous process.
He cites San Simon Sink, Bell Lake Sink and Slick Sink as possible
surface expressions of deep dissolution resulting in the collapse
of evaporites. He also cites the limestone dikes and the castiles
as evidence for the DMG aquifer water rising up to the evaporite
sequence. Further, he cites the data from geophysical logs and
several cores to show that salt has been removed from the Salado
102

and Castile salt beds in various part of the Basin. In addition,
he points to the local loss of continuity in a number of seismic
profiles across the WIPP site as possible evidence for localized
deep dissolution at the site itself. Anderson has argued that
the long-term integrity of the site from on-going wedge-like
dissolution at depth cannot be guaranteed and that there is a
possibility that the advanced effects of such dissolution may
already have reached the site. Because of such inferred instability of the site, Anderson has recommended abandoning this site
in favor of more stable salt beds or other geologic media.
George Bachman believes that the evidence from geologic mapping
and drilling does not support the concept of deep, blanket
dissolution of salt units in the Castile formation in the Delaware
Basin during Cenozoic time. According to him, the substantiated
breccia chimneys located over the Capitan Reef, are probably the
only evidence of deep-seated dissolution. Bachman also does not
believe that salt deposition was basin-wide at any given time.
According to him, "there is overwhelming evidence in the subsurface
that salt beds in the Castile were deposited in discrete pans or
local sub-basins." Because of this, Bachman does not accept
Anderson's correlation of individual breccias across the Delaware
Basin. According to Bachman, "in the interior of the Basin
individual salt beds are well preserved in the Castile in the
subsurface. Around the fringes of the Basin the salt beds are
absent because they were never deposited, or were removed through
surface erosion when the beds were nearer the surface."
After studying the field evidence and the comments from field trip
participants, EEG concludes that it has not been established that
the site or the surrounding area has been attacked by deep dissolution to render it unsuitable for the nuclear waste pilot
repository. There are, however. several geological features at
and around the WIPP site whose significance to the future
integrity of the repository needs to be understood. While a
reasonable amount of future work on geological characterization
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may not be able to answer all the questions raised about the site,
it should be possible to resolve some of the more important
aspects of the deep dissolution hypothesis.

•

The question of whether breccia pipes are confined to the Reef
aquifer or could exist also in the Basin remains unresolved.
Although the two confirmed breccia pipes are located
over the Reef, several features in the Basin may also prove to
be breccia pipes on further exploration. An exploration effort
to prove or disprove their existence in the Basin may not be of
value in the hazard assessment of WIPP.
If an isolated
breccia pipe is encountered during the repository construction,
it may not pose a construction problem on the basis of its
nature -- lithology, texture, permeability, etc. The possibility
of an active pipe, slowly ascending from depth directly under the
site at the present time and breaching the site sometime in the
future cannot be completely discarded. The probability of such
occurrence appears remote, however, in view of the number of deep
exploratory wells in the area, none of which have been reported
encountering a breccia pipe.
It appears that such an occurrence
cannot be detected from surface geophysical or geological methods.
An analysis of the consequences of a possible breach of the repository through an ascending breccia pipe should therefore be carried
out, using reasonable estimates for the dimensions and the rate of
ascent of a pipe.
There were several other subjects discussed at the January meeting
and the field trip which formed the basis for certain of the EEG
recommendations below. A general consensus of the field trip
participants indicated that more specific information should be
gathered about the quantity and quality of brine in the
artesian brine reservoirs encountered near the WIPP site. The
question of tectonic faulting in the Delaware Basin was raised by
some geologists, particularly with respect to the area near the
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San Simon Sink, where the presence of a fault with approximately
1000 feet of displacement has been postulated by Anderson. And
finally, there is concern about the nature of the disturbed zone
in the ncrthern part of the WIPP site where seismic reflection
profiles show discontinuities and the drill holes indicate
structural anomalies.
The Environmental Evaluation Group therefore would like to make
the following recommendations to the U.S. Department of Energy
for work during fiscal year 1981.
1.

Review Papers.
to pi cs:

Prepare detailed review papers on the following

(a)

Deep dissolution - Specifically addressing Roger
Anderson's hypothesis about extensive deep dissolution
in the lower part of the Ochoan evaporite deposits
in the Delaware Basin.
(b) Structural anomalies at and near the WIPP site This should include the anomalies interpreted from
geophysical data and from drill cores. The discussion
.should include the details of geological interpretation
of the anomalies and the work being planned or conducted
to resolve the seismic data discrepencies, as stated
in the Safety Analysis Report, pp. 2.7-65 and 2.7-66.
(c) Occurrence of brine reservoirs/pockets in the evaporite
beds of Delaware Basin - This should include available
information on location, quantity, pressures, quality,
ideas on origin, methods of handling it in mines, etc.
(d) Details of DOE plans to allow recovery_g_!___p_Q_!~sh~~c:I_
~ y d r o c a r b o n re s o u r c e s wi th o u t d i s t u r b i n___9____!ll~ e a 1 ~ c:I_
re po s i to r y_.
(e) Basic data and interpretations of boreholes WIPP-31
an_Q_Ji__L~£.::-_l.§.. drilled at hills A and C respectively
to obtain more information on the origin of these
breccia pipes.
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2.

Exploratory Program
(a) Run a seismic reflection profile across the San Simon
Swale to pass over WIPP-15 (sink) from the Antelope
Ridge to San Simon Ridge. This should answer the
question regarding the postulated fault between the
sink and the ridge.
(b) Drill 4 or 5 shallow holes across Bell Lake Sink or
Slick Sink to reach the Red Soil horizon and drill one
deep exploratory hole to the evaporites, if Red Soil is
not missing.
Even though it is far from the WIPP site,
this testing program will answer an important question
about the presence of deep dissolution in the Basin
itself.
(c)
(d)

Drill one core-hole to the lower Castile in Section 9,
northern part of the WIPP site.
Reopen one of the brine reservoir wells: AEC-7, Pogo
or ERDA-6; allow it to flow for 10 days; measure the
depletion of pressure and levels in all three and
test the brine at regular intervals.
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Field Trip Notes
for
Salt Dissolution Features in the Delaware Basin

Cornpi led .by:

Roger Y. Anderson
June, 1980
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These
field
wi 11

trip.
see

These

t.he

feature;

<lea 1

notes

at

well-known

include

surface

stops at

dissolution

only

with
a

five

of

the

drive-through

expression

of

a

stops

at

Bell

the

Sink where we

San Simon Sink and Ridge which show young and active

sonie

depth

State-Line

along

ri.nd

above

the

stop

to show brecciated chimneys

Casti les

larger

regional

a

reef;

outcrop of the Castile which
ancl

the

Lake

for

possible deep-seated di ssolut: ion

dissolut.ion breccias,
at

scheduled

stop

at

the

shows rnicrofolding,

relat_ionships; and finally, a
in

the

lower part o[

the evapori.te seque11ce.

BELL LAKE SINK

Bell

Lake

Sink

(and

nearby

Slick

Sink)

arc

candidates

tor

the

surface expression of relatively young dissolution at considerable depth
in the eastern part of the basin. Soluble rocks of the Rustler Forniar.ion
are

about

1000

feet

beneath

the

surface

and

the

lowest

salt

of

the

Castile is more than 4000 feet beneath the surtace.
The

geologic

map

several

sink-margin

caliche

and

Old

(Fig.

faults

Mescalero

2)

compiled

by

with

faulted-off

soil

suggesting

Widdicombc
or
that

(1980),

downclroppecl
clw

sink

is

shows

Mescalero
truly

a

col lapse structure rather than a def! at ion feature. The volume oL gyps uni
dune sand blown out of the playas suggests rising suliate-ricl1 waters as
a source for the gypsun1 (Nicholson and Clebsch,

113

lqbl).
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STAGE 3

P./6, ~

c

The

fault

Mescalero

relationships suggest

sand

(less

than about

that

100,000

the

sink is younger

years;

see

Figs.

than Old

3 and 4).

A

series of 3 gypsum-clay dunes

formed during the early Holocene as lake

levels

following

receded

Wisconsin

episodically,

(Figs.

a

maximum

lake

stand

in

late

3 and 5). These features suggest a Wisconsin age for

Bell Lake and Slick sinks and Widdicombe (1980) has suggested a collapse
association with huntid climate (Fig. lf).

SAN SIMON SINK AND SWALE
A

lake

with

a

surface

south-eastern part of
of

the

and

Wisconsin

dune

proper
It

ridges

is a

The

of

to

last

about

35

kn?

occupied

the

lower,

San Simon Swale during the last "pluvial" episode

(Fig.

6).

The present_

sill

indicate a stand about

n1uch smaller feature

collapsed

stand.

area

its

present

recorded

still clearly visible,

near

20 feet

higher.

San Sin1on Sink

the center of the old lake area.

expression

collapse

is at_ 3370 feet but beach

event

fol lowing
was

bounding the northwest

in

the

last

high

lake

1927 and the scarp

is

margin of

the sink (Fig.

810

(WIPP

7).
The

center

encountered
hard,

of

the

Triassic

micaceous

sink

Chin le

Triassic

was

cored

at 545 feet.

shale

sandstone

Triassic beds show minor nornial

to

which

faulting,

may

feet

The core bottomed
be

the

to 20°

dips

15)

Santa

and
in a

Rosa.

The

but no evidence

'

for major brecciation.
The
was

of

development

accompanied

by

San Simon Swale basin in the

the

pure

texture

the Old Mescalero sand at

8B).

No

texture

that

coarser

is

of

relatively
to

sand

influx

a

large

virtually

than

volume

identical

area of
and

in

the sink

thickness

con1position

of
and

the surface (compare Figs. St\ and

fine-sand

occurs

in

the

core

with

exception of pebbles of caliche and Triassic sandstone' which were

the

w<i~;hed

into the swale depression heginning about 150 feet above the base oi the
sand section; suggesting swale-n1argin collapse n1orpho111ctry.
The sand has a

clay ~1atrix which increases in proportion upw.::ird in

the sequence, culn1inating in 40-foot thick nearly pure clay bed containLng

suspended

sand

grains

at

a

depth

11 7

of about

200

feet

(fig.

9).

The

base

of

this

Artemisia

clay

bed

pollen

is

flora.

rich

in

Figure

carbonate
9

shows

and

that

contains
an

a

"pluvial"

interval

of

sand

deposition returned following this first "pluvial" lake stand. "Pluvial"
condition,
marl

however,

above

diatomite

95

feet

beds

radiocarbon

in

the

exposed

date

detern1ination
'\

gradually

returned,

core.

along

fron1

the

marl

correlates

northeastern

gastropod

20,570 years.

of

This

forming a white carbonate-rich

shells

A date

diaton1ite was greater than 3~,000 years,

in

from

with

n1argin
this

of

unit

charophyte

the white

the

sink.

has

an

oogoni.a

A

age

fr1

the

indicating the presence o[ dead

carbon, and suggesting that the 20,570 date is a rnaxin1urn estimate.
San
lake

Simon Sink proper collapsed sometime following this 'last high

stand.

Vertical

relief

between the diatomite heel and the marl

in

the core indicates about 150 feet of collapse for the sink. The upper 40
feet

of

layers

the

15

WIPP

and

plant

core

contains

fragments

and

playa-type
probably

sediments

represents

with

gypsum

post-col lapse

deposition in the deeper part of the sink.
My

interpretation

presC'nt
older

in

this

that

no

sediments

sedin1ents

around

the

margin

on

than

Wisconsin

are

but the main

lake-f i_J led

formed prior to or during t_he "pluvial" episodes of the

Wisconsin. Mescalero-type sand derived from
available

older

deeper part of the swale basin. The swale niay contain

Quaternary

depression was

is

the

surface,

was

washed

the Old Mescalero soil, and

fluvially

and

rapidly

into

the

depression, and no main external drainage existed after formation of the
depression.

The

Wisconsin,

some

containing

the

episodes

in

upper marl

represents

15,000

20,000 years ago and

to

"pluvial"

the

Wisconsin;

pollen

flora

hence

the

the

last "pluvial" pulse of

n1ust
swale

the

older

represent
basin

is

the

lake

clays

previous

mesic

probably

younger

than 60,000 years.

SAN SIMON RIDCE

Triassic s.Jnclstone and shale
swale;

along the

San S inion Hidge
o[ \"1PP

15 al

c•astern slope of
to

810

the
Leer

crops out on both sides of Siln Sin1on
Antelope ridge

east. The hard 111icaceous
is

to the wc>st and <.1long
s~rnclstont_'

sirnilar pctrologically

11 8

at the bot ton1

to sandstones on both

DRAINAGE
DIVIDE

(.0

HIGH YOUll:G

LAKE STAND

33~0

It. (103:1 m}

r-

~

¢,,_

70£

~

SAN
SIMON
SINK
LOCATION MAP FOR
SAN SIMON SINK

Figure 6

t

i

Location map

f

I

6000 fut
1829 .......,.
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Antelope Ridge and San Simon Ridge. A compilation of vertical structural

and

geophysicdl

displacement

logs

within

section suggests

Swale and Ridge, based on the outcrop, WIPP 15,

Sin~n

relief between San

(Figs.
a

that

indicates

10)

distance

of

the swale

less

about

than

is part of a

a

900

half

feet

of

mi le.

vertical

This

cross

larger reef-top structure

that could be related to solution and collapse within the reef itself or
to a regional trend of Quaternary faulting (Fig. 11). Sandstone outcrops
along San Simon Ridge exhibit pronounced jointing parallel to the reef,
the ridge, and the swa le.

STATE LINE OUTCROP

This

fan1ous

geolc·gists
and
pods

ttie

because

of

develop111ent

in

the

northwest
the

outcrop

axes

(Fig.

bas in.

been

Castile

larger

ERDA

6,

boudinage structures

exposure

n1icrofolding.

gentle

these

many

of

the

world's

of the Castile Formation
The

microfolds

occur

niegafolds and have a strike

to

in
the

to the Cenozoic structural grain of

microfolds

formed as a

indicating that

by

visited

excellent

12) which conforms

At

anticline,

the
of

of

has

have

been

result of flowage

the salt

pulled

of salt

apart

in

in the salt

structures are post-microfolding or

Cenozoic in age.
This

outcrop

also

contains

a

bed of dissolution breccia from

the

Halite l I I unit of the Castile Forn1ation. This outcrop is quite close to
the western rnargin of the basin (Fig. 1) and shows that the salt beds in
the

Castile

probably

extended

to

the western as well

as

the

eastern

margin of the basin. The present edge of H-III and Lower Salado salr. is
almost

50 n1iles

middle

and

to

the east

upper

Salado,

(Fig.

1)

and overlain by salt beds of

indicating

that

salt

has

been

the

selectively

dissolved fron1 the middle of the Castile--Salado evo.porite sequence.
A lin1estone

bed

a

few

feet

thick

occurs at the upper end of the

outcrop and can be seen "holding up" the prominent ridge of t.he outcrop
and extensions of
the

middle

gan1rna-ray

of

and

di~.;solut.ion

this ridge

the
evc•n

H-TJl
sonic

to rhe south. This lin1estone bed occurs in

unit
logs

and
(Fig.

appears

13,

as

L-Bed).

a

delinitivc
During

the

kick

on

erosion--

interval between the Casr.ile and Salado, this sa111e liniC'St•inc
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Figure .f!. Map of cliff near southwestern end of stJtc line outcrop, Eddy Collnty, New 11.frxico, showing
rcLuionship between mcgafolding and microfolding. Arca of microfolding stippled; megafolding delineated by four
easily tr:iceable anhydrite laminJe and by the trace: of the intersection of the axial planes of mega-:rnticliues (dashed);
the cliff is ne3rly normal to the fold axes.

report. The lateral distribution of microfol<ling
is controlled chiefly by the wavelength of

Figure...

Rose diagram for strikes of 26 microfold

axes in Castile gyp;urn; dashed line indicates strike of
diff; ~!ate line outcrop, Eddy County, New Mexico.
(Sec Fig. 8 for general location at outcrop.)
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Figure 7. Rose diagram for strikes of IO microfold
axes in Ca>tile gypmm; clashed line indicates strike of
cliff; state line outcrop, Eddy County, New Me.~ico. (Sec
Fig. 9 for general location at outcrop.)
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secci0n below the mapped portion of the cliff
could not be mapped accurately because of

.~~~

cover and extensive fo:icturing; scattered microfolded areas are ore<;t-nt. hnwl"Vt"r.

I

_J

meter

Figure t.. Map of cliff near the northeastern end of state line outcrop, Ecltly County, New "Mexico, showing the
rcLuiomhip between mcgafolding and microfolding. Area of microfolding stippled; megJfo!ding ddin.-ated by
thre-c easily tracc:ible anhydrite IJmi11Je and by the trace of the ariJI pl.raes of meg;i-synclines {dashed); the cliff is
·
nearly norrnJI to the fold axes.

Figure 12
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Isopach oh H-III salt
beds of Castile Fm.

-{

bed

appears

to

have

forn1ed

the

top

of

a "ridge" n.arking the northern

margin of 11-111 salt in the basin, because it corresponds to the edge of
isopach (Fig. f4).

the H-III
with

The removal of Castile salt beds associated

this erosion-dissolution interval can also be seen in a N-S sonic

log section which shows that it is always the uppermost salt bed that is
ren1oved as

the Castile was

truncated front the north to the south in the

basin (Fig. 14).

GAS TILES

Replacement

limestone

masses

are

of

particular

interes.t

because

they may represent the movement of waters up through the evaporites from
aquifers

Replacement

below.

masses

generally

occur

as

brecciated

Cast iles on the Gypsum Plain where the Castile has been exhun1ed to deep
levels

(Fig.

1,

Fig.

15). However, replacement has not been confined to

the brecciated chimneys of the Castile and can be seen as two "limestone
dikes"

crossing

outcrop.

The

the

same

highway
area

of

about
the

a

dike's

n1ile

north

also

has

of

the

collapse

State-Line
structures,

containing blocks of Cretaceous sediments, which extend upward into the
Saladc. Replacen1ent. masses have also penetrated these structures.
Replacement

limestone

closely

resembles

the

unreplaced

laminated

generally contains less than 1%
13
calciun1 sulfate. With replacement, the$
c values in the carbonate of
34
the Castile Formation shifted from +6 to -23.5. Similarly, the b
s

gypsun1

of

the

Castile

Formation

but

values of unaltered anhydrite shifted front +10.7 to as much as -15.1 for
associated
proposed
in

chc

sulfur

(Kirkland and Evans,

bacterial
presence

replacen1ent.

reduction,

of

The

~

1976).

Kirkland and Evans have

tueled by hydrocarbons,

aqueous solutions as the
18
0
values
ranging
from

process
-9.0

and

Eva°' visualise

artesian

responsible
to

brecciated castile calcite suggest equilibriation with
Kirkland

and taking place

-5.6

n~teoric

meteoric waters

in

for
the

waters.

and

hydro-

carbons (n1ainly gas) n1oving up from the Bell Canyon through fractures
the'

Castile

assoc.L~1tion

further

Forn1aLion as
of

limestone

driving

the

replacement

stage' of dcvelopn1ent

replacement
with

brcccia

process.
chinmeys

The

in

conm1on

implies

a

in which dissolution and renioval of salt,
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Location of Limestone Buttes, Texas and New Mexico.

perhaps

from

brine

density

flow

associated

with

the

same

waters

(Anderson, 1980), has resulted in brecciation and collapse. The collapse
may

have

provided

acldit iona l

access

for

waters,

hydrocarbons,

and

bacteria and the replacement of the chimneys.
Not all breccia chinmeys in the lower part of the evaporites have
been replaced, however, as we encountered an unrep laced brecc ia ch in1ney
in a core in Culberson County, Texas (Fig. 1).
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COlVIMl~N'l'S

ON VvlFP Sl'lr;

vl~~u'l'cCHNICAl,

1-ROBL.CMS

by
George Bachman

J N'l'R ODUC 'l' I ON

Geotechnical problems confrontinc the Wipp

~roject

may be classified in four broad categories:
1.

Dissolution {including "breccia pipes").

2.

Paleoclimate and its bearing on dissolution.

J.

~rosional

history (especially evolution of

the Pecos River system and its related geomorphi.c
surfaces).
4.

Brine reservoirs.

'l'he first three of these categories are summarized here
as background material for the field conference of June 16-tc,,
t 9BO.

'l'able 1 summarizes the stratigraphic sequence of rock:::

discussed durine the conference.

1J 0

Table J.--Major strati raohic and time divisions, southeastern
New Mexico.
Time divisions from Ber ren, 1972, in part.

Era

System

Series
Holocene

Quaternary
Pleistocene

Formation

Age estimate

Windblown sand
Mescalero cal1che
Gatuna Formation

ca. 50U,OOO years
ca. 600,000+ years
1.8 million years-

Cenozoic

Pliocene
Tertiary

Miocene

Mesozoic

Upper
Lower

- -5

mi 11 ion yea rs·-·

-26 million years-

Oligocene
Eoce'le
Paleocene
Cretaceous

Ogallala Formation

- - - - - - - - -

-··-·-

Jurassic

Absent Southeastern
New Mexico
-£5 mi 11 ior, ye13 rs-·

Absent SE N. Mex.
, Detritus preserved
Absent SE N. Mex.

136 million years-

190-195 million yea rs

Triassic

Upper
Lower

Dockum Group
Absent SE N. Mex.

Ochoan

Dewey Lake Red Beds
Rustler Formation
Salado Formation
Castile Formation

Guadalupian
Leonardian
Wolfcampian

Capitan-Bell Canyon Frns.
Present but not dis1
cussed in this report

225 million y ears

-

Paleozoic

Permian

~-~~----'---~-----'---~------~'-280

l 31

1

million years-

JJlSSOLU'l l ON

For purposes of th.is discussion dissolution is
divided into three general types:
1.

Local, near-surface dissolution in the

vadose zone.

This includes the process nf

"erosion by solution and f :i.11" (Lee, 192 5)
2.

•

Region, or bulk, dissolution which may

occur in either the vadose or phreatic zone.

J.

Deep-seated dissolution initiated in the

phreatic zone.
All these processes are active in gypsum, anhydrite, and
halite.

They are dependent on the proximity of these

soluble rocks to an open system of conduits which allows
free movement of fresh water to dissolve and remove the
rocks.
The process of erosion by solution and fill incorporates local dissolution and is an active process today in
Nash Draw.

It has been the dominant process in the

formation of this depression.

As this process was defined

by Lee (1925) runoff from rain drains through arroyos into
fractures in gypsum.-

'I'he water dissolves the gypsum to

form caves and during subsequent storms surface debris is
washed into the caves.

By this process the arroyo Bradient

is lowered and headward cut ting of the arroyo follows ( l" ig. 1).
Stops 1-5 and 2-6 on this trip are at localities which
illustrate this process.

1 3?

GI(/ KE

COLLAPSE SINK

HE ADl'I ARD
CUTT ING

/INCIPIENT COLLAPSE SINK/

~-·~\STREAM

PROFILE

EROSION BY SOLUTION ANO Fill
~i~urs

1.

Liagraffimatic cross-section to illustrate process cf erosi2n by solution
and fill.

RegicnaJ, or blanl<et,

di::-c3~-;c1

lution occurs where

unsaturated water penetrates a permeable bed adjacent to

soluble rocks and moves latt::rally throu.sh the permeab:Le
bed disso 1.ving the soluble rocks near its path.
rn·oces::-; differs from "solution and fill"

by

'l h i:3

dis~sul v

ini:,

rock::; adjacer1t tc a.qui f(;rs rather thari rocks adjacent
to

~mrfacc

ciralna~u.

di.s~wluUon
occur~;

Lreccia~:

by ti1i:c; process intraf ormatio11al
:H'C'

formed

n.'L.1.Live1y near the m.irfacE>.

•·b:.:t.c·rved at Jccali ties ?-·? and
~rnch

and w!:ere the dissoJution
~~~:tens.iv,~

~:-b.

Unique

are8:.3 u:'.

kan~>t

features,

as kan;t domes which will be observed at locality

2-7, may accompany this process

(¥i~.

2).

I\ 1 thouLh regional clissolution h; an active prucec:;;3
at present,

the distribution of Cretaceous rocks C·'ig.

j)

indicates that much regional dissolution must have occurred
before Cretaceous time.

From the end of Fermian time to

the early part of Cretaceous tirne the western ed;::,e of Lhe
Delaware basjn was above sea level.

!Jurine.; that time a

groundwater system accompanied by dissolution wou.ld have
developecl in this area.

Cretaceous seas later

transgr~~~;secJ

across the eroded ectce::; of the underlying 'lriassic and
Permian rocks (l<' ir,. l+ and loca1i ties 1-2, J-1. J-2).

'l hese

Cretaceous marine rocks have since collapsed alon;, with the

unrlerlyine rGcks but their presence at a few localities is
suff i.cient

t(;

record this sequence of events and

unconformity underlying them.

l 34

the majur

w

~

(.J1

~

Brecciated
Triassic

,.,,.--

Fermian rocks

r ~ o<l l::l I
v_ <J o ()i

.....

.....

"' '

...

Rustler Fm
(Brecciated)

Salado Fm
(Brecciated)
\

''
Diagrammatic cross-section of breccia chimney

i;;ure 2.

~/iac;rams

.Diaf;rammatic cross-section
of karst dome at Malaga Bend

comparins breccia chininey wi ;_.r_ Karst .:()!:.e.
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Figure 4.

Diagram showing stratigraphic relations of Cretaceous and older rocks,
western part of Delaware basin, New Mexico .

•

Lieep-sea ted di::=;solution :initiated Ln tr
zone is a contributing

phreatic

in the f .,rmatiun of major

proce~;s

cav1f,rn systems and results in

f·

1

le~rn

common features such as

breccia chimneys, or "breccia pipes" (r'ir,. ?).

During

Uatuna time, about 600,000 years before the vresent,
the hydraulic head in the Capitan aquifer system was
considerably greater than at present.

(/\ t locnli·ties 1-1

and 2- 5, this field conference, stream depcs \.ts in thE:
~~a tuna

;•'orma ti on are observed from 50 to more than t 00 feet

above the modern Pecos drainage system.

this ir; eviclencr;

that the hydraulic head at that time was

~reater

pre::.:cnt.)

'1

than at

:1 i ~; hydrau lie head drove fresh water upward

throu1·.h fract:1res to dissolve so1uble rocks in its pa th.

This dissolution resulted in deep-seated cavities intu
which overlyin1' rocks collapsed.

'l'hese co11ap:::.;e sink:..; are

preserved today as breccia chimneys, or breccia pipes.
Hills A and C (localities 1-3 and 1-4) are breccia
chimneys which overlie the Capitan aquifer sy::::tem at t·:he

margin of the Delaware basin.

(The so-called "Capitan

aquifer system" includes parts of the adjacent back-reef
facies,

thE! 'iansill, Yates, and Seven Rivers Formations)

Th0s0

•

..

chimneys are characterized by the collapse of stratigraphicaJly
younBer rocks into surrounding older rocks
collapse sinks

(1•'

(~ig.

2).

Shall0w

iL. l) are widespread in southeastern

New Mexico but deep-seated breccia chimneys have been
recognized only overlying the Capitan aquifer system outsiae
the Delaware basin.

138

Pollowing Middle Pleistocene (Gatuna) time the fecos
River entrenched itself in its present position and
intercepted the Capitan aquifer system near Carlsbad.
Carlsbad Springs resulted from this interception and
relieved the hydraulic head.

lt is improbable that conditions

are favorable for the formation of breccia chimneys in the
future.
Karst dc mes (l"it,. 2, locality 2--?) differ tundarnentaily
1

from breccia chimneys.

The cores of karsL dome:-:; are

composed of rocks stratigraphically older than the
surrounding rocks.

Overlying rocks dip away from the core

and the gross characteristics are more
stru~tural

sug~e~tive

of

domes than collapse sinks.

,,
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PA Lt:CJCLIIVJA'l'.t!;

::>ed imentary deposits with their accompanying fossils and

soils suggest that the climate in southeastern New Mexico has
ranged from semiarid to semihumid since Gatuna time during
the past 600,000 years.

Although the Gatuna !ormation is

correlative in part with the Kansan glaciation stage in the
Midcontinent region, there is nu evidence of glaciation in
in southeastern New Mexico at this time or during any other

Pleistocene stage.

However coarse contlorrn:c·ra tic lem>es in

Lhe L;a tuna L"ormation indicate that during its deposition

stream;c.; had more carrying capacity than at any time since.
Irnpre::rnions of cra::;ses and reeds in overbanh. and flo0d plain

deposit:::-; indicate a more dispersed drainage system 1-han
present Pecos system.
rainfall

durin;~,

All these features sugGest

. ;atuna time.

By the end of

'-~atuna

~ne

hi~her

time an

extensive constructional e,eomorphic i3Urface had been buil !~
in southeastern New Mexico.
The Mescalero caliche was deposited as part of an
extr;?nsive

SCii.L

prvf'ile on this constructjonal

lVle~.>ealero

1 orn;i:;d in par· t during

'lhe

the Yarmuutll ian interglacial

stac,e in the !VJidcont.inent region.

•

~rnrface.

Calcareous suils, of

which the fuescalero is an example, are not known to form
in areas where rainfall exceeds

25 to JO inches per year nor

in areas where rainfall is less than J to 4 lnches per year.

'l'he optimum climate for the formation of thick calcareous
soils is in rainfall uf 10 to 15 inches per year.

~he

ago.

Mescalero caliche began to form about 500,000 years

It is probable that since this soil began to form the

region has not been exposed to extended periods of rainfall
which exceeded

JO

inches per year nor to extended periods of

aridity of less than J inches per year.

Humidity, accompanied

by chemical action destroys calcareous soils; aridity and
desertification destroy these soils by dessication.
1he Berino soil began to form about J00,000 years ago

and is preserved in limited areas around the WIPF site.
Carbonates have been flushed out of this soil by infiltratinL
surface water and minor amounts of clay have been translocated
in the ::.;oil.

'l'he parent material of the Ber ino soil around

the Wlll' site is wind-blown sand but its present physical
characiteristics sugi";est that after deposition this sand was
stabilized in a semihumid environment.
Vollowing the formation of the Berino soil deposits
which indicate conditions of past climates are dispersed
over the region and the sequence of events is less evident.
However, much regional data has been accumulated and models
developed for late Wisconsinan glacial time from about
J0,000 to 12,000 years before the present.

Some workers

have advocated a cold, dry full-glacial climate with
reduced evaporation to explain the many lakes and ponds
of that time interval in the southwestern United States
( <Jalloway, 1970; Brackenridf;e, 1978).

However, others have

presented evidence for full-glacial pluvial climates--periods
of relatively cool temperatures, lower evaporation rates

Hl

.,

and increased rainfall (Reeves, 197J; Leonard and frye, 1975;
Wells, 1979).
Additional evidence gathered during the present
investigation with Artie Metcalf (Univ. Texas at El Paso)
suggests that climate was more temperate and rainfall more
effective during late v\Jisconsinan time.

Clam shells d:1t.c:d

the bed of tte Pecos Hiver below Macmillan Dam.

'..o

hr·

1hese

shells indicate less turbid water than at present.

Absolute

ace on snail shells from the Clayton Basin north of the
~IPP

site

lG

net

a~ailable

but is presumed that lake deposits

there are of Wisconsinan age.

Nearer the

WI~P

deposits in Nash Draw (locality 1-7) may be

site spring

~llisconsinan.

During late Wisconsinan time precipitation and runoff
may have increased by 50 percent (Heeves, 1973) and much of
southeastern New Mexico was a pinyon-pine woodland.

Wells

(1979), on the basis of plant remains in widely distributed
~

rat middens, has estimated that the pinyon- Juniper

wocdJ ~nrJ.

\,;,,

1

depressed in elevation as much as 800 to 1200 m (2620 to J9J5 ft)
in the eastern Chihuahan Desert of which southeastern New
Mexico is an extension.

Erosion is less severe in vegetated

areau, such as woodlands, than in sparsely vegetated areas

•

such as modern mesquite-creosote terrain.

However, dissolution

is probably a more active geologic process in temperate
vegetated areas where rainfall is more effective.
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cROSIONAL lilS'lORY

It may be assumed that during late

~enozoic

(Pliocene)

time streams flowed from the Sacramento and Guadalupe
Mountains southeasterly towards the Hi1:-.;h 1-'.la ins but deposits
of that drainage
River Valley.

sy~>Lem

have not been recognized in the Pecos

The earliest antecedents of the modern system

which have been preserved are gravel and related stream
deposits of the Gatuna Formation.

Gatuna drainage was

dispersed in a broad system which flowed south to southeasterly.
1oday Pierce Canyon flows westerly and cuts at right angles
across channel and overbank deposits of the 1;atuna .Formation
(localities

2-5. 2-6).

These early stream deposits are

as much as 100 feet above the Pecos River.

Since Gatuna time,

the Pecos River has entrenched itself a mile or more to the
west of this ancient drainaqe.
'lhc~

modern Pecos is generally a low energy stream and

at numerous places it follows dissolution channels more
readily than erosion channels.

However, northward from

Carlsbad to the Seven Rivers embayment (about to miles
northwest of Carlsbad) limestone gravels occupy the Pecos
channel and fill many collapse sinks.

'l'hese gravels are

assumed to be late Pleistocene (Wisconsinan) in age because

14c dates of clam shells in these gravels indicate and age
of more than 12,000 years for the gravel.
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KNOWN BRINE RESERVOIRS IN THE VICINITY
OF THE WIPP SITE

(A Summary prepared by George Griswold)
The location of 10 wells which encountered Castile brine
reservoirs are shown on Figure 1.

All reservoirs were

geopressured (flowed naturally to the surface) except for
the occurrence at AEC 7.

Only limited geochemical and

pressure data are presently available, see Tables 1 and 2.
Flow testing is needed before reservoir size or possible
interconnection of adjacent wells can be established.

A large salt anticline is now known to exist in the POGOERDA 6-AEC 7 area.

It has been postulated that brine

reservoirs are related to these anticlines.
work is needed to confirm this concept.

Additional

The reservoirs

are only slightly geopressured (0.6 to 0.7 psi per foot).
If the reservoirs were pressured by simple salt flowage
the pressure gradient should have been lithostatic(in the
order of 1.0 psi per foot).

•
ERDA 6 has a 200 foot cement plug set above the entry
point of the brine reservoir.
testing.
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The well awaits additional
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TABLE 1.

Well
Name

--'

+o>

Date
Drilled

FLOW AND PRESSURE DATA

KB-GL
(ft ASL)

Brine
Depth

Reservoir
Press (psi)

Gradient
(psi/ft)

Q

(bbl/day)

Masco No. 1

1938

3621

3265

NA

> 0. 528

2400

Masco No. 2

1938

NA

3363

NA

>o. 528

12,000

Culbertson

1945

3720

3315

NA

>o.528

strong

Tidewater

1962

3745

3730

2322

0.622

strong

Shell

1964

3775

3671

NA

> 0. 528

20,000

Gulf

1975

3761

3600

2002

0.556

strong

Belco

1974

3318

2802

1630

0.582

12,000

ERDA No. 6

1975

3536

2709

1900

0.701

660

AEC No. 7

1979

3662

NA

POGO

1979

3551

3322

-...J

.
"

~

-----2255

no flow
0.679

...

-----10,000

TABLE 2.

I

GEOCHEMICAL DATA FOR 4 WELLS

Shell

AEC 7

ERDA 6

POGO

Ca

550

341

560

488

Mg

1860

1730

360

748

K

As Na

3950

4900

As Na

Na

124,450

Li

NA

S04

16,800

19,600

13,400

17,280

185,000

199,800

174,000

197,433

Cl

115,000
313

121,000
160

135,190
285

HC03

1481

1195

Sp Gr.

1.22

1.2

1.2

1.2

N.M. Tech

CoreLab

Martin

Lab

Shell
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970

2245
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FOREWORD

The purpose of the Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) is to
conduct an independent technical evaluation of the potential
radiation exposure to people from the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP), a Federal radioactive waste repository proposed
for construction underground in an area near Carlsbad, New
Mexico. The objective of the EEG evaluation is to protect the
public health and safety and ensure that there is no environmental degradation. The EEG is part of the Environmental
Improvement Division, a component of the New Mexico Health and
Environment Department -- the agency charged with the primary
responsibility for protecting the health of the citizens of
New Mexico.
The Group is neither a proponent nor an opponent of WIPP.
Analyses are conducted by EEG of reports issued by the U. S.
Department of Energy (DOE) and its contractors, other Federal
aqencies and other orqanizations, as they relate to the
potential health, safety and environmental impacts of WIPP.
These analyses may involve public meetings, site visits and
consultations with agencies, professional associations and
scientific experts.
The project is funded entirely by the U. S. Department of
Energy through Contract #DE-AC-04-79AL10752 with the New Mexico
Health and Environment Department.

Robert H. Neill
Director

i i

INTRODUCTION
A severe transportation accident resulting in the release of
radioactive material during WIPP site operation is unlikely,
but possible. Radioactive material deposited on the ground
following an accident could deliver a radiation dose to people
from the following pathways:
1) ingestion of contaminated food, milk or water;
2) inhalation of deposited material that is resuspended;
3) external radiation from material remaining near the surface.
The total dose from these pathways may occur over a period of
many years.
This report presents the results of an analysis that estimates the
maximum short-term (first year) and lifetime (70 years) doses
that exposed individuals might receive. Also, the population doses
that would result from contamination of irrigated food and animal
feed crops are estimated. The expected reduction of these doses
by protective actions was also considered.

The U. S. Department of Energy's proposed Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant would be located approximately 25 miles east of
Carlsbad, New Mexico. The project is projected to receive
approximately 3600 rail and 5200 truck shipments of Contact
Handled-Transuranic Wastes (CH-TRU) during its operational lifetime (based on a 6 million cubic foot waste volume). The total
number of shipments of Remote Handled-Transuranic Wastes (RH-TRU)
would be about 1200 by rail and 3100 by truck. Up to 43 rail
shipments of high-level wastes (HLW) for experiments may be
coming to the WIPP site and an equal number leaving after the
experimental phase is over. Most of the CH-TRU wastes are expected to come from the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(INEL) or the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) although significant
quantities are also expected from the Hanford. Los Alamos (LASL),
Oak Ridge (ORNL). and Savannah River (SRP) facilities. Most
of the RH-TRU wastes will probably come from ORNL and INEL with
le;ser amounts from Hanford and LASL. The HLW will probably
come from either Hanford or the SRP (Ref. 1). A much greater
number of shipments could occur if the repository size is
eventually increased to as much as 70 million cubic feet (Ref. 2).
There is obviously a concern about the probability and consequences of transportation accidents involving these waste
shipments. The DOE has evaluated the probability of accidents
involving violent wrecks and fires. The DOE has also estimated
releases of radionuclides from these accidents and the resulting
radiation doses to the public from inhalation. However, doses
to the public from ingestion were not evaluated because health
authorities; acting after an accident, would remove contaminated
food from distribution (Ref. 1). Neither were possible longterm doses from external irradiation and inhalation of resuspended
material considered (Ref. 1).
11

11

EEG believes that an assessment of possible radiation doses by
these pathways is important for two reasons:
1) to indicate if radiation doses could be high enough to
require short-term protective measures or long-term land use
controls;
2) to estimate the amount of low-level. long-term dose that may
be unavoidable if such a release occurs.

2

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
l) A transportation accident involving a radioactive waste
shipment which is severe enough to result in releases of radioactive material is not expected to occur during the lifetime of
the WIPP repository. The number of such accidents estimated by
DOE to occur in New Mexico during the lifetime of J 6 million
cubic foot repository are: 0.039 for CH-TRU wastes; 0.0079 for
RH-TRU wastes; and 0.00038 for experimental HLW. Thus, the
total number of WIPP-related transportation accidents expected
to result in the release of radioactive material in New Mexico
is much less than one.
2) If this type of situation did occur, postulated releases
from CH-TRU and RH-TRU transportation accidents could result in
measurable radiation doses to individuals and populations via
ingestion, external irradiation, and resuspension. These doses
are estimated to be below proposed protective action levels.
3) Postulated releases from an experimental HLW accident or
from a sabotage incident involving either RH-TRU or HLW could
result in estimated individual and population doses that are
unacceptably high and would require protective action (such as
the condemnation of food).
Protective measures would be required to reduce the 50-year radiation dose commitments that
would result from ingestion during both the first year and the
1-70 year period.
4) There appears to be no physical reason why doses that exceed protective action guides could not be avoided by protective
measures that are economically justifiable (at a cost of $100
per person-rem of dose prevented).
In some cases the reduction
of doses to well below the protective action guide may be
"reasonably achievable."

3

5) An adequate emergency response plan must include the
capability to determine the degree of contamination on critical
food items and on the ground surface and to estimate the resulting
doses from ingestion, external irradiation, and resuspension and
to take necessary protective measures in a timely manner. Responsible state, Federal, and local authorities should insure
that such a plan is in existence prior to the beginning of radioactive waste shipments to the WIPP site.
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PROCEDURE

The area of contamination from the transportation accident was
assumed to be a 22.5 degree downwind sector. The average deposition in each of 6 zones was computed out to a distance of
20 kilometers (spe J\ppendix A). The assumptions of hansfE>r,
intake, and dose conversion factors are primarily from U.S.
Nuclear RPqu1at:ory Com111ission Requlatory Guide 1.109 (Ref.3).
The individual receiving the maximum ingestion dose was assumed
to be one of the members of a farm family consisting of an
infant, a child, a teenager and two adults living in the 22.5
degree downwind sector at a distance of 500-1000 meters from
the accident (Zone I). The family is largely self-sufficient,
obtaining all milk, meat, leafy vegetables, and 76% of other
produce from Zone I.
More detail in methodology is provided
in Appendix A.
Population doses were computed assuming that a railroad accident
occurred randomly in a 30 mile stretch of irrigated land.
An average mix of irrigated crops was assumed (Ref. 4). These
assumptions result in higher dose calculations than would
occur at the most likely location (range land), but there are
locations in New Mexico where the same assumptions would lead
to higher doses than those presented in this report (see
Appendix C).
Source Terms
The radionuclides considered were those projected by DOE to be
released in various hypothetical transportation accidents.
These include the transuranics from truck and rail accidents
involving CH-TRU wastes and Cesium-137 from truck and rail accidents

5

involving RH-TRU or HLW.
In addition DOE assumed that intentional
destructive acts (sabotage) could release fractions of all nuclides in processed CH-TRU, RH-TRU, and HLW. Those release
fractions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Release Fractions Assumed by DOE for Various
Transportation Accidents
Type of
Waste

Accident

Release
Fractions

Nuclides
Released
all TRU
all TRU
Cs-137 only
Cs-134,
137 only
a 11

CH-TRU
CH- TRU
RH-TRU
HLW

Truck, train, fire
Sabotage
Truck, train, fire
Truck, train, fire

.0005*
.0005*
. 00 l *
.001 **

RH-TRU/HLW

Sabotage

.0007***

* These values are obtained from Reference 1.
** The reasons for choosing this value are discussed on page 10.
***This value is from Reference 5.
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FINDINGS
Maximum Individual Doses
Contact Handled-TRU Rail Accident
The source term for this accident (modified from Reference l),
is shown in Appendix B.
Doses were estimated from food, resuspension, and external
radiation. The results are summarized in Table 2. The SOyear dose commitment for the first year and the cumulative
dose commitment from all pathwdys during the first 70 years
are also shown. These doses, with the assumptions used, are
low and. except for those from radionuclides deposited on
crops, occur after the first year. There are significant
uncertainties in some assumptions that need to be kept in mind
Probably the greatest uncertainties
when using these numbers.
involve the resuspension assumptions and the long-term soil-toT t is
crop-to-man transfer coefficients (see Appendix A).
notPd that these doses are one to two orders of magnitude
than thP inhalation doses calculAted (in Reference 1) for
individual 800 mPters downwind from the accident.

lt''~:.

a•1

Since the source term for a truck accident with CH-TRU wastes
is 0.33 times the source term used for a railroad accident,
it is assumed the doses resulting from a truck accident will
be one-third of those in a rail accident (Ref. l).

7

Table 2
Estimated Radiation Doses Received by the Maximum
Individual from a CH-TRU Rail Accident(l)

Pathway
Air-crops-man
Soil-crops-man
Soil-air-man
(Resuspension)
Soil-man
(external
radiation)
Total Dose
Tota 1 Dose
(1)
(2)

Time Period
(years)

Radiation Dose - MilliremT2T
Whole body
Bone
l::ung

0-1
1-70
0-70

5.7
0.79
4.0

0-70

0.36

0-1
0-70

5. 7
11.

240.
12 •

170.

l 1 0.

0. 36

240.
420.

0.74
1 10 .

Assumes no protective actions are taken. The probability
of these doses occurring in New Mexico during the lifetime
of the repository is estimated to be < 0.0007.
Radiation doses from ingestion are expressed as the 50-year
dose commitment resulting from intake of radionuclides
during the 0-1 or 1-70 year time period. The resuspension
dose is the actual dose delivered during the 70-year period.

Remote Handled-TRU Rail Accident
The source term is 0.22 Ci Cesium-137 (Ref. 19). The 50-year
dose commitments received by an infant, a child, a teenager, and
an adult due to ingestion of milk, meat and produce during the
first year following an accident are tabulated in Appendix B
and summarized in Table 3. Table 3 includes the estimated dose
resulting from ingestion during the period from l to 70 years
after the accident.
(The individual is assumed to be a one-year

8

old child at the start of the period.) Doses from external
irradiation are also included. The inhalation dose from resuspension is negligible compared to other doses.
Table 3
Estimated 50-Year Radiation Dose Commitment to the
Maximum Exposed Individual Following an RH-TRU Rail Accident
(millirem)*
-----------,--------------------

Person

----i-.- - -

------1--------·
-· ----- - - - --Total Whole

Doses from Ingestion I
External
------------\
Rad i a t i on
Liver Bone Whole Bodyj (Whole Body)

------

----~--·

First Year
Infant
Child
Teenager
Adult
1-70 years

210.
630.
380.

260.
1 5.

1 80.

660.
290.
190.
1 4.

----------------·---

8 o dy

-·---

Dos e

·--------~---

1 5.
93.

3.9

1 9.

3. 9

130.
170.
5.8

3.9
3.9
7 3.

97.
130.
1 70.
79.

1

I
---------------------·-·----

---·--···-

*Assumes no protective actions are taken. The probability of
these doses occurring in New Mexico during the lifetime of the
repository is estimated to be< 0.00011.
Some of the first-year ingestion doses estimated for the RH-TRU
rail accident are in the range (greater than 500 millirem to any
organ other than the thyroid) where preventive protective measures
should be considered (Ref. 6). Also, these doses are about one
to two orders of magnitude greater than the inhalation doses
presented in Reference 1.
External and long-term doses are a few percent of background and
are at a level where protective measures would normally not be
recommended.

The Rll-Tf<U truck accident has an assumed source term that is
20% of that for the rail accident. Consequently its first year
doses are projected to be less than background levels and below
the point at which preventive protective measures would normally
be considered.
High-Level Waste Accident
DOE has not yet published a scenario for a HLW transportation
accident nor an estimation of the release fractions.
Estimating
a release fraction is further comolicated by the uncertainty of
the waste form as well as the canister and cask design. Several
studies give an indication of plausible release fractions for
cesium. (No other radioactive elements in the waste are volatile
enough to be of concern.) Reference 21 uses the results of fuel
rod rupture tests performed at ORNL to evaluate the various
mechanisms and quantities of Cs-137 that might be released from
spent fuel rods. The conclusion was that up to 0.06% of the
cesium might be released from a fuel rod in a high temperature
environment. The integrity of various solidified HLW forms
subjected to various environments is evaluated in Reference 22.
This study estimates that a glass waste matrix subjected to high
temperatures might release 0.000005%to0,75% of its Cs-137 content from the canister due to volatilization. Calcined wastes
would release somewhat greater percentages. A conclusion was
also made that high speed impacts (20 to 40 m/s) of a hare canister could fracture 0.00005-0.005% (by weight) of a qlass waste
matrix into respirable sized particles (~~ lOµm diameter).
The assumption chosen for use in this report was that 0.1% of
the Cs-137 would escape from the canister and cask due to volatilization. This assumption is believed to be conservative since
the higher values reported (Ref. 22) were observed only for temperature (2000°F) and fire duration (4 hours) conditions that
were somewhat greater than the design accident conditions.
10

Possible release of respirable sized particles was ignored because
the release fractions are about two orders of magnitude less than
for volatilization.
The source term from a 0.1% release is 1420 Ci Cs-137 and 13 Ci
Cs-134. The doses, which can be obtained by simple ratio from
the RH-TRU accident, are shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Estimated 50-Year Dose Commitment to the Maximum Exposed
Individual Following a Railroad
Accident Involving Experimental High-Level Waste*
Person
First Year
Infant
child
Teenager
Adult
Years 1-70

L~~~0~om Ingestion - Rem

I
Body I

External Irradiation (Whole
Body) - Rem

IL iver

Bone

1400.
4000.
2400.
1600.

1200.
4300.
1900.
1200.

99.
600.
860.
11 00.

25.
25.

97.

90.

37.

470.

Whole

2 5.

2 5.

* Assumes no protective actions are taken.
The probability of these doses occurring in New Mexico during
the lifetime of the repository is < 0.0000078.
The first year ingestion doses are clearly unacceptable, and would
not be permitted. Also, the external irradiation level is higher
than permissible limits for radiation workers or individuals in
the general population.
It should be noted that this estimated
dose commitment would be delivered over a period of many months
and would not be expected to result in acute fatalities even if no
protective actions were taken.

l l

Table 5 lists possible doses that would occur to members of the
farm family after protective actions are taken. The specific
protective actions used to calculate these residual doses are
examples only of possible actions, not necessarily the preferred
ones. A detailed discussion of various protective measures,
their probable dose reduction factors, and the costs of implementation is outside the scope of this report.
Table 5
Estimated 50-Year Dose Commitment to the Maximum Exposed Individual
Following a Railroad Accident Involving Experimental
High-Level Waste
(After Protective Actions are Taken)
-------· - - Dose From Inaestion - Rem

Person
Liver

External Irradiation
and Resuspension

Bo~~----- Who ~-c!Y_+----~(W_h_o_l_~-~L:_ R~~--

First Year
Infant, Child,
Teenager
Adult
Years 1-70

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.08

0.0

0.0

0.0

0. 16

Adult, Case

2.5

l .8

l ,6

l .1

0.55

0.40

0.36

0. 4 7

3.4

3.2

l

0. 86

0.97

0.90

0. 37

Adult, Case

21

Infant. Case 11
Infant, Case 21
---·-·- -· ···---- -· ___ __j__ ---

--····---------~--··--

3

0.34

_____ _l ___ -- --·-· -·-·-·----- .

Assumptions:
(a) No food ingested during first year.
(b) Children exposed to 24 hours external irradiation, adults
to 48 hours.
(c) The residence cannot be reoccupied due to high external irradiation level.
(d) In Case 1, 40,000 m2 of contaminated land (dairy pasture,
garden, and about house) are cleared of vegetation; the top
2-4 inches of soil are removed and buried on site; the soil
is replaced and the land plowed. The same food is raised
on the land as before the accident (beginning 1 year later).
l

2

(e )

( f)

(g)

( h)

Beef cattle graze on contaminated pasture. The cost of
this action is estimated to be about $68,000.
Case 2 is the same as Case 1 ex~ept that the beef cattle
pasture (an additional so,020 m-) is decontaminated in the
same manner as the 40,000 m in Case 1. The total cost
of this action is estimated to be about $180,000.
The adult ingests food from the farm and spends 500 hours
per year on the property for 40 years after the accident.
Ten hours of this time are spent in the contaminated (Case
1) pasture land.
The infant at the time of the accident ingests food from
the farm from years l-70.
From year 20 to year 70, he
also works on the farm for 500 hours per year.
The doses to workers decontaminating the land are not included in the table.

There are no guidelines or standards for permissible long-term
doses due to a contaminating event. Reference 9 contains proposed
EPA guidance for transuranic elements only. These proposed guides
would permit a maximum annua·1 dose of 3 millirads ('\, 60 rni1lirern)
to the bone and 1 rnillirad (~ 20 millirem) to the lung. Case 2
conditions would be below these dose levels, but for Case l conditions the resulting doses would be above 60 mrem/y for over 15
years. The only conclusions that can be drawn here are:
(l) The residual dose levels in Cases l and 2 are likely to be
near the acceptable level.
(2)
Other protective measures exist to further reduce the residual dose levels if this is necessary.
Sabotage Incidents
F r om t h e re 1e a s e f r a c t i o n s 1 i s t e d i n Ta b 1e 1 i t c a n b e :, e "' n

t

ha t

the doses from a CH-TRU sabotage incident would be sirni 1ar tn
those received in a severe train accident involvinq CH-TRU w2stP~
For the RH-TRU and HLW sabotage incidents release fractions for
cesium are only 70% of those expected from a severe accident
with fire. However, all other radionuclides in these shipments
are assumed to have the same release fraction and the effect of
these nuclides must be considered. The quantities released are
13

shown in Table B-8. Also, Appendix B describes the procedure
used to determine which radionuclides would be significant. The
radionuclides considered for the various pathways are shown in
Table 6.
Table 6
Radionuclides Used to Calculate Radiation Doses for Sabotage
Incidents Involving RH-TRU and Experimental High-Level Waste

----------------T·· -----------·-------·Waste Type

Pathway

Nuclides

--+-·-·-···--··-·-· - - -

·---------------·----

RH - TR U
Ingestion
External
Resuspension
HLW
Ingestion
External
Resuspension
-

S r-90
Co-60, Cs-137, Eu-152, Et!-154
Sr-90, Transuranics

I Cs-137,
1

1

I

Sr-90

Cs-137
Transuranics, Cs-137, Sr-90

-· ·----~--·--·-------- ---·----------------------

-- -·----------'--·-------·------ -·

·-----~

--

The calculated doses from ingestion following an RH-TRU and a
HLW sabotage incident are shown in Tables 7 and 8.
Doses from
external radiation for RH-TRU are shown in Table B-14. The Pxternal radiation dose for the HLW sabotage incident is 0.7 of
that in Table 4 (17 rem the first year and 330 rem total for 70
years). Resuspension doses are also given in Appendix B, Table
B- l 3
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Table 7
Estimated 50-Year Dose Commitment to the Maximum Exposed Individual
From Ingestion of Strontiurn-·90 Released iri a Sabotaqe Incident
Involving a Remote llandled-Trans1Jranic f<ail ShipmentA
--·------·--··----- -

·---~------------·----r··-·-

·---·,.-----·-----·--· ---

Person
Impacted

----~--···--------------·-

Whole Body Dose
(Rern)

-·-T·-------· ··--

I

·------ -·------··-

---

Bone Dose

I
(Rem)
-------·-·-·------------ -----t------------------·--··-----·----------·-------r--------- -----··------- -·-·- --·
I

First Year
Infant
child
Teenager
Adult

1

·

i
I
I

1 5.

59.

870.

3500.

510.

2000.

390.

1600.

40.

160.

I

!

J_ _

Years 1-70
------.

*

-- . --- -

-····-

i

.

.i -

·-------------.

Assumes no protective actions are taken.
The probability of occurrence was not ec;tin1ated.

Table 8
Estimated 50 -Year Dose Commitment to the Maximum Exposed Individual
From Ingestion of Cesium-137 and Strontium-90 Released in a Sabotage
Incident Involving an Experimental High-Level Rail Shirment*

r~:~ ~-i~ ~]~~--~fr ii1i;~~~~:si~~3:l-L>s~~f~7 _Do: (~~_'"Ju_
First Year
Infant
chi 1 d
Teenager
Adult

I

I
1

I
I

I

70.

23.

420.
600.
770.

1300.

I
I
I

1so.

i

29.

61.

600.

1

Years 1-70

*

1

I
l

I
I
I

3000.
1 300.
840.

90.
5300.
3100.
2500.

51 .

250.

810.

_L

Assumes no protective actions are taken.
The probability of occurrence was not estimat2d.

The estimated doses from ingestion and the external radiation
for a HLW sabotage incident are in the range of tens to thousands
of rem to a maximum exposed individual and are clearly unacceptable.
Doses from external radiation for an RH-TRU sabotage
incident and resuspension from both incidents are in the millirem range and negligible compared to those from ingestion.
These doses could be reduced by the same protective measures
used in the HLW accident and the residual doses should be similar
to those presented in Table 5.

Population doses were calculated for release accidents occurrinq
in the 30 mile stretch of irrigated land south of Roswell along
the Atchison, ropeka, and Santa Fe Railroad and the alternate
285 Highway route.
This choice avoids usinq an average condition
(which would be range land) that would give doses much less than
average doses.
Yet the choice does use an existiny land-use
condition rather than one that does not exist now and is unlikely
t o e x i s t i n t h e f u t u r e . Th i s r a i l · r o u t e i s t h e mo s t d i r e c t f r· o m
Colorado and Idaho to the WIPP site and might be the most likely
rail route.
It was estimated (see AppE~nrlix C) that if the postulated accident were to occur on this route in New Mexico there
would be approximately a
probability that it would occur in
this irrigated stretch under meteorological and cropping conditions
as severe as those assumed in the evaluation.
Correction was also
111ade for the fact that in the 2 mile wide band of irrigated land
much of the deposition would occur beyond the crops and would
result in little or no ingestion dose.
The estimated population dose from a CH-TRU accident is 0.31
person-rem to the whole body and 13 person-rem to the bone. The
population ingestion doses from the RH-TRU and HLW accidents and
sabotage incidents are summarized in Tables 9-12
The size of the
exposed population is discussed in Appendix C.
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Table 9
Estimated 50-Year Population Dose Commitment From Ingestion of
Cesium-137 Released in a Railroad Accident Involving
Remote Handled Transuranic Waste (Person-Rem)*

~·--·-··-----------+------------------+--

Food Crops
4.6
4.6
7.0
Mi l k
1. 9
1. 2
4. 5
Beef
8.0
12.
8.0
-----------------------------·-·-·----·-·--4--------------··-----I a. t~J2-{_ ~9-~f!_g_e dJ ______________12:_____ ______ _ _1_!:____~ ---· __ J t. _______ _

7.0

3.0
l ?.

22.

* Assumes no protective actions are taken.

The estimated
probability of these doses occurring in New Mexico during
the lifetime of the repository is 0.00011.

Table 10
Estimated 50-Year Population Dose Commitment From Ingestion of
Cesium-137 Released in a Railroad Accident Involving
Experimental High-Level Waste (Person-Rem)*

~~}_>a~~--J-~-i-~-~-:-;-~-M-e-:~!-._~~:-_-_-_~~~~~-~---~-~-~-~-----B~:=-~-!_t~-.~=~-~:
Food Crops
Milk
Beef
Tota.ls (Rounded)

30,000
12,000
52,000

45,000
29,000
77,000

30,000
8,000
52,000

45,000
19,000
77,000

- - - - - - - ------+------------------94,000
150,000
90,000
140,000
---------------- --------- ---- ------------ ----

* Assumes no protective actions are taken. The estimated probability of these doses occurring in New Mexico during the
lifetime of the repository is 0.0000078.
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Table 11
Estimated 50-Year Population Dose Commitment From Ingestion of
Strontium-90 Released in a Sabotage Incident Involving
Railroad Shipment of RH-TRU Waste (Person-Rem)*

Pathway

------------

I
I
~

Food Crops
Milk
Meat

Dose in New Mexico
Whole Body
Bone

Dose out of State
Whole Body
Bone

.

II
I

19,000
700
4,600

80,000
2,600
19,000

Totals (Rounded)
l
24,000
100,000
_______ __J_ ____________

19,000
400
4,600
---24,000

80,000

1 '7 00
19,000
100,000

* Assumes no protective actions are taken.
The probability of occurrence was not estimated.

Table 12
Estimated 50-Year Population Dose Commitment From Ingestion of
Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 Released in a Sabotage Incident
Involving a Railroad Shipment of Experimental HLW (Person-Rem)*
------+--------------- --- ----Dose in New Mexico
Dose out of State
----·-- Whole Body
Bone
Whole Body
Bone
---~---

Nuclide

- - - ---+-----------------------

---------------+

Cs-137
S r-90
Totals (Rounded)

66,000
37,000

110,000
150,000

62,000
37,000

150,000

100,000

260,000

99,000

250,000

98,000

------------

*Assumes no prbtective actions are taken.
of occurrence was not estimated.

l8

The probability

The first year population dose commitments estimated for the
HLW accident and the sabotage incidents (Tables 10-12) are
unacceptably high and protective actions would have to be taken.
Condemnation of all crops contaminated by deposition from the
accident would virtually eliminate the first year dose commitments shown in Tables 9-12. The 1-70 year dose commitment from
the soil-crop-man pathway would be only about 2 to 3% of the
first year ingestion dose commitment even if no decision were
made to shift to less sensitive land uses. External radiation
from the HLW accident and sabotage incident would be a greater
source of radiation dose than the ingestion pathway during the
1-70 year period and would preclude persons from residing in
the inner zones for a period of many years. The residual doses
(after protective actions have been taken) to any individuals
are expected to be equal to or less than those projected in
Table 5 for the maximum individual in Zone I.
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DISCllSSION
Uncertainty and Conservatism* of Assumptions
.
---·--·-

-------------------- -------------------·---

The calculated dose is only one of the values in a range of
possible doses that might occur in the event of an accident. Each
of the chain of assumptions leading to a given dose contains a
range of values that may be large. Furthermore, the distribution
of individual parameter values about their mean is usually not
well known. Consequently, any attempt to quantify the overall
variance would be difficult and unreliable. The reasons for
choosing many of the values used is given at various places in
this report. An attempt was made to choose values that were a
mixture of "most-likely" and conservative rather than to pick
either all highly conservative or all most-likely values. The
intent of this approach was to obtain an answer that is conservative. but not bounding. The discussion bPlow. which is not
exhaustive. mentions some of the parameters that are thought
to be conservative or non-conservative.
Regulatory Guide l. 109
Most of the food pathway parameters were taken from Regulatory
Guide l .109 without modification. These parameters all vary and
have a degree of uncertainty. A recent investigation (Reference
18) using Monte Carlo Techniques concluded that for Iodine-131
in milk the Regulatory Guide 1.109 parameters led to a prediction
that was at the 77th percentile (i.e. would be exceeded 23% of the
time). This value was about 2.2 times the median and 1 .3 times
the average values but was only 0.36 and 0.19 of the 95th and 99th
percentile values. This evaluation is consistent with the NRC's
stated philosophy "to use model parameters that lead to conservatively realistic dose estimates. Thus NRC estimated doses
are most likely higher than the actual doses received, but not by
more than a factor of 2 or 3" (Ref. 23).
- ·-·------····---------------

* A conservative assumption results in a calculated consequence
that is worse than the most likely consequence (e.g. it would
predict a higher radiation dose).
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All modifications made in this report to Regulatory Guide l .109
parameters resulted in reducing the calculated doses. However,
some of these reductions appear reasonable (because of the
one-time occurrence of contamination in an accident as compared
to the continuous release assumed in the Guide) and do not
necessarilv rPsult in reduced conservatism.
Meteorology
The meteorological parameters chosen are a mixture of conservative
and non-conservative values. The stability category (Pasquill
Type F) and wind speed (1.0 meters per second) calculates a closein deposition concentration that would be equalled or exceeded
only 16% of the time with Southeastern New Mexico conditions.
Other assumptions could give higher concentration than calculated
in this report. One would be to assume a ground level or 10 meter
release height rather than 20 meters. Also, for Type F conditions
the 1 ate r al di s per s i on of the pl um e i s pre d i ct e d to cover on l y
about 40% of the 22.5 degree sector. This results in deposition
concentrations along the center line that are several times as
hiqh as the sector averaae (which is used throuqhout this reoort).
Contamination would also occur during the 84% of the time that
less stable meteorological conditions exist with the resulting
deposition patterns being influenced by stack height, •,<Jind speed,
and stability category. Contamination levels at certain distances from the accident could be as high as predicted for the
assumed conditions.
Probability of Accident
The DOE used actual accident data to estimate probability of
accidents occurring that are believed to be severe enough to
cause releases from Type B packages and casks. The accident
rates used were not route specific. The maximum possible release from an accident of this severity was estimated. The
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assumotion was made by DOE that accidents less severe would
never result in radionuclide releases. Also, no estimate was
made by DOE of the distribution of releases (above and below
the assumed level) that might occur from accidents equal to or
greater than the design level. An additional uncertainty is
that final designs of containers and casks to be used for WIPP
wastes have not been selected nor have prototypes been testeJ.
Furthermore, the possible contribution of defective containers and casks or operational errors to the frequency
or severity of accidents has not been evaluated. No attempt
will be made in this report to estimate uncertainties in the
accident frequency or source term assumptions.
The overall probability that the various accidents would occJr
in New Mexico under conditions that would lead to doses equal
to or greater than those ca 1 cu 1 ate d i n th i s report i s es ti !n ate d
in Appendix C. Table C-1 shows that the estimated probability
of a design level accident occurring in New Mexico during the
lifetime of the repository is only about 1 in 20. The RH-TRlJ
and HLW population dose accidents evaluated in this report have
probabilities of about l in 9,200 and 1 in 130,000 of occurring
during the lifetime of the repository. The probability that an
individual would receive the maximum individual doses calculated
in this report is assumed to be equal to or less than the probability of the population dose occurring.
It is difficult to assign a probability to a successful act of
sabotage and this will not be attempted. This probability is
considered highly unlikely, but possible.
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~nificance

o..Uaqiation Dose

The significance of these estimated doses can be b€tter understood by comparing them to radiation received from other sources
and to the possible health effects that would occur in the absence of protective measures. The ability to avoid the dose
is also very important and will be discussed in more detail
1ate r.
Natural background radiation in New Mexico from cosmic radiation,
terrestrial radiation, and from radionuclides deposited in the
body varies from about 110 millirem per year in the Carlsbad
area, to over 200 mrem/year at high elevations and in areas
where the natural radiation in the soil is greater. Approximate
values for Albuquerque and Santa Fe are 160 and 190 mrem/year
(Ref . 7) .
It is important to keep in mind the variabilities of dose with
location; a person moving within New Mexico could change his
annual exposure from natural background by as much as 100 mrem/
year. Studies have not shown a correlation between health
effects and variations in natural background radiation levels.
In addition to natural background radiation, the average person
in the U. S. receives about 20 mrem/year (genetically significant
dose) from diagnostic x-rays and a 4 mrem/year whole body dose
due to fallout from atmospheric weapons testing. The U. S. population also receives exposures from the uranium mining and milling
industry, nuclear power reactors, and from technologically
enhanced natural radioactivity but the sum of these exposures
probably adds less than l mrem/year to the whole body dose
of the average person in the U. S. population (Ref. 8)
The linear non-threshold theory of radiation damage is commonly
used to estimate the statistical probability of damage received
by a population exposed to radiation doses below those which
produce an acute effect. Since this theory assumes the amount
23

of radiation damage at these low levels is independent of the
amount and rate at which it is received by an individual, the
calculated health effects depend only on the total dose received by a population and not upon the number of persons
exposed. The theory also holds that doses received from
natural background lead to equivalent health effects as doses
received from any type of man-made radiation. The health
effects risk factors used in this report are from Rt>fcre11'1" 16
(see /\ppendix A) and are similar to those adopted by va1·iou~;
national and international orqanizations.
This risk factor is:
1 million person-rem = 50-500 fatal cancers
As an example, this risk factor predicts that the population receiving 29 person-rem of whole body radiation from the RH-TRU
rail accident would incur 0.0014 to 0.014 fatal cancers as a
result of the accident. The number of fatal cancers expected
in the exposed population (~ 35,000 persons) from non-radiation
causes would be greater than 5,000.
B_Q_9 i a .t i o n Pr o t e c t i g n Ph i 1 o s o p b.Y

It is an accepted health physics practice that radiation doses
to occupational workers and to the public from normal operations
should be maintained as low as practicable even though the calculated consequences are very low. Regulations and guidelines
typically limit the maximum permissible doses to individuals.
The extent that further control is required is based on practical
considerations, including a benefit-cost evaluation.
Guidance appropriate to a food contamination type of accident
has been proposed by the Department of Health. Education and
Welfare, Public Health Service, Food and Drug Administration and
is scheduled for final issuance in 1980 as 21 CFR Part 1090.400
(Ref. 6).
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The guidance states that preventive measures (such as removal of
cows from pasture) should be considered if a dose reduction of
500 millirerns to the maximum exposed individual can.be obtained.
Emergency measures (including condemnation of food) should be
considered if a dose reduction of 5,000 millirem (5 rem) can be
obtained. This proposed guidance is, in effect. saying that
preventive measures are usually not worthwhile if the potential
dose savings is less than 500 millirem per persor and may not
be cost-effective for dose savings up to 5 rem. Or,e reason vvi1y
these radiation levels are expressed as guidelines rather than
absolute standards is because the negative aspects of taking
action must also be considered. For example, the removal of
food (especially milk) from the marketplace could result in
shortages which have an adverse effect on public health greater
than that resulting from the low-level radiation exposure.
An appro~ch commonly used to determine feasible protective
measures is to assign a monetary value to a reduction of one
person-rem population dose. Values used have ranged from $10
to $1000/person-rem. The analysis in Appendix D uses $100/personrem.
Possible Preventive Measures
·---The benefit-cost analyses in Appendix D indicate that doses received by individuals or populations from a CH-TRU or RH-TRU
railroad accident are not expected to be great enough to require
protective actions. The doses projected for the RH-TRU accident
are similar to the annual background dose and several times the
Environmental Protection Agency's Uranium Fuel Cycle Standard
(40CFR 190) of 25 mrem/year (this standard is applicable only to
routine emissions from fixed nuclear facilities and the implication
is that it would be acceptable each year). Consequently, while
these doses should not be considered as negligible, they probably
would be considered so low that the cost of avoiding them is not
justified.

The doses projected to be received from the HLW accident or from
the RH-TRU and HLW sabotage incidents are much greater than for
the other accidents and the first year doses that could occur
are unacceptable. There are several procedures that can be used
to reduce the first year dose:
( 1) condemn food crops;
(2) condemn feed crops and provide uncontaminated feed to dairy
and beef cattle;
(3) evacuate people from the area if the external contamination
levels are too high.
The long-term problems that would be associated with a release
of the magnitude calculated for the HLW accident are equally
serious. The external radiation and contaminated food that would
occur in Zone I would be too high to permit residence or family
farming for over 70 years unless remedial action were taken.
Decontamination factors of 20 to over 100 can be obtained by the
removal of the top 2 to 4 inches of contaminated soil (Ref. 20).
Other land uses (for example raising non-food crops, such as
cotton) may also be permissible, especially in the outer zones
where initial contamination is somewhat less.
It is realistic to assume that such high predicted doses can
and would be largely avoided once their magnitude has been determined. The cost of decontamination may exceed $5,000 per acre
(Ref. 20) or some land may be declared unusable for years but
the doses can be largely avoided.
Time is also a significant factor in responding to a large release
because significant exposures can occur during the first few days
from external radiation, milk, stored feed that is contaminated.
and any crops harvested before their degree of contamination has
been determined. For this reason it will be necessary to havP an
emergency response plan that can insure a rapid response and
evaluation of critical pathways. This evaluation would he required
for all releases to insure that those which are not expected to
26

require a response are actually as low as projected. Such a
plan might include only the state of New Mexico. However, due
to the number of states involved and the expected infrequency
of major accidents, it may be preferable to have one specialized
response team to respond to accidents that have ingestion pathway implications.
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AP PEN!J I X I\

This Appendix will describe: (l) the radionuclide release assumptions used for various radioactive waste transportation accidents;
(2) the methodology used to determine radionuclide deposition,
concentration in food items, and resusnension; (3) the deter1nination of internal radiation doses From ingestion and inhal0tion, and external doses from deposited radionucl ides~ and 14)
the determination of estimated health effects from calculated
radiation doses.

The nossihle transportation accidents that could lead to a release
of radioactive waste being shipped to the proposed WIPP site are
described in detail by the Department of Energy in Chapter 6 of
the April, 1979 Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the
WIPP project. These include both rail and truck accidents
and involve Contact Handled-Transuranic Wastes (CH-TRU);
Remote Handled-TRU Waste (RH-TRU); and experimental High-Level
Waste (HLW). All assume a severe accident resulting in fire
which causes a partial release of the contents of the waste containers. Release fractions were also given for intentionally
destructive acts (sabotage) for each waste category (Ref. l).
The accidents described by DOE are accepted in this report.
Also, their release fractions are accepted, with one modification.
For CH-TRU wastr~ the Draft EIS lists only the respirable fraction
(62%) of the powder assumed to be entrained in air followinq the
accident. This source term was modified to include the non-respirahle fraction since it would not be a factor in ingestion and
external radiation dose determinations. The use of laraer µarticles in determining the resuspension dose is also appropriate
since the Environmental Protection Aqency's (EPA) proposed
s c r e e n i n q 1 e v e 1 wh i c h \'I a s u s e d t o e s t i ma t e t he r e s u s p e n s i o n d o s e
11

11

A-1

considers particles up to 2 millimeters in size (Ref. g ). The
source terms used for each of the acciderts are included in
this report.
The analysis evaluated all radionuclides (the transuranics and
Cs-137) reported to be released in the CH-TRU and RH-TRU
accidents. Cesium-134 was not evaluated in the experimental
high level waste accident because its activity was only about
1% of the Cs-137 activity. A sabotage incident involvinq RH-TRU
and experimental HLW would release a large number of radionuclides.
These are evaluated in Appendix B to determine which are the n1ost
significant.
~ethodology

-

Depositio~

The deposition (source-depletion fractions) are obtained fron1
Meteorology and Atomic Enerqy (Ref.l©}. Pasquill Type F conditions
and a release height of 20 meters are assumed. From this curve
(Figure A-1) it is possible to estimate the fraction of the plume
that is deposited in various zones in the downwind sector.
It
was assumed that the deposition was in the entire width of the
22.5 deqree sector. Diffusion equations predict that virtually
all of the deposition will be within the central 40% of the sector.
Consequently, the assumption is not conservative for a farm family
that is located on the center line of the plume. Pop11lation dose
calculations, which are area dependent would not be affected by
this assumption.
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Source Derletion Fractions
Meteorology and Atom~c Energy 1968, p. 205)
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The 22.5 degree downwind sector was divided into 6 zones as shown
in Figure A-2. The farm family was assumed to be in Zone I only.
For the population dose calculations all Zones were used. The
deposition in each Zone is tabulated in Table A-1.

20km
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Zone lIL

22.5 degrees
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Zones of Radionur.lide
Deposition From Transportation Accident
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Table A-1
Deposition From Transportation Accident

--·

Distance
Zone

(Km)

(a)

(b)

Fraction
Depleted
in Zone

Zone Area

(M2)

-- ----I

Q.5 - 1.0

0.10

1.47+5 ( d)

I
II

(c)

Fraction
Deposited, "'qd

_L

(

1 )

w

6.8-7

II

1

-

2

0.17

5.88+5

2.9-7

III

2

- 3

0.13

9.82+5

1. 3-7

IV

3

-

0.20

3.14+6

6. 1+-8

v

5

- 10

0.22

l. !17+ 7

1.5-8

VI

10

-

0.14

5.88+7

L. t+-9

5

20

----·-·-

----1

I__ ·----·-( a)

Fr a c t i on de p l e t e d i s from !"1~t e or o l_Q_g_y_ a n d At o nli c En e_i:_g y_ ,
1963, page 205, Pasquill Type F Conditions, 20 m release
flelght (Figure A-1).

( b)

Area of Sector

( c)

Fraction Deposited, Fqd

(d)

1.47+5 = 1.47xl0 5

=

TI
lb
=

Fraction Depleted in _lQ11£_
Zone Area in square meters
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Me th o do l o_g_y - Foo d Pa th ~MoJLtl
Virtually all assumptions and evaluations are frorn U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Guide 1.109 (Ref. 3). Sorne modifications
were necessary because Regulatory Guide 1. 109 is based on
continuous, long-term releases, whereas the accident is assumed
to be a one-hour release.
Equation C-5 (Ref. 3, p.25) is the basic equation used to
calculate concentrations of radioactivity in forage, µroduce,
and leafy vegetables.
For all radioiodines and particulate
radionuclides, except tritium and Carbon-14, the concentration
of nuclide i in and on vegetation at the location (r,R) is
estimated using:

er

(r,8)

where:

c':7l

is the concentration of radionuclide

i

in vegetation, in

pCi/kg;

d.

is the deposition rate of nuclide i, in pCi/m 2 per hr;

r

is the fraction of deposited activity retained on crops,
dimensionless;

l

Yv

is the agricultural productivity (yield), in kg(wet weight)/
m2;

>..E.
' L

is the effective removal rate constant for radionuclide i
from crops, in hr- 1 , where >.Ei =Ai+ >..w, l:i_ is the ruclioactive decay constant, and Aw is the removal rate constant
for physical loss by weather1ng;

A.l

is the radioactive decay constantfor nuclide i,

B.

is the concentration factor for uptake of radionuclide i
by e d i b 1 e p a r t s o f c r o p s , i n p c i ;k g ( \·J e t we i g h t )
per pCi/kg dry soil;

lV

f r o rll s o i l

A- f.

in hr- 1

;

is the effective "surface dens-ity 11 fer soil, in kg(dry

p

soil)/m 2 ;

is the time period that crops are exposed to contamination
during the growing season, in hours;

te

is a holdup time that represents the time interval between
harvest and consumption of the food, in hours;
is the time period over which the accumulation is evaluat~d,
which is 15 years (mid-point of plant operating life) for
a nuclear power reactor. This is a simplified method of
approximating the average deposition over the operatin~
lifetime of the facility.

The exponential expression exp (-A 1 th) can be ignorRd since rarliological decay time between harvest and consumption is very short
compared to the half-lives of the transuranics, Cs-137, and Sr-90.
Short-Term Intake
The first exponential term within the brackets expresses an approach
to equilibrium which occurs because of an effective removal rate
(a 14-day weathering half-life is assumed) of deposited radionuclides
from crops and the time that crops are exposed to contamination
during the growing season. The second exponential term expresses
the buildup of radionuclides in soil over the lifetime of the release. This soil contamination is a source of long-term radionuclide uptake via the soil to root pathway. Neither of these
express i on s i s a ppr op r i ate to a s i n g l e re 1ease . ~Io we v er , i t i s
accurate to say that the concentration on the crops at the end of
the deoosition period is:
.~
~,

-QFqct (

;il·) [~~----I~---]

QFqd_ _i:-_

Yv

(1)

m~

where: Q
Fqd

=

total release of a radionuclide during the accid~nt
in picocuries.
fraction of the total release of a radionuclide deposited
per square meter of surface area (from Table ~-1).
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For the values used in Reg. Guide 1.109,Equation (1) becomes:
C

=
=

0.285 QFqd
0.10 QFqd

for pasture
for produce

( l a)

( l b)

The soil pcthv1ay term can be expressed in the same manner.

(2)

Actually the soil pathway is negligible compared to the deposition pathway in the weeks followinq the contaminating event even
if it is assumed that uptake occurs in plants that are near
maturity at the time of the accident (questionable). Consequently,
it is appropriate to use equation (1) for the initial radionuclide
concentration and (2) for the long-term radionuclide concentration.
The initial concentration determined by equation (l) will decreasE
with a weathering half-life of 14 days and this must be factored
into an evaluation of the total radionuclide intake that individuals or populations will receive from the event. The appropriate calculation is discussed below for the separate pathways.
Concentrations of the non-transuranic radionuclides in milk and
meat are obtained by multiplying equations (1) or (2) with the
product of the feed intake (kg/d) times the stable element transfer
factor for milk (Fm in pCi/9v milk per pCi/d in feed), and meot (Ff
in pCi/kg meat per pCi/d in feed). These factors are in Tables
E-1 and E-3 of Regulatory Guide 1.109. Milk and meat doses for
the transuranic elements were not calculated because of the indication that concentrations in meat would be only about 10 -5 of
that in the food they eat (Ref. 11).
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Long-Term Food Intake
Equation (2) is used to calculate the concentration predicted
to be obtained in food and fodder from the soil-to-crop pathway. Equation (2) can be modified to obtain an average concentration in the crops over a 70-year period.
(in pCi/kg)

(3)

The va 1 ue of P is taken as 240 kg /rn 2 (the weight of the top 15 cm
of soil into which the contamination is mixed). The term Biv
expresses the stable element transfer factor relating pCi/kg
in vegetation to pCi/kg in soil. This value is 0.017 for strontium, .010 for cesium, .0001 for the plutonium isotopes. and
0.080 for americium.
The term A is the average activity of a radionuclide in the
soil. For simple radioactive decay. it can be obtained by
evaluating the integral:
A

A

=

0

69

t 2 -- 70

J

.-H

tl =

dt
(4)

1

The value of A0 is taken as 80% of the quantity deposited per
square meter of surface area (QFqd) since the 20% falling on
foliage is assumed to be lost. Since it is assumed that the
person receiving the 70-year dose is a one-year old at the beginninq of year 1, it is necessary to determine A values for each
period of time to apply to their respective intake and dose conversion factors. The years are 1-11 for a child, 11-17 for a
teenager, and 17-70 for an adult.
Americium Ingrowth
Since Am-141 is incorporated from soil into crops 800 times as
effectively as plutonium, it will dominate the long-term radiation
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dose from a CH-TRU accident (Ref. 11).
Furthermore, its
concentration will increase significantly during the 70-year
period of interest due to the decay of Pu-241:
241
94

Pu

241
Am
95
P2 = 432y

-----+
L
T'2

=

14.7y

( 5)

The increase with time of Am-241 can be determined from the
following expression:
(6 )
=

,\Arn

\ Arn -

A~u
;\

Pu

[

e

_It put

- e

_It Amt]

The average concentrations of Am-241 over the 70 year period
can be obtained by determining the area under the ingrowth curve.
Because of the large amount of Pu-241 in the CH-TRU waste, the
average Am-241 activity over the 70-year period will be 10 times
the initial activity. The person accumulating the maximum
dose from the accident via the food pathway would be a 1-year
old at the time of the accident who receives a child's dose for
one year from deposited radionuclides and 9 years from soil-crop
contamination. Subsequently this individual would receive a
teenager's dose for 6 years and an adult's dose for 54 years.
Americium-241 ingrowth is also used in determining 70-year
doses from resuspension and from external radiation in the CHTRU accident.
Some research has indicated that chelation n1ay increase the uptake of plutonium by a factor as high as 1,000. Since chelation
agents are being added to soils, with trace metals, in fertilizers
it is possible that significantly increased concentrations of
plutonium may occur in future years (Ref. 12). Consequently,
the human intake of plutonium via the soil-crop pathway calculated here may be nonconservative.
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Th e q u a n t i t i e s o f f o o d i n t a k e f o r t he ma x i rn u111 e x p o s e d i n d i v i d u ci 1 s
are taken from Table E-5 in the Regulc1tory Guide.
Food intake
for the average individuals in the population are taken from
Table E-4.
Ingestion doses, expressed in millirem per picocurie
ingested, are obtained from Table E-11 through E-14 for the nontransuranic radionuclides and from NUREG-0172 (Ref. 17) for the
transuranics. All aqe qroups (infant, chilrl. teen, and adult) are
considered in evaluatin~ individual and population doses.
The doses from Reg. Guide l .109 and NUREG-0172 are expressed as
t he 5 0 ·- y e a r d o s e c om mi t 111 e n t f r om t h e q u il n r i t y o f r a d i o n u c l ·i d e s
taken ·in during the first year. This dose may be delive1·ed in a
much shorter time than 50 years depending on the effective half1 ife of a radionuclide in the body.
The 70-year doses from
inhalation of transuranic radionuclides are the actual cioses
delivered over the 70-year period.

It was necessary to modify the food intake assumptions
IJ e cause of the one - ti rn e nature of the cont a 1n i n at i n q event .
These modifications vary for each pathway as described
below.
Mi 1 k
Milk is harvested daily and consu111ed shortly thereafter.
However, since a cow is assumed (Regulatory Guide l .109,
page 15) to return to the same spot and eat new grass each
30 days, it is appropriate "to include only that milk produced
·in the first 30 days after the accident. The total intake
111 u s

t

a l s o b e a d j u s t e d f o r t h e 1 4 - d a y vi e a t h e r i n g h a 1 f _ l i f e .

A- l 1

The average concentration of the milk ingested during the
30 days is:

30
~

1

30

Ao

tz
e-AEitdt
tl

f

=

~

_f.0

.693
-1~-

t
dt

=

0.52A

0

(7)

Meat
The Regulatory Guide uses the same grazing assumption for beef
cattle as for dairy cattle. This report assumes that the concentration in the meat is one-half that which would be predicted
from the A0 value (essentially the same as the average concentration of the grass consumed in 30 days). Calculations usinq
this assumption would predict higher than actual concentrations
in the meat if the 30 day grazing period were not long enough
to attain the same degree of equilibrium assumed in Regulatory
Guide 1. 109.
In the population dose ~alculation both dairy and beef cattle
were assumed to be fed alfalfa and feed grains which had a contan1ination level at the time of ingestion of one-half the initial
concentration.
Produce
Regulatory Guide 1.109 assumes that. for the maximum individual.
all of the leafy vegetables and 76% of the remainder of the produce (fruits, veqetables, and grains) are grown in the garden of
interest. The calculations in this report reduced the intake that
would be obtained during the first year from these assumptions as
follows:
1)

The quantity of contaminated produce ingested by the farm
family was assumed to be one-half of the annual intake because of the assumption that only one-half of the year's
produce would be in the field at the time of the accident.
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2)

The ca l cul ate d rad i on u c l u de con c en tr at i on s i n a 11 prod uU' u ~. e d
by the farm family were reduced by one-half before in~estion
to allow for some loss in weathering and in food preparatiun
before eating.

3)

The concentration of radionuclides in food crops ingested by
the general population was reduced to one quarter of the calculated concentration to allow for losses due to weatherino,
spoilage, waste, and food preparation.

The amount of reduction that takes place due to food prepardtion
is quite variable betvJeen food items and between studies
Further··
more, studies with sprayed-on contamination tend to yiel'1 1r1uch
h i g h e r p e r c e n t r e d u c t i o n s t h a n t h o s e o b s P r v P d f r on: v.1 e e: p o n s t P s t i n :J
fallout in the early 1960's. The decision to reduce farm family
concentrations to one-half and population intake to one-fourth
was based largely on studies with fallout Sr-go by Laug and
Thompson.
E. P. Laug found that preparation for industrial canning reduced
Sr-90 in carrots, tomatoes, spinach, peaches, and snap be~ns by
19, 21, 22, 50, and 62% respectively (Ref.13).
J. D. Thornpson
studied the percent reduction of Sr-90 during home preparation o~
carrots, potatoes, tornatoes, green beans, onions, and cabbage
(Ref. 14). Observed reductions were 19, 24, 28, 36, 37, and 55
respect i v e ·1.v.
No intake reductions were made in subsequent years for the radian u c l i d P s t h a t b e c a 111 e i n c o r p o r a t e d i n t o f o o d c r o p s v i a t h e s o i 1

pathvvay.

The methodology chosen to determine resuspension doses was adopted
frorn the conclusions reached by the Environmental Protection /\qAncy
in developing their proposed "Federal Radiation Protective Action
Guides (PAG) for Persons Exposed to Transuranic Elements in th0
En v i r o n me n t " ( Re f . 9 ) .
EP A ' s p r o po s e d PA G wo u l d l i mi t t h e 111 a x i ill u in
individual to a pulmonary lung dose of 1 rnillirad per year at
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equilibrium and to a bone dose of 3 millirad per year after a 70year intake. The agency also concluded that in the absence of
site specific information, it could be assumed that a transuranic
deposition of 0.2 microcuries per square meter in the top centimeter of soil would meet these criteria.
The pulmonary lung dose at equilibrium and the bone dose after
70 years were obtained by direct ratio of the calculated deposition from the various transportation accidents and the 0.2
]JCi/m 2 Proposed Guide. The average concentration during the 70
years was determined by allowing for the decay of Pu-238 and the
ingrowth of Am-241. (The Pu-241 concentration was not included
since it is a beta emitter.)
The integrated pulmonary lung dose
was obtained by assuming equilibrium after 6 years (effective half1 i f e of l . 0 ye a rs ) . The i n t e grated bone dose was de term i n e d by
evaluation of the expression:
70

fio

( 8)

0

is obtained from a biological (and effective) half-life of 200
years. This is a slight simplification because of the shorter
lived Pu-238 and Am-241 nuclides. However, their average concentrations for the 70 year period were used in the calculation
and decayed with an effective half-life of 200 years. This
simplification would cause an error of only about 1% in the total
dose. Furthermore, the rough approximation that 0.2 JJCi/111 2 of
TRU is equal to 3 millirad per year· presumes there will be some
variation in the radionuclide mixture.
A

The known dose at 70 years can be used to determine
expression:
D70 A
Do== -f{70)
(1-e
)
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o0

by use of the

(9)

The cumulative dose turns out to be i::qurJl to 2090 D0
I t was as s urn e cl that l rn i 1 1 i rad

=

Or

13
0._

•

'1

r

I)-; 0 .

2 0 :n ·i 1 l i re 1n when convert i n q the s r

doses to rnillirem.
I t s h o u l d be re c o g n i z e d t h a t t h e r e s u s pe n s i o n fa c t o r i s d i f f i :· 1.1 1 t

to estimate within several orders of magnitude. The EPA valuec,
chosen here are assurned by most tu be consei·vative (some 1•rnuld
s ay u n r 1~ a l i s t i ca 1 l y s o ) ye t E PA o n l y a s s u 1n e s a re s u ~, pen s i o n fa r: to r o f
8
l
.
t '1~a:ors
t
.
t
l in1t1a1
... '
l ~r \ m-l w11ereas
some o th er 1nves
have
oJserver
values as high as 10- 5 rn-l with an exponential decay (half-life S l
1
ye a r) th a t approaches a v a 1 ue of a~ out 1 0 - 9 :1; - wi th i n a f e ~·J
years (Ref. 20). Consequently these values a1e probably conservative after the first few years, but may not be during the first yc._:r.
[xternal Radiation
The doses that would be received from yamma radiation of radionucl ides deposited in Zone I-VI were calculated. The dose conver0
sion factors (expressed in mrem/h per pCi/mc of contaminated
ground) were obtained frorn Table E-6 of r~egulatory Guide 1.109
or from ORNL-4992 (Ref. 15).
The following assumptions were made:
1)

Shielding and occupancy factors in the first year reduce the
dose to 0.7 of the value calculated from Table E-6.

2)

T we n t .Y p e r c e n t

of

t n t a 1 de p o s i t i o n i s l o s t

f r o m p a s t u re

.~ t

t

h

1'

end of the first year~ the re1:1ainder is tillr,,1 into th1: suil to
a depth of 15 cm. This results in an additional reductic,n of
(0.8)(0.7 for soil shielding) = 0.56.
Combined with the first
year shielding and occupancy factor this reduced the dose to
n.39 of that calculated from Table E-6.
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3)

The calculations include correction for radiological decay
of fission products and for buildup of Am-241.

Health Effects Determination
To obtain estimated health effects, it is necessary to multiply
the person-rem doses calculated for specific organs by a risk
factor.
Risk factors are typically expressed as health effects
per million person-rem of dose to an exposed population. Numerical
values of risk factors reported in the literature vary over an
order of magnitude. The ones used in this report are from Table
E-2, in Reference 16. These risk factors are shown in Table A-2.
Table A-2
Health rffects Risk Factors
Pre d i ct e d Inc i den c e
per 10 6 person-rem

Type of Risk
--·---·

Fatal Cancers
Whole Body Exposure
Lung Exposure
Bone Exposure
Thyroid Exposure

--· - - - - - -------1

50-500
5-50
2-10
3-15

Specific Genetic Effects
to all Generations from
Whole Body Exposure

50-300

--------------------'------------------------- . --
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APPENDIX B
MAXIMUM INDIVIDUAL DOSES
This appendix contains detailed tabulations of source items and
the doses received by 111aximum exposed individuals in the different accidents from the various food items and other pathways.
Total doses are summarized in the report.

Cll-TRU Accident
1 ab 1 e B- 1 s hows the as s urned re 1 Pases fro;:: a r a i 1 a cc i dent i n v o l v i n n

CH- TRLI wa s t e .

T h e d a t a a re mo d i f i e d f r o rn Re f e r e n c e l

releases due to both air entrainment and combustion

t

J

1

i n (' 1 u cl e

mechanic:;~1':>.

Also, the fraction of the particles that are larger than resrirab1e
size are also included since they could be inqested.

T a·b le B-

As s urned Releases from Rail

;~ccident

Involving Contact Handled-Transuranic Waste
Nuclide

furies Released

Pu-238

1.4-3

Pu-239

1.6-2

Pu-240
Pu-241
Am-241

4.0-3
9.9-2
2.6-4

RH-TRU Accident
All tabulations assume a release of 0.22 Ci Cesi.um-137.

Table·

B-2 through B-5 present the whole body, bone, and liver dose'

to

an infant, a child, a teena9er, and an adult from milk, rneat and
produce using the assumptions in Appendix A.
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Table B-2
Estimated 50-Year Radiation Dose Commitment to the Maximum
Exposed ~f.il.nt From Ingestion of Cesium-137
Following an RH-TRU Rail Accident

Mi 1 k
1eat
Produce
TOTAL

l

-----. ---- -

(a)

3.5+5

15 '

0
0

3.5+5

no.

l~rn.

--~---

Dose commitment in mil lire111 per pCi ingested: (4.33-5) for
whole body, (5.22-4) for bone, and (6.11-4) for liver.

Table

B~3

Estimated 50-Year Radiation Dose Commitment to the Maximum
Exposed f~J_-~ From Ingestion of Cesium-137
Following an RH-TRU Rail Accident

~:~:~~
Meat
Produce
TOTAL
(a)

---

-----·--··---

---------

----------------

- -1---p-C-:-.-:-:-:-a_k_e__+-_w.

0

---------~---·---

h-~-2--~_~ 5~ - - _- _ ._ .

6

l. 7+5
l. 5+6

69.

·r. o+6

9 3.

8.

_
l

-----·-----------~----·-·-------·------.--

(Millirem)a

~-~:e-t-~~:~r
57.

55.
470.

490.

66-0:________

6 3o--:-

---------

Dose commitment in millirem per pCi ingested: (4.62-5)
whole body~ (3.27-4) bone; (3.13.-4) liver.
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~-

Table B-4
Comn1itrn~nt

Estimated 50-Year Radiation Dose

to the Maxi1nu111

Exposed Te_~_IJ_a_g_~ r From I n g e s t i on o f Ce s i um - l 3 7
Acc~dent

Following an RH-TRU Rail
·----·-·-·-····-··----~-----·-···-

Pathway

p

------+-

Ci

Intake

--------·--

0

Doses
(Millirern)
j
- - - - - - - - - - - - · - · · --------·-·-·· ·-·· ···--· ..... .
Whole Body _J
Bone
l
Liver
----·

,--

Milk

4.3+~

Meat

2.7+5

23.
14.

Produce

l.8+6

95.

TOTAL

2~~5-~ 6 ---

(a)

·--·--------------·--··-···· ····-----··· ·-····· 1

-·-

I
'

--------t--··- . . -·---·· .
48.
32.
2·10.

I

63.
40.

.

l

280.

·;·;~~-- ---------~_9?_-. ____J.

Dose commitment in millirem per pCi ingested:
whole body; (l.12-4) bone; (l.49-4) liver.

.. -3.';_'.) ·____ (5.19-5)

Table B-5
Estimated 50-Year Radiation Dose Commitment to the Maximum
Exposed

~_g_LJ_l!

From I n <Jes ti on of Ce s i um - l 3 7

Following an RH-TRU Rail Accident

-·-------. ····--1--------·-· ·----- -·- -·· -· ·--------·· ---··· ·-· · -· -·---·· -- -· · · I
j

Pathway

. I n t a ke
p Ci

Doses

(Mill·irem)a

- - - - - - - - - - - - ··------------ .

Whole Rody

-!------···---···---

Bone

----- ·······-· --·

Liver

-······ · - - - - · - · - .. - - - - - - - · · - · ·

Mi l k

3.2+5

23.

Meat

4.6+5

34.

3f\.

Produce

l . 5+6

130.

170

TOTAL

z:-:r+6

l I 0.
T70 .-

190.

260.

------~------~----

(a)

50.

--------·-

Dose Commitment in millirem per pCi ingested:
whole body; (7.97-5) bone; (l.09-4) liver.

B-3

(7.14-5)

·

Table B-6 shows the maximum dose that would occur to an individual
from ingestion of food contaminated by the soil to crop pathway in
the period from one to 70 years following an RH-TRU rail accident. This
individual is assumed to be an infant at the time of the accident
and to continue to live at this location with the same eating habits
as the farm family. Table B-7 shows the external radiation dose
that an individual would receive during the 70-year period. These
doses have been reduced to allow for shielding and occupancy
factors, and for radioactive decay.
The estimated doses from a HLW accident (in the absence of protective measures) would be about 6,000 times the doses from the RH-TRU
accident, in direct proportion to the quantities of Cs-137 released
in the two accidents.
Table B-6
Long-Term Dose to the Maximum Individual in Zone I From
Ingestion of Cesium-137 During the Period of 1-70
Years Followinq an RH-TRU Rail Accident
------

/\ge

Ye a rs Ingested

chi 1 d
Teen
Adult

10
6
53

---·
--·----Tot a 1 50-Year Dose Commitment - - n~illirern
-----Whole Body
Bone
Liver- - - - - - - - - 4.4
0.62
4. 2
0. 51
1. 1
1. 5
5.2
5.0
8.0

------··---

-----·---~-----

TOTAL LIFETIME DOSE

6.3

11.

1 4.
------------

Table B-7
External Radiation Dose in Zone I From Deposition of
Cesium-137 Following an RH-TRU Rail Accident
--Period

----------

First Year
1-70 Years

Whole Body
Dose - millirem
·------------·3.9
73.

TOTAL (Rounded)

77.
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The expected releases from a sabotage incident of the more aGundant radionuclides contained in RH-TRU and experimental HLW are
shown in Table 8-8. Also included in the Table are dose commitment factors, stable element transfer data and external dose
factors. These factors are used alonq with the quantity of release to determine which radionuclides should be used to compute
doses to individuals or populations.
It is apparent from inspection of the table that niost nuclides
make a negligible contribution to the radiation dose. The radionuclides that need to be considered are shown in Table 5 in the
main report.
I~

ti on Doses From.

~_9_bota_g e

Inc i de_~!~

Tables 8-9 through 8-12 present the doses to maximum expo~ed individuals in the four age groups from intake of Strontiurn-90 via
milk, meat, and produce.
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Radionuclide Release Quantities, Dose Factors, and Transfer
Data Fro111 Sabotacie Incident Involving
Experimental HLW Shipments

l~H-THU

and

. -- --------,-~J~i-e·s--~~-l~~-:s~~-~l)___;o-::-C~-f-ac-to)2_)___ ) ~~d-tiS fe-r-~1at ~ 3 )-j-~-~~ern~-1 ·(-4)-Nuc I icie

c( 60
!-

Sr-90
Ru-106
Cs-134
Cs-137

EF=jj~_u-~_- -~_-S_x_~J-j_L_W --~L~i~:~l~~~_:~-=- l=~fi'.C=~=--rt'--=~
0 . 37 5
29. 5
0.258
0. ·154

Ce-144

Pm-147
Eu-152
Eu-154
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
/~rn-241
-··--·-

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

0.075
0.030
.0025
.027

.0065
0. 164
0.0003

0 . ( 47
45. 2
2.58
9.25
995.

16.7
33.0
0.004
3.93
1. 87
0.061
0.037
8.3
0.078
-------

4. 7 - 6

1. 8- 6

1. 0- 3

1. 3- 2

1.9-3
3.5-7
1.2-4
7.1-5
2.6-8
2.9-9
3.9-8
5.4-8

7.6-4
1.1-6
9. 1-5
5.3-5
2.3-5
3.2-6
4.8-5
6.5-5
6.9-2
7.8-2
7.7-2
1.3-3
6.7-2

8.0-4
l. 0-6
1. 2-2
1. 2-2
1. 0-4

6.0-4
4.0-1
4.0-3
4.0-3
1. 2-3

---------~-

I- _ 9~'.~~-T ·-·-1 . 7-8
2.2-12
l. 5-9
1. 2-B
4.2-9
5.2-10
4.2-9
1. l -/j

-J

-·--------

8.6-10
-----

--- -

---~

Source of Inventory is Reference 19,
Table 3.1-4.
50-year Dose Commitment to Whole Body of ~dult from Ingestion or Inhalation of Clne Picocurie. From NUREG-0172 (Reference 17).
Stable Element Transfer Data from Table E-1, Reference 3.
From Table E-6, Reference 3. Units are rnrem/hr per pCi/m 2 .
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----·--·-

Table B-9
Doses from Ingestion of Strontium-90 Released in a Sabotage
Incident Involving RH-TRU Wastes (Rem)

--r---------------- ------ ------------

IN FA.NT

:~~~:_e_ I ___

3.

2+6_[5;____

------------

(a)

1s.

3.5+6

Meat

--1-5.-

+--+~:~- +::;~i- -:; : -

___________________ l __________ --------------· ---------· ------- -------

Dose commitment factors in millirem per pCi ingested are
(1.85-2) and (4.71-3) for infant hone and whole body and
(l.70-2) and (4.31-3) for ch-ild bone and whole body. Assu111c d
release is 29.5 Ci.
'
1

Table B- 10

-~

Doses from Ingestion of Strontium-90 Released in a Sabotage
Incident Involving RH-TRU Wastes (Rem)
---------------------- - - I
TEENAGER
I
ADULT
- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " i t

P_al_hw ""-- [__ _l'_(_i__b_ta_ke

I

Milk

f - Bon!

0
_ -"-

3.9+6

32.

Meat
Produce

5.6+6
2.4+8

46.
1900. I

TOTAL

2 . 5+8

2000.

---------r-- ---- --- ----------------- --- 05

l~~~'l -s_ody__~_c i_ I nta k~ . - Bon~ 1 J_~K~l e- BocJy
8.0

I

3.0+6

23.

490.

9.4+6
2.0+8

71.
1500.

510.

2. l +8

1600.

11.

~

I

l

S.6
17.
370.

---- ---- ----------- -- ----- -1--- -------- -- --------- --- ---- -- ---- ---(a)

I

390.

Oo s e comm i t men t fa c to rs i n rn i l 1 i rem p e r p Ci i n q e s t e d a i· e ( 8 . 30- J)
and (2.05-3) for teenager bone and whole body and (7.58-3) and
(1 .86-3) for adult bone and whole body. Assumed release is 29.5

ci

.
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Table 8-11
Doses from Ingestion of Strontium-90 Released in a Sabotaqe
Incident Involving Experimental HLW

84.

21.

:~ :~-~e .L~~4~-9~6 _ -~gQ~·=-:~_:!_~~---~=+ ;: _: _ _ -: _:_: :-t-= 1~:.-_
(a)

Dose co n11n i t men t factors ·i n mi l l i rem per p Ci i n g es t e d are
(l .85-2) and (4.71-3) for infant bone and whole body and
(l .70-2) and (4.31-3) for child bone and whole body. Assumed
release is 45.2 Ci.
Table 8- 12
Doses from Ingestion of Strontium-90 Released in a Sabotage
Incident Involving Experimental HLW

---------------1- ---------- -- - --------- --------------------- ------1

:

~-~':!'~

I~

--------

i/

TEENAGER
--------~
_______
Q_g_se~p_il ______ _

j- p_c ~~:k~_ _Bo_:~~ _Wh_ol~~~~_dy_

Meat
Produce

8.6+6
3. 7+8

71.
3000.

17.
750.

---------------~--------------------------

ADULT

----- ------F-oos<e TReml ·---

i4:::-ke

_J' c

Bo~~--

r

1.4+7
3. 1+8

110.
I 2300.
1.

~o 1e~B~dj
26.
570.

1

r~~~~T-----~-[~~~~~~~-s~-8 __J--~-~~~~-~-- ~~~--~~~o~----------=-~~!~·>+s_=~~I~~~~~--~-~ ----~~- t~~·__- (a)

Dose co1n111itment factors in 111illire111 per pCi ingested are (8.3-3)
and (2.05-3) for teenaner bone and whole body and (7.58-3) and
(l .86-3) for adult bone and wholP body.
Assumed release is 45.2 Ci.
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Resuspension dose estimates for the sabotage incidents are shown
in Table B-1~. These doses assume that 80'Yo of deposited rarlionuu n i form l y n1 i x e d i n to the top l 5 c e n t i n1 et e rs

c l i de s rem a i n an d a re

of soil.

This assumption would not lead to conservative estimates

for all land uses.
different terms.

Also, the doses are expressed in slightly
The transuranic

doses are relctteci to the prorJused

EPA regulations and are the maximum that would b~ delivered

in any

year whereas the cesium and st.ront-iun1 are SU-year dose comrn:t11:Pnt::·'
from an annua-1 intake.
A resuspension factor of ·10- 8 i11-l is uc,pd
for cesium and strontium.

These doses are n.egligible compared to

those that would be received from other pathways as a result of
the same accident.

Table B-13
Resuspension Doses From Sabotage Incident Involvinq
RH-TRU and Experimental HLW Shiprnents (Mil.!irem)

Nuclide

70-Year
Dose
-------··-------Lung

Bone

,

Lung

Bone

· - - - - - - - - - - _ _I ____________ --· - ---

RH-TRU vJ ASTE

--"---~-----

TRU

2. 7

8. 2

Sr-90

0. 1 3

1. 3

Cs-137

-

1 80.

4.2

44.

(a 11 less than 0.001 millirem)
EXP

TRU

280.

230.

300.

S r-90

0.20

2.0

Cs-137

0.027

0.17

HU~

----i-,- 5 ,000.
Il

l (), 000.

6.4
0.90

··-·-----------·-L--- - - -

B-9

67.

6.0

External Radiation Doses From Sabotaqe
Incidents_________ ;:,______ ,. ________

--- ---------- -·-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- --------

---~-------%

---·----~---

The external radiation dose from the significant gamma ernittinq
radionuclides released in an RH-TRU sabotage incident is shown
in Table B-14.
The external dose from u sabotaqe incident involving HLW is sirnply
0 . 7 t i 111 e s t h a t o f a HL ~J iJ c c i d e n t s i n c e n o r a d i o n u c l i d e c; o t h e 1•
than Cs-137 are signif1cant.

Table B-14
External Radiation Dose rrorn RH-TRU
Sabotage Incident - Millirern
Nuclide
Co-60
Cs--137
Eu-152
Eu-154
Total

I-i-:~-~ -;1~1 r~1~~;---1-Fi~~-~~~~-~~---. .··--- ···- --·- -- . ....

I

··- --··--- -----------

3.8
i. 9

- -· ..1..,. 9__ ···- -

I

-1--

Dose
1-70 Years

25.
2.7

99.

l.3

13.

1.3

l6.

30.

50.

180.

··-·-------·- .. _J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---··-

(l )
(?)

Corrected for Radiological necay and a 0.70
shielding/occupancy factor
Corrected for Radioloqical Decay and a 0. 3 '.)
shielding/occupancy factor
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APPENDIX C
METHODOLOGY FOR POPULATION DOSE DETERMINATION
---------------------·---------------This appendix explains typical agricultural land use along
possible routes to the WIPP site, why the assumed location was
chosen for population dose calculations, the croppiny patterns.
how the percent probability of occurrence was determined. and how
the percent deposition within crop lands was determinerl.
~-e~-- M~-~ i

co Ag rj_c u l t u r_a l La n d Us e

Approximately 1 ,360,000 acres of land in New Mexico are irriqated
for crop production. An additional 600,000 acres are dry farmed.
These acreages comprise about 1 .75% and 0.75% of the total land
in New Mexico.
Approximately 200,000 irrigated acres are in food
crops with wheat (149,000 acres). pecans (14,600 acres), chili
peppers (10,900 acres) and peanuts (9,400 acres) being the principal crops
Also, about 400,000 acres of non-irrigated wheat
is grown (Ref. 4).

To relate the effect of possible transportation accidents on New
Mexico agriculture, it is preferable to estimate the proximity
and distribution of cultivated lands along possible routes. This
estimate was made by using the county-speci fie data in Reference
4 and by personal observation of the extent that cultivation was
concentrated along the routes.
Locations were observed where significant irrigation was concentrated
along rail and/or highway routes. The most significant of these
were:
(1)

Alonq the Rio Grande between the Texas border and AlhtJC'!UPrnui:>
whe re a PP r ox i 111 ate 1v 1 2 0 mi 1 es ( about 1 I 2 the d i s tan c P. )
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were irri0ated.
Rai I and hiqhway routes were located alonqside of or within the irrigated areas the entire distance.
(2)

I n t h e 4 0 - mi 1 e s t re t ch f r o lfl t h e Te x a s b o r d e r o n Hi q hwa y 7 0 I 8 4
through Clovis and for 17 miles south of Portales there w~re
about 30 miles of cultivation, often on both sides of thP
highway. The Atrhison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad
follows the highway along this stretch.

(3)

Along Alternate 285 (Ro1ite 2) south of Roswell to the Eddy
County line, there were about 30 miles of irrigation along
the east side and 15-20 miles along the west side of Route 2
in a 34 mile stretch. There were at least one dairy and several
cattle feed lots in this area. The AT & SF Railroad is along
Route 2 in this area.

Accident Location Chosen
It was decided that the location chosen for the population rlose
assessment should be one that actually exists in New Mexico.
The
mos t 1 i ke l y 1 o ca ti on for an a c c i dent wo u l d i n vol v e rang e l an ci v.J i t 11
little or no cultivation.
However, this would be non-conservative
and would also underestimate the averaqe dose that would be received
alonq the route.
On the other hand, it seems reasonable to choosP
a scenario that miqht occur in a few percent ot accidents r~ther
than the worst possible situation.
The location chosen was for thp ilccident to occur randornly rJllV·wh e re i n i:l 3 0 - mi 1 e st rP t ch of i r r i q d t i on a t l o r a t i o ri ( 3 ) a bu v r'
(Route 2 c;outh of Roswell).
It was further ass urned that I ancic_,
would be 1007(, irriqated on the east side of the route and 60
irrigated on the west side. The width of irrigated lands was
assumed to be one mile on each side of the railroad.
These
assumptions approxirnate the actual condition. The distribution
of crops through the irrigated area was assumed to be the average
for Chaves County.

[-2

This location was chosen because it is on the most direct rail
route from the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Rocky Flats,
and Hanford to the WIPP site. This would also be a possible route
for wastes from Oak Ridge or Savannah River.
The area of irriqation along the Rio Grande (location 1) in Dona
Ana County is similar to the Chaves County configuration anrl
includes a higher percentaqe of food crops and dair.v cattle.
Consequently the dose received under the same set of dssumptions
vrnuld be approximately 1.5 to 2 times as great as at the chosrn
location. However, this is a longer route to the site and 1;1ay be
used less frequently.
An accident along location (2}. which is on the same route as the
chosen location, may also lead to a higher population
dose due to the large amount of wheat qrown and the higher p0rcentage of dairy cows fed in Roosevelt County. Howe11er, the close
estimates would he at least partially offset due to the more
scattered occurence of cultivated lands.
~_roppi.!!_g_

Pattern

The assumption was made that averaqe county agricultural land
use would exist. This leads to the conclusion (which appears
consistent with visual observations along location 2) that most
land use is either in alfalfa or other hay (57%), feed qrains (ll
or cotton (26%). The only major food items are wheat (4.5%) and
pecans (1.6%). Only 5.5% of the livestock being fed are dairy rows.
The radiation dose to people from contaminatinq this land would
occur from ingestion of wheat, intake of milk from cows fed with
contaminated hay or grains, and eating meat from cattle fed contaminated feed.
Resuspension and external irradiation doses were
not considered. The actual number of persons receiving the
ingestion dose would be expected to be large since individuals
purchasing food rarely obtain most of it from a small area.
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HowevPr, it is useful to estimate the number of persons thnt
would be fed by contaminated food if it constituted their entire
diet. The food contaminated by this hvpothetical accident would
provide a 4-month food supply for the fol lowinri nu111ber of
persons:
1wi 1 k -

l , 30 0 ;

1>1heat -

3,400~

beef - 30,000.
Almost one-half of these persons would reside outside of New
Mexico.

The distribution of doses to populations within New Mexiro ~nd
out of state werP illrlffo dfter consideration of the re1rit1vp ;crn,ounts
of the various crops that are ronsurned within the state. These
values 1nust be considered approximate since no local knowlcdqe
was available on crop exporting patterns.
It was assurned that
60% of the milk, 50% of the meat, and 50% of the wheat remains
within New Mexico.
The distributing of doses within and outside of the state is useful
to highlight the portion of a dose that might be ingested by New
Mexicans.
However, it has no effect on the radiological consequences of an accident since a population dose is assun:ed to have
the same effect wherever i t is delivered
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Probable Number of Accidents
The probable number of transportation accidents occurring
during the lifetime of the repository and leading to the population doses calculated in this report can be estimated from
the following expression:
NI =

p

ace

F

nm

F.

irr

F

met

where:
N

number of accidents projected to occur during the lifetime of the repository at lo~ation (2) plus location (3).
Pace= the probability that an accident of design level seve"r"it_y
will occur somewhere during the lifetime of the repository and lead to the postulated releases.
F nm = fraction of desiqn
- level accidents assumed to occur in
New Mexico.
Firr == fraction of route miles that border irrigated lands times
the fraction of the year that crops are in the field.
F me t = fraction of time that meteorological conditions would
lead to deposition equal to or greater than assumed in
the dose calculations.
=

Reasonable estimates can be made for all of the parameters. The
p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t a n a c c i d e n t of d e s i g n l e v e 1 s e ve r i t y ( P a c c ) 1v i l 1
occur has been estimated on a per shipm0nt basis in Reference l
for each waste classification and method of shipment. The total
n um be r o f a cc i d en t s e x p e c t e d i n the l i f e ti me of th e rep o s i to r· y
can be obtained by multiplying this value by the number of shlpmen ts expected . F n11 1 can be es t i ma t e d by ass um i n g the fr act i on
of accidents occurring in New Mexico is equal to the fraction
of enroute miles that are in the State. From the mixture of
waste shipments assumed in Reference l, the mileage can be estimated for each type of shipment. The values chosen were: 0. 13
for CH-TRU and RH-TRU rail shipments; 0.15 for HLW shipments;
0.41 for Cil-TRU truck shipments; and 0.33 for RH-TRU truck
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shipments. The irrigation factor (Firr) is obtained fron1 adding
the miles of irrigation along the route (30 each for locations 2
and 3), dividing by the 225 miles of track in New Mexico on this
route and multiplying by 0.5 for the fraction of time crops niay
be in the field.
The calculated value of Firr is 0.13. The
meteorology factor, Fmet• is taken as the fraction of time that
stability categories F and G occur when wind speed is less than
1.4 m/s.
This value, obtained from A~pendix Hof Reference l, is
0. 16. This procedure assumes an equal probability of wind
blowing in all sectors. The resulting average amount of crop
land in each sector that is contaminated is calculated in the
next section for this particular geometry.
There are. of course, uncertainties in all of the parameters. Pace
is the most uncertain fa~tor, especially the estimate of the releases that will occur due to a design level accident. The other
three parameters are less uncertain and their product may be
accurate within+ 100% for the rail accident at location (3).
The projected number of accidents for each category of waste shipment is shown in Table C-1. The Firr factor developed for the AT
& SF rail route is also used for the truck routes because better
data are not available. This assumption is undoubtedly conservative.
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The very ·1ow probability of these severe accidents occurring
at all is apparent from a study of Table C-1.
Nineteen accident'.~
of an levels of severity are expected t~-' occur in New Mexico
during the repository lifetime. However, the calculated number
of accidents of design level severity is only 0.048.
For the
RH-TRU rail accident there is a 0.0053 probability of a
design level accident in New Mexico, a 0.00069 probability
that this accident would occur in irrigated areas with crops in
the field, and a 0.00011 probability of occurring with the
restrictive meteorological conditions assumed in c2lc~l?ting
doses in this report.
ProbabilitiPs for HLW are less than onetenth of this.
The probability of the maximum ~ndividual dose occurring was
assumed to be equal to or less than the population dose.
Observations about the state gave the impression that selfsufficient family farms occur along a much smaller fr~ction of
the routes than do concentrations of irrigation.
Consequently,
this assumption is undoubtedly conservative. The probability
of sabotage incidents occurring was not estimated.

It is necessary to determine the percentage of thP deposition
occurring in each zone that would probably fall on crop land.
The key factors are the orientation of the track and irrigation
and where within the 48 km stretch the accident occurs.
From

.

Figure C-1, it is apparent the average amount of crop land
that is contaminated will be twice as great if the accident
occurs in the middle of the 48 km stretch rather than at the end .
The fraction of the deposition that occurs for each zone was
estimated graphically and is shown in Table C-2.
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Table C-1
Projected Number of Transportation Accidents
Occurring from WIPP Project Operations (1)

Accic!ent
Conditions

CH- TRU

CH- TRU

Rail

Truck
--------

RH- TRU

RH- TRU

__R_i}J_

__l_r::_~-~-

t
I

HL w

~5l Ll

---·- --·

---------~----··----·--

--~··

.

Number of

~JDj~ienTs

A11 Accidents
Total
In New Mexico (2)
gn _J~_'{_ej
Total
In New Me xi co
In New Mexico+
i rri qa ti on ( 3)
In New Me xi co,
i rri qati on +
meteoro 1ogy

3600

5200

1200

3100

86

I
65.
8.5

13.

20.
2.6

5.3

7.8
2.6

0.2

0.0078
0.0026

0.0025
0.00038

1.3

Q_~ s i

(1)

O.?fi

0.013

0.034

0.0053

0.041
0.0053

0.0044

0.00069

0.00069

0.00033

o.ooon49

0. 00071

0 .00011

0 .00011

0.000054

0.0000078

Oerived from Reference 1 for 6 million cubic foot repository
i th 30 0 e x p e r i 111 en ta 1 HLW can i s t e rs .
Accidents prorated to NM based on fraction of average mi leagc
expected to be in the State.
Percentage of highway miles bordered by irrigation assumed
to be the same as for rail miles.

vJ

(2)
(3)
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Figure C-1
Model Irrigated Area and ContJmination Patterns
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Contanlinatl~d

Crops

The maximum fraction of each zone that could contain crop land
is shown in the last column of Table C-2. This would be for a
condition where the wind was blowing along the track and at
least 20 km of irrigated land lay downwind. The resulting dose
would be about 150% greater than the average dose calculated
here and would be expected to occur in about 7% of all accidents
occurring in this 30-mile stretch.

Table C-2
Fraction of the Total Deposition in a Zone That is
Expected to Fall on Crop Lands

-_z-_o~-eIF;a~_;_.~-·~-~~-~~p~one rAr_e-~--r-~-;~_<_,~_~_-)_r._.l~ a-)t-~---d~--~-~M~a--~~~m--~---~-'n:_r_n_f_-i~~ ~
I
II
III

IV

v
VI

0. 79
0.67
0.34
0.20
0.070
0.039

8.7+4
2.9+5
2.5+5
4.7+5
7.6+5
l. 7+6

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0. 78
0.45
I

_____________ _i _______________ ···-··-----·-----·

(l)

(2)

area does not include the 26% of irrigated land planted in
cotton;
when wind is blowing down the railroad track and train is
greater than 20 km upwind from the end of irrigation.
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APPENDIX D
BENEFIT-COST TRADE-OFFS
This appendix demonstrates how ohe might make a benefit-cost
analysis to determine when protective actions are warranted.
Protective action levels calculated in this manner should be
considered as guidelines for decision-making, not as bindin;
values.
In any specific case there may be reasons why protective
actions are not taken (such as causing food shortages) or it may
be convenient to take protective actions at lower levels. Also,
the benefit-cost comparison can only be a crude one at best.
There are problems in precisely determining the cost of taking a
specific action. It is appropriate to consider all costs that
would occur as a result of the decision to take protective action.
Other costs of the accident (such as extensive field monitoring
and laboratory analyses to determine the extent and degree of
contamination) that have been incurred before the decision or
would be incurred even if a negative decision were made should
not be included.
A benefit determination is even more approximate. The average
number of rems of low-level ionizing radiation necessary to ca11se
a statistical cancer death is uncertain within a factor of 10.
The actual value of a human life is a theological and philosophical one rather than an economic one. Ideally, the amount
of money soci~ty expends to save a human life should be similar
regardless of the cause of death (e.g. one should be willing to
spend as much money per statistical life saved by providing
better ambulance service as by reducina radiation exposure).
However, in practice little effort is made to treat risks
equally since society perceives some types of risks as ~ore
objectionable than others.
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The approach used in this appendix to·determine the level where
protective measures are cost-effective is to assign a dollar
v a l u e to a person - rem of dos e prevented . Val u es rang i ng fro 111 $ 1 0
to $1000 per person-rem avoided have been used in various analyses.
The value chosen here is $100 per person-rem of whole body dose
a~oided.
Since 2,000 to 20,000 person-rem of whole body dose are
required for a statistical cancer death, a value of $100 per personrem places a value of 0.2 to 2.0 million dollars on a statistical
cancer death avoided. No additional credit is taken for avoidance
of dose to the bone, liver, or other organs because: (a) much of
the resulting health effects is already included in the whole body
dose; and (b) the health effects per person-rem are much less than
fur whole body radiation.

Milk Pathway

A whole body dose of 0. 10 person-rem would be obtained by the
critical family from an intake of (1.8 + 6) pCi Cs-137.
However, since this family cow is expected to produce an average
of 17.1 Q,/d and the family uses only 4.6 9-,/d, it could be assumed
that the excess milk was fed to neighboring families and would
result in a total dose of 0.37 person-rem.
If the value of a
person-rem saved is taken as $100 and the retail cost of a liter
of 111 i l k i s 5 5 cents , then i t i s cost effect i ve to condemn lil i l k
until:
pCi

27,000 pCi/£ of Cs-137

However, since the initial activity in the milk is only 25,00n
pCi/9, it would never be cost effective to condemn 111ilk following
the l~H-TRU accident. The HL\~ accident would cause an initial
concentration of (l .6 + 8) pCi/~ and 99.95% could be avoided.
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However, it would be even more cost-effective to remove the cow
from contaminated pasture and provide stored (uncontaminated)
feed.
If the cost of feed were taken at $0.20 per liter of milk
the cows could be kept off pasture as long as the concentration
in milk was~ 9,700 pCi/£. Thus, it would be cost-effective to
use uncontaminated feed for the RH-TRU accident until the concentration in the milk dropped to 9,700 pCi/£. This would be for
a period of 19 days and would save 79% of the dose.
For the
HLW accident it would be feasible to avoid 99.99% of the dose.
Since the time for the residual pasture contamination to decay
to 0.01% of its initial concentration is lonapr th~n thA 10-rl~v
period assumed for inqesting contaminated feed, all of the HLW
dose would theoretically be avoided.
Meat
The dose to the whole body from eating meat is 0.09 person-rem
from the RH-TRU accident and 580 person-rem for the HLW accident.
Since the family would eat 326 kg of meat in a year (with a
replacement value of perhaps $800-1000) it is obviously not costeffective to condemn the meat for the RH-TRU accident, but it
would be feasible for the HLW accident. Also, it will not be
cost-effective to place the animals on stored feed for the RH-TRU
accident. For the HLW accident (and with the assumption that
the cost of supplemental feed is $3.50 per cow per day, and two
cows are being kept), the stored feed could be used until the
fraction of the initial contamination that decays in a day is:
7.0 $/d
58-,000$
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.0025 A
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Since this time is wel I beyond the 30 days that pasture is
assumed contaminated, all of the initial dose can be avoided
from the HLW accident.
Produce
This food item delivers a whole body radiation dose to the farm
family of 0.39 person rem from the RH-TRU accident and 2500
person-rem for the HLW accident. The amount of produce ingested
is 854 kg, which might have a retail value as high as $800.
In
this case no action is justified for the RH-TRU accident. For the
HLW accident it would be worthwhile to condemn the entire crop.
Summary
The examples of RH-TRU and HLW accidents indicate the full range
of protective measures that are possible.
For the RH-TRU
release the only protective measure that can be justified is replace111ent of milk cow pasture with uncontaminated feed if one
limits the negative value of a person-rem to $100. Thus, the
farm family would be expected to accept most of the ingestion
dose (0.50 person-rem of whole body radiation}. However, the
cost of avoiding all of this dose would be only about $1000
an d may we l l be cons i de red as re as on ably a ch i e v ab 1e
For the
HLW accident the potential doses are so high that it is costeffective to completely avoid the dose by condemnati.on and/or
replacement with uncontaminated feed.
Intermediate levels of
contamination would justify protective measures that would eliminate varying percentages of the dose.
11
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Doses

The extent that population doses could be avoided can be
determined by the procedure described for the farm family.
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RH-TRU

Accident

The condemnation of wheat grown in Zone I could be justified (for
a value of $100/person-rem) even thouqh the maximum individual
dose saving would be only about 200 mren1. This would reduce the
population dose by 2.5 person-rem (9%) and the value of wheat
lost would be about $200. No other protective actions would be
justifiable. The impracticality of preventing the population dose
is apparent when the crop value (for all 6 zones) of about $250,000
is compared to the residual population dose of 26.5 person-rem.
Even the condemnation of crops in Zone II would cost about $27,000
for a dose reduction of only 11.4 person-rem.
HLW Accident
Contamination levels are high enough from this accident to justify
condemnation of all food crops in all 6 zones. Feed grains grown
in Zones I-V should not be used. Feed crops grown in Zone VI should
not be fed to dairy cattle but are borderline for beef cattle and
should be usable if they can be allowed to weather for a few extra
weeks before harvesting.

It is apparent from Tables 2 and 3 that the predicted long-term
(70 years) doses would not be high enough from CH-TRU or RH-TRU
accidents to justify remedial measures. However, projected doses
(Table 4) from the HLW accident are much too high in Zone I to be
permitted. Even in the 70th year the external dose would be 2.8
rem/year and the ingestion doses would be several hundred millirem
per year. The severity of the contamination decreases significantly
in the outer zones, with the concentrations in Zones V and VI beinq
only 2.2% and 0.4% of those in Zone I.
c

Avoiding long-term exposures from a HLW accident could be expensive.
There are several possibilities:
(1) complete abandonment and
quarantine of the area; (2) removal of contaminated top soil; and (3)
changes in land-use. The preferred choice will depend on the level
of contamination and the relative value of land in various uses.
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